Piggyback announcements are a hot issue again. p27
Magazines' top 100 spend 67% of two-media budget in TV. p32
NBC Radio affiliates told skeptics undersell medium. p46
Fear of program control voiced at FCC hearing. p64

Station-wise, it's right, time-wise, to investigate, availability-wise, the newly released COLUMBIA POST-'50 GROUP II feature films.

Title-wise and star-wise they can be very important to you rating-wise and sponsor-wise.

Exclusive distribution-wise with SCREEN GEMS
NEWS HAPPENS ANYTIME!

WHEN IT DOES THE 752,400* PEOPLE WHO RESIDE IN THE SIOUX CITY TELEVISION MARKET LOOK TO KVTV FOR THE FULL STORY . . . IT’S A HABIT, THEY’VE BEEN DOING IT FOR ELEVEN YEARS NOW!

At KVTV in Sioux City news gets the “VIP” treatment. Be it tornados, elections, disasters, good news or bad, folks have learned to dial KVTV for the complete story as soon as it happens. KVTV maintains the largest broadcast news staff in the Siouxland region to see that they get the full story now. It’s this faithful news coverage that draws the crowds. And, it’s the crowds that make KVTV the great buy.

See your Katz Man.

* Sales Management—Survey of Buying Power, 1964

PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
KVTV . . . . . . Sioux City, Iowa
WNAX . . . . Yankton, South Dakota
WGAR . . . . . Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD . . . . . Columbus, Ohio
The hand that rocks the cradle... mows the lawn...

cooks the dinner... starts the car...

buys the hats... and pays the bills...

Responsible adults demand informative radio. Each week WCBM reaches them with 17 hours of local and regional coverage, gathered by Baltimore’s largest radio news team, plus 16 hours of CBS news. Our responsible programming is geared to maintain WCBM’s extensive adult reach. **REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY METRO RADIO SALES**

tunes to WCBM RADIO, Baltimore

WCBM, BALTIMORE, MD. 10,000 WATTS ON 680 KC AND 106.5 FM, A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING RADIO, A DIVISION OF METROMEDIA, INC.
Leading the entire Southwest is the Dallas-Fort Worth Metro Market. With a combined population of 1.9 million, combined retail sales of $2.7 billion — and growing — Dallas-Fort Worth is the logical market in which to introduce your new product.

KRLD-TV delivers 96,700 TV Homes per average quarter-hour, 9 a.m. to Midnight, Sunday through Saturday*, a whopping 90% more than its nearest competitive television outlet. What better spot for your campaign?

(By the way, established products have been doing well on KRLD-TV for many years.)

See your ADVERTISING TIME SALES representative.

represented nationally by Advertising Time Sales, Inc.

THE DALLAS TIMES HERALD STATIONS

Channel 4, Dallas-Ft. Worth

MAXIMUM POWER TV-TWIN to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts

* NSI Feb 24-Mar 22, 64

BROADCASTING, June 8, 1964
Debates unlikely

If Senator Barry Goldwater wins Republican nomination next month, it's a safe guess there will be no "Great Debates" preceding November elections as there were four years ago. Neither President Johnson nor Senator Goldwater care particularly about face-to-face confrontations; hence neither candidate is likely to challenge other.

But whether it's Goldwater or some other Republican versus Johnson, possibility of individual appearances by candidates would not be ruled out—using Meet the Press or some similar format. This presupposes final approval of legislation suspending Section 315 equal-time provision as it applies to presidential candidates. Measure awaits Senate-House action on conference report with approval regarded as virtual certainty.

NAB board elections

Prospects for election of Willard Schroeder, vice-president-general manager, WOOG-AM-FM-TV Grand Rapids, to chairmanship of joint NAB board were reported good last week. Leading contender is Ben Strouse, president, WWDY-AM-FM Washington, current chairman of radio board. Only other prospect now mentioned is Gordon Gray, president, WKTV-TV Utica.

Mr. Strouse, popular with independent radio board members, does not have strong attraction for TV board members because of lack of identity with visual medium. Mr. Schroeder has preponderant television board backing as well as that of networks, which conceivably could give him first ballot election at meeting next Monday (June 15). Both radio and television boards also elect Harold Essex, president, WSSJ-AM-FM-TV Winston-Salem, so far unopposed for radio board chairmanship with three or four-way contest for vice chairmanship. Toss-up contender for TV board chairmanship are Glenn Marshall, WJXT-TV Jacksonville and Mike Shapiro, WFAA-TV Dallas, with John F. Dille, WJSV-TV South Bend-Elkhart, Ind., in running for vice chairman.

Piggybacks on networks

Association of National Advertisers has asked networks how they will be affected by TV code's new piggyback rules (story page 27), and is preparing to distribute answers to ANA members. It's understood essential positions were these: ABC-TV said new rules will mean no change, and that it will reserve right to make its own decision—not necessarily relying on code authority's assessment—as to whether specific commercials are "integrated" (count as one) or "piggyback" (count as two). CBS-TV said it will continue to limit piggybacks to one per half-hour at night, one per quarter-hour in daytime. NBC-TV said changes will primarily affect Saturday and Monday Night at the Movies and Virginian, in which it has permitted two multi-product commercials back-to-back—one of which will have to go unless one or both meet code's new and stricter definitions of "integration."

Billing racket

Through broadcasters' grapevine, what appears to be phony billing racket on delivery of recordings, has been exposed. Number of radio stations have reported receipt of bills from Los Angeles, usually small amounts (area of $5-$14) asking for remittance to post office box. When bills have been returned with protest that money was not owed, unsigned reply ascribed billing to "inadvertence."

Shaved set profits

As expected, price of leaders in new TV set lines are hewing close to pre-all-channel set cutoff date (April 30), but cream is being skimmed off sales margins. It's consensus of marketers that distributors are handling all-channel leaders at markups that are 7% below normal. Retailers too must accept proportionately shortened margins. Prices on other receivers in lines are, however, higher than before to recover extra costs of added UHF tuner.

Access battle continues

New effort to gain access for TV and radio to public House committee hearings is being made by National Association of Broadcasters. Resolution by Representative Oren Harris (D-Ark.) to leave matter up to majority of each committee has been slumbering in House Rules Committee, but NAB is starting push for vote while it believes it still can muster 8-7 favorable tally.

Two factors encourage prompt work: 1) at least two members on broadcasters' side are seeking other offices and won't be in House next year; 2) if no action is obtained this year, Harris resolution dies and whole battle would have to be fought again in January at beginning of next Congress when House re-adopts its rules of procedure.

NBC football in color

There's chance that NBC-TV will broadcast American League professional football games in color, when it begins carrying them in 1965, if affiliates in AIL cities install necessary color gear. Movement to get affiliate cooperation has been started by Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston, who has offered to put in some $400,000 worth of remote color equipment to originate home games of Houston Oilers. Affiliates in other AIL cities may benefit by NAB officials during affiliate convention in Beverly Hills last week (see story page 49), and word was that several expressed interest.

NBC political team ready

NBC's political broadcast unit, already in action informally, is due to be activated officially about mid-June, when Ernest Lee Jahneke Jr., NBC standards and practices vice president, will take over full-time as political-unit vice president and be joined by other executives to be announced shortly. Robert D. Kasmire will head network's standards and practices in addition to his responsibilities as vice president for corporate information while Mr. Jahneke is on political-unit assignment.

Merrill to head NCTA?

In line for chairmanship of National Community Television Association is Bruce Merrill, owner of KIVA (tv) Yuma, Ariz. and president of Ameco Inc., Phoenix, CATV manufacturer and operator of cable systems in Arizona, California, Alabama and Florida. He would succeed Fred Stevenson, president of Rogers TV Cable Inc., Rogers, Ark., who will have completed his one-year term.

It's doubted whether annual convention, at its meeting in Philadelphia June 14-19, will learn identity of new paid president. After withdrawal of Archer S. Taylor as candidate for presidency, tentative decision was reached to hold appointment of chief operating officer in abeyance, presumably until after new board takes over.
WHEN IT COMES TO WOMEN... we've got all the good numbers

We take our best gals to the movies, and they love it! They're our steady dates Saturday and Sunday nights for "Best of Hollywood" and Friday nights from 7:30 to 9:30 for "Masterpiece Movies" like James Mason and Ava Gardner in East Side, West Side, and Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr in Dream Wife. All this, plus great variety shows, the best of CBS and a full hour of dinner-time news, keeps our big-buying gals and our advertisers happy. Moral: Call your STS man.

WJBK-TV
DETOUR 2

MILWAUKEE WJ TJ
CLEVELAND WJW-TV
ATLANTA WAGA-TV
DETROIT WJBK-TV
TOLEDO WSPD-TV
NEW YORK WTN

MIAMI
WGNS
CLEVELAND WJW
LOS ANGELES KGBS
DETROIT WREK
TOLEDO WSPD
PHILADELPHIA WBG

STORER TELEVISION SALES, INC. Representatives for all Storer television stations.

STORER TELEVISION SALES, INC. Representatives for all Storer television stations.
Advertisers and agencies are puzzled about piggyback situation, and some are trying to persuade TV stations to overlook code restrictions. Code officials claim it’s all very simple. See . . .

**PIGGYBACK ISSUE HEATS UP AGAIN . . . 27**

House committee prepares to look into cigarette health proposals. Harris schedules hearings on bills which run gamut from labeling to advertising restrictions. See . . .

**CIGARETTES NEXT FOR HARRIS . . . 30**

Commission is seen on the verge of thawing AM station freeze by adopting essence of proposed rules issued last year. More stringent engineering standards are seen resulting. See . . .

**AM FREEZE NEAR THAW . . . 38**

Television board is called to special Sunday meeting to clarify pay TV stand. Regular NAB board meetings next week are expected to elect joint chairman, approve CATV legislation. See . . .

**NAB TO CLARIFY PAY TV VIEWS . . . 42**

Radio continued growing even though advertisers and agencies were unaware of it, Foote tells NBC Radio affiliates; future is bright as radio becomes as ubiquitous as ball point pen: Redd. See . . .

**SKEPTICS UNDERSELL RADIO . . . 46**

NBC television affiliates reassured about better programs and bigger audiences, but appear unhappy at lack of sufficient 20-second breaks in network programming. Network officials say they’ll try to oblige. See . . .

**BEEF UP OF PROGRAMS PLANNED . . . 49**

Group owners have been leaders in broadcasting, Sarnoff tells NBC meeting, as NBC chairman starts backfire against revision of multiple ownership rules rumored under FCC study. See . . .

**BIGNESS ISN’T BADNESS . . . 50**

FCC is told that if it adopts TV program form its authority will be tested in courts, Henry says he’d welcome judicial review. Most broadcasters claim form will be undue burden. See . . .

**PRELUDE TO PANDORA? . . . 64**

Pooled coverage of national elections seen coming, perhaps this year. Networks are agreeable and wire services indicate interest in joining all-media cooperative news venture. See . . .

**BETTER WAY TO COUNT VOTES? . . . 70**

NBC doesn’t think telecasters should seek federal law against wired pay TV, Sarnoff says, but expresses disquiet at expansion of CATV. Feels broadcasters should be protected against pirating. See . . .

**UNDERSCORES ANTI PAY TV STAND . . . 54**
SOME OF OUR FRIENDS IN OMAHA

These men are four of Omaha's leading food brokers. Each represents top national and regional brands. Each frequently recommends to his principals spot schedules on KMTV. Here's why:

John O'Connor, the John O'Connor Co.: "When I recommend KMTV, I know from experience the sales results will be there."

Ray Bonifas, Hockenberg-Rubin Co. of Nebraska: "When I recommend KMTV I can depend on good merchandising cooperation as well as good advertising."

Joe H. Kenney, J. H. Kenney Co.: "When I recommend KMTV, I know I'll be getting full advertising support in Lincoln as well as Omaha."

Jack Warner, The Husker Co.: "A good food broker must know media strengths in his own area. I know KMTV is a good advertising buy."

See Petry for all the facts about YOUR friend in Omaha.

KMTV OMAHA

BROADCASTING, June 8, 1964
STV delays start until mid-July

Subscription Television Inc. will start its wired pay-TV program service in Los Angeles on July 17, in San Francisco on Aug. 14, STV announced Friday. Service had been scheduled to begin July 1 in both cities. Postpomement was blamed on delays in development and shipment of equipment. Distraction of executive attention from internal problems to meet attack of group opposing entry of pay TV into California and, most importantly, failure of California Public Utilities Commission to approve STV with telephone company for cable service in Los Angeles until after last week's primary election (see page 62). STV now has about 4,700 subscribers in Los Angeles area, plus some 1,700 in San Francisco and has still to submit telephone service contract in that city for PUC approval.

Miami ch. 10 oral argument is heard

FCC heard oral argument Friday in comparative proceeding involving fate of channel 10 Miami, now occupied by WLBW-TV. It is first of "ex parte" cases to be argued.

Examiner H. Gifford Irion, in initial decision in December, recommended channel be awarded to South Florida TV Corp., one of three applicants competing with WLBW-TV. Others are Miami TV Corp. and Civic TV Inc.

WLBW-TV, which has occupied channel since 1961 on four-month authorization, argued at hearing that examiner erred in refusing to consider station's past programming. Examiner had restricted showing on performance to four-month authorization period, then held that was too brief period to serve as basis for judgment.

Attorney for broadcast bureau, which had supported examiner's decision, was questioned closely on examiner's reasoning by Chairman E. William Henry, and Commissioners Frederick W. Ford and Lee Loevinger.

Bureau attorney Earl Waleck said it was "reasonable" for examiner to restrict program showing to period of authorization. He noted that station got channel by "kind of default" and that commission wanted to open it up to new applicants, without giving advantage to WLBW-TV.

Station was given short-term authorization in 1960, after three other applicants were disqualified for improper activities. Station is owned by L. B. Wilson Co., licensee of WCKY Cincinnati.

South Florida Television Corp. argued that since authorization was "temporary," stations should not be given credit for past performance. It said this would be unfair to other applicants.

Civic and Miami, in their arguments, each stressed its area familiarity as reason it should get grant. Both firms are composed of Miami area residents.

Rep. Hall wants probe of pollsters

Lou Harris, pollster with CBS News and newspapers, "is as much (if not more) interested in 'influencing' elections as in predicting them," Representative Durwood G. Hall (R-Mo.) charged Friday in letter calling for congressional investigation into political polling.

Addressed to Representative Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of House Commerce Committee, letter noted that committee's probes of broadcast ratings "could only surmise, based on the accumulation of evidence, that the ratings were falsely predicted." But primary election results show conclusively "that some pollsters either were guilty of ineptness or deliberately altered their results to achieve a desired effect," Representative Hall wrote.

Earlier, congressman attacked pollster Harris on his analyses of cross-over voting (Broadcasting, May 18, 11).

Henry's views of hearing

FCC's hearing last week on proposed reporting form was regarded as something of success by Chairman E. William Henry. He seemed cheered by results, said many suggestions offered by those who participated were helpful. He also seemed to feel commission could come up with final draft that industry can support. One of several major complaints commission will consider involves stricter of two alternative methods of reporting on how an applicant determines, evaluates and programs to meet community needs. Chairman was impressed by virtual unanimous objection to that proposal.

Commission officials, meanwhile, are considering idea of putting proposed form to actual test of having broadcasters fill it out under ordinary working conditions. This would give commission better idea of problems form would present broadcasters and commission staffers, who would process it. However, no decision has been made.

ABC set for Dodd hearing

Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee has set June 18 as tentative date to hear ABC witnesses on probe of violence and sex on TV, but civil-rights debate could delay it as in past (Closed Circuit, May 25). Asked to testify (other networks following later): Thomas W. Moore, president, ABC-TV, and Henry G. Plitt, president, ABC Films, network said Friday.

Drewrys beer names DDB


RCA announces dividend

RCA Friday (June 5) announced quarterly dividend of 15 cents per common share payable on July 27 to stockholders of record on June 19. Cumulative first preferred stockholders of record Sept. 18 will receive dividend of 87½ cents per share for July 1-Sept. 30 period on Oct. 1.

Plumbicon in CBS camera

CBS News will be using a new hand-held portable wireless camera at Republican National Convention. It was developed by CBS-TV Network and CBS Labs, using Philips Holland's new Plumbicon tube with a German camera chassis. CBS has been working with Philips' U. S. associate, North American Philips, on camera adaptations for Plumbicon (Broadcasting, Sept. 30, 1963), which is said to combine compactness of vidicon tube with picture quality of image orthicon. Camera reportedly weighs about nine pounds, exclusive of transmitter pack.
WEEK'S HEADLINERS

Howard S. Meighan, president of Videotape Productions, New York, retires as president and director. John B. Lanigan, VP-general manager, becomes chief operating officer. Mr. Meighan's retirement comes with acquisition by Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. of his substantial stockholdings and making firm its wholly owned subsidiary. Mr. Meighan had originally set up production company in 1958 with Ampex Corp. 3M subsequently acquired half of Ampex's interest and later purchased all of Ampex stock in Videotape. Mr. Meighan, radio pioneer, started in advertising business with J. Walter Thompson Co., and was associated with CBS for 23 years. He was CBS VP on West Coast when he formed Videotape with Ampex. Mr. Lanigan's background includes sales posts with ABC and NBC-TV where he was eastern sales manager, and Compton Advertising as VP and account supervisor. Soon after Videotape's founding, Mr. Lanigan left Compton to join firm as VP-general manager.

Arthur S. Pardoll, Peter M. Bardach and Richard C. Pickett, all associate media directors at Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, elected VP's of agency. Mr. Pardoll joined FC&B in 1953 after associations with Young & Rubicam and Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. Mr. Bardach, who has been associate media director for broadcast since 1962, joined FC&B's media department in 1954, coming to agency from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Mr. Pickett, who joined agency in 1955, was made associate media director in 1962.

Mr. Meighan
Mr. Lanigan

George Weltner elected president and chief executive officer of Paramount Pictures Corp., New York. He succeeds Barney Balaban, who has been president since 1936. Mr. Weltner, 62, joined Paramount's Long Island laboratories in 1922, was elected executive VP of corporation in 1962. In realignment of executives Mr. Balaban, 76, was elected board chairman replacing Adolph Zukor, 91-year-old founder of company, who becomes chairman emeritus (see story of company's annual meeting, page 60).

Mr. Weltner
Mr. Balaban

Hugh M. Beville Jr. named VP in charge of planning, and Dr. Thomas E. Coffin elected VP in charge of research in NBC realignment of planning and research. Revamp follows Mr. Beville's recommendations to permit his concentration on long-range planning. Mr. Beville, 34-year veteran at NBC, has been VP, planning and research; Dr. Coffin, with NBC since 1949, has been director of research since March 1957. Also announced today (Monday): Paul Klein to director of audience measurement, and Willis Grant to director of research projects, and both reporting to Dr. Coffin; Allen R. Cooper, director of corporate planning, and William S. Dutera, director of allocations engineering, report to Mr. Beville.

Mr. Weltner
Mr. Weltner

Ward W. Dorrell, veteran broadcast industry research executive, appointed executive director of National Association of Broadcasters-Radio-Advertising Bureau radio measurement methodology study (CLOSED CIRCUIT, May 4). Announcement was made late last week by George B. Storer Jr., president of Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami, and chairman of study steering committee. Mr. Dorrell, who will assume active direction of methodology project July 6 from New York, retired in March as VP-research for John Blair & Co. after 13 years with organization. Earlier he was with C. E. Hooper from its inception as audience measurement firm through 1951 as VP-station relations.

A. Frank Reel, VP in charge of business affairs of United Artists Television Inc., New York, elected executive VP in charge of business and legal affairs for company. Mr. Reel first joined UA-TV in February 1954 and for past 10 years had served as VP in charge of legal affairs and more recently with responsibility over business affairs. Before joining UA-TV, Mr. Reel, who was theatrical attorney, served for seven years as executive secretary of American Federation of Television and Radio Artists.

Mr. Reel

Mr. Allen

John R. Allen, VP-program planning at McCann-Erickson, New York, appointed VP in charge of agency's television and radio programming division. In new position, Mr. Allen assumes responsibility for all TV programming operations for all domestic accounts. Prior to joining M-E in 1960, he headed midwest division of United Artists Television.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
LOOK WHO'S JOINING MR. MAGOO

America's newest candidate for the affection of television viewers weighs 300 pounds, has whiskers, and is slippery when wet. He's Flipper—the endearing dolphin who's set to make a big splash next season as NBC-TV's lead-in to Mr. Magoo.

This seagoing sidekick to a marine-preserve ranger swims the title role in *Flipper*—an engaging, all-family adventure series in color. His motion picture debut last year thrilled theater audiences the country over, with the N.Y. Times proclaiming that *Flipper* would "entertain youngsters and bedazzle adults."

Now, as a weekly NBC-TV series—produced on location in Florida and the Bahamas—it's destined to be an even bigger hit. Audiences are sure to flip for Flipper—and for NBC-TV's entire Saturday night lineup: *Flipper* (7:30), *The Famous Adventures of Mr. Magoo (8:00)*, *Kentucky Jones* (8:30), and *Saturday Night at the Movies* (9:00).

Saturday is just one of the reasons NBC's fall schedule looks so good. (The other reasons are Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Sunday). No wonder our '64-'65 sales are ahead of previous seasons. No wonder that on NBC every single prime-time program—new or returning—has attracted important sponsorship.

Look to NBC for the best combination of news, entertainment and sports.
Whenever there's any excitement around here...
There's been plenty of excitement around here lately, and we've been right in the middle of it all.

On Memorial Day, for example, fifteen WFBM-TV cameras ringed the Indianapolis Speedway, sending a live, closed-circuit telecast of the 500-Mile Race to nearly 200 theaters across the nation.

And we also provided daily local coverage of activities at the track all through May, as well as the qualifications, the spectacular "500" Festival Parade, the Coronation Ball, the $70,000 Festival Golf Tournament, the Old Timers' Bar-B-Q . . . even the Victory Dinner following the race.

Next comes the State Fair this summer . . . and we'll be right in the middle of that, too. Plus the Antique Auto Tour this fall. Plus the state basketball tournament next spring. Plus anything else worth covering.

Broadcast service like this makes WFBM your best TV buy in Indianapolis and its rich satellite markets . . . for the station that serves best sells best. Ask your KATZ man!
A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

- Indicates first or revised listing.

June 7-10—Sixtieth annual convention of the Advertising Federation of America. Speaking on a number of subjects that relate to the convention theme, “Advertising—Gateway to Progress,” will be Edward L. Bond Jr., president of Young & Rubicam; Dr. Bergen Evans, Northwestern University; Sheldon Fish, president of McCraw-Hill Publishing Co.; David B. McCall, v.p. of Curtis Publishing Co.; Dr. Malcolm McNab, and a group of advertising research at E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Chase-Park Plaza hotel, St. Louis.

June 8-10—Sixtieth world congress of International Advertising Association, Waldorf Astoria, New York.


June 9—Deadline for reply comments on FCC proposed rulemaking to amend its double billing rules to regulate fraudulent billing practices.


June 11—Deadline for comments on FCC rulemaking to establish rules to govern expanded communications during adjudicatory and record rulemaking proceedings, which have been designated for hearing.

June 11—New York chapter Broadcast Pioneers annual dinner at Park Lane hotel. William S. Hedges, formerly NBC vice president, to be given distinguished service award.

June 11-12—Meeting of the Mutual Advertising Agency Network, Bismarck hotel, Chicago.

June 11-13—Meeting of the Colorado Broadcasters Association, Vail Village Lodge at Vail, with Representative Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), chairman; Edmund Communications Subcommittee, speaker on June 12.

June 13-14—Closed board of directors meetings of National Community Television Association, Bellevue-Stratford hotel, Philadelphia.

June 13-16—Twenty-ninth annual convention of Georgia Association of Broadcasters. Speakers will include: Representative Walter Rogers (D-Tex.); FCC Commissioner Lee Loewinger; Hope Martinez, BBDO; Ruth Trager, Tucker Wayne and Mary O’Sheilds, McCann-Erickson; Harold Kreisstein, Plough Broadcasting; A. Prose Walker, Collins Radio; Avery Gibson, H-H Television. Special one-day engineering conference will take place on June 16, Holiday Inn, Callaway Gardens, Ga.

June 14-16—North Carolina Association of Broadcasters, Governor Tryon hotel, New Bern.


June 15—Beginning of meeting in Geneva on international communications satellite system. Members of U. S. delegation who will attend include: FCC Chairman E. William Henry and Joseph V. B. Christy, president of Communications Satellite Corp., which will own U. S. share of international system.

June 15-16—Conference on broadcast and television receivers by Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers. Papers should be submitted to Francis E. Houseknecht, National Electronics Committee, Motorola Inc., 901 W. Grand Avenue, Franklin Park, Ill. Guest speaker will be Lawrence H. Hagen, chairman, and chief executive officer at Warwick Electronics Inc. O’Hare Inn, Des Plaines, Ill.


June 15-16—Meeting of the board of directors of the National Association of Broadcasters, Statler Hilton, New York City.

June 15-19—National Community Television Association annual convention. Speakers include FCC Commissioner Kenneth A. Fox at June 16 luncheon, Commissioner Frederick W. Ford at June 18 luncheon and Commissioner Robert E. Lee on UHF panel June 18 (Broadcast, May 21). Bellevue-Stratford hotel, Philadelphia.

June 15-20—Eleventh annual International Advertising Film Festival. Additional information can be obtained from the festival office in New York at 245 East 55th Street. Telephone: Oregon 9-6600. Palazzo dei Cinema, Venice, Italy.


June 17—Annual awards banquet of the Los Angeles Copy Club. Eleven awards will be given for creative work in radio, TV and other media. Beverly Hilton hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.


June 18—Deadline for reply comments on FCC rulemaking to govern grants in microwave services to systems supplying community antenna operators with facilities. Former deadline was May 11.


June 18—Representative Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) addresses luncheon meeting of the Federal Communications Bar Association, Washington, D.C.

June 18-21—Seventeenth annual conference of Federation of Canadian Advertising & Sales Clubs, Nova Scotia hotel, Halifax, N. S.

June 18-21—Annual meeting of the Association of Independent Metropolitan Stations (AIMS), Queen Elizabeth hotel, Montreal.

June 19-21—Meeting of the National Spanish Broadcasters Association, Palo Alto, Calif.

June 20-25—International Television Convention, London
MARS GETS DOWN TO EARTH WITH BLAIR GROUP PLAN.

Competition for shelf space can get sticky in the candy business. To sweeten its sales, Mars Candy Bars uses the local bite of the Blair Group Plan. Blair Radio's Bull's-Eye Marketing Service wraps up an audience that stretches coast to coast—yet is specially packaged to Mars' exact selling mix. For that's what's so tempting about the Blair Group Plan. Blair spot radio and National Survey #1 localize your sales efforts. Best of all, well-liked local personalities sweet-talk your customers with a special persuasiveness.

In radio, only the Blair Group Plan gives you such careful market control. No wonder Blair Group Plan is America's most influential group of stations. Order your tailor-made plan by calling your Blairman today.

AMONG OTHER SUCCESSFUL USERS: FORD, ACCENT, KELLOGG'S LINCOLN-MERCURY, CAMPBELL SOUP, ALKA-SELTZER AND ALBERTO-CULVER COMMAND.

BLAIR RADIO, Division of John Blair & Company
OFFICES IN 10 MAJOR CITIES: New York/Chicago/Atlanta/Boston/Dallas/Detroit/Los Angeles/Philadelphia/St. Louis/San Francisco
Going into its 11th straight year—a record for filmed shows. We are not only the No. 1 Bowling Show in America, we have proved that we are the No. 1 program series in the history of TV syndication.

FIRESTONE IS ONE OF OUR IMPORTANT SPONSORS IN 150 MARKETS IN 1964-65.
Here's our 1963-64
Sold Station List

Walter Schwimmer INC.
410 N. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 PHONE 467-5220

Produced in cooperation with AMF PINSPOTTERS, INC.

June 22—Deadline for reply comments on FCC ruling making to establish rules to govern ex parte communications during adjudicatory and record rulemaking proceedings which have been designated for hearing. Former deadline was May 11.

June 22-Aug. 15—Annual Radio-TV-Film Institute, Stanford (Calif.) University.

June 22-26—Summer convention of the National Association of Television & Radio Farm Directors, Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry Hill, N. J.

June 24-26—Annual convention of the Florida Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include FCC Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox; Edmund C. Bunker, president of Radio Advertising Bureau; Sherrill W. Taylor, National Association of Broadcasters vice president for radio; Clark Grant, president of Broadcast Promotion Association; Jerome R. Fensig, vice president of Cowles Magazines and Broadcasting Inc., and Tom Wall and Bob Head, Washington communication lawyers, Deauville hotel, Miami Beach.


June 25-27—Maryland-D. C.-Delaware Broadcasters Association. Speakers will be Representative Catherine May (R-Wash.) and LeRoy Collins, president of the National Association of Broadcasters. The agenda also includes an FCC commissioners’ “round table,” and a legal discussion with William Dempsey of Dempsey & Kolovitz, as speaker. Atlantic Sands motel, Rehoboth Beach, Del.


June 26-July 7—Fourteenth International Film Festival, Berlin, Germany.

June 27-28—Two-day political broadcasting seminar sponsored by the Kappa Mu Psi radio fraternity of University of Virginia. Subjects to be discussed will be the equal time provisions of the Communications Act, the FCC’s fairness doctrine, and Kansas political and campaign laws. Lecturers include Douglas Anello, general counsel of the National Association of Broadcasters; Frederick Hill, associate general counsel of FCC; and William Ferguson, attorney general of Kansas. Lassen hotel, Wichita.

June 28-July 10—Sixth annual seminar in marketing management and advertising of the Advertising Federation of America. For additional information write: Professor George T. Clarke, Education Director, Advertising Federation of America, 655 Madison Avenue, New York 21, N. Y. Deadline for receipt of candidates’ applications was May 15.


June 30—Oral proceeding at FCC on revised proposed Adj-Fm program reporting form. Form filed for June 8.

June 30-July 2—Second annual Broadcastings Institute designed to show high school student opportunities in broadcasting and allied fields. ithaca College, Ithaca, N. Y.

JULY

July 5-9—Meeting of Advertising Association of the West, Sun Valley, Idaho.
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Chicago's pre-eminent Natural History Museum

. . . first to establish a recognized exhibit of animal and plant life from the major regions of the world.

Chicago's WGN—first of all Mid-America radio stations in homes reached—because it offers better coverage of everything, everywhere that interests people.

WGN IS CHICAGO

the most respected call letters in broadcasting
Chicago short-changed

EDITOR: A sincere bouquet . . . for the excellent piece on the Spanish-speaking market [Broadcasting, May 25]. Being heavily involved in the Spanish-speaking Chicago market, much of this information was keenly interesting to us. This profile is the first major exposure a great many people have had to the Spanish-speaking picture . . . people potentially important to every broadcaster in this field.

It is because this profile was so good, interesting and timely that I must react with horror to a glaring inaccuracy. The map on page 89 of the May 25 issue, showing the important Spanish-speaking centers in the U. S., places Chicago's contribution to this market at only 85,500. You have short-changed our market by an incredible 150,000 people and that's murder in the hands of an uninformed national buyer!

I am enclosing two letters. One, from Jose Aguilar, of the Mexican consul general's staff in Chicago, places the Mexican and Mexican-speaking population here at approximately 180,000. The other, from the director of the midwest regional office, migration division, Dept. of Labor, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, numbers the Puerto Rican population of Chicago at 45,000.

These figures, added to an estimated 5,000 Cubans in our city, place the market at 230,000—a far cry from the 85,000 shown in the Broadcasting study. . . .-Al Michel, general manager, WOPA-AM-FM Chicago.

Other Spanish-market echoes

EDITOR: We would like to compliment you on the thoroughness of your editorial staff. There was some excellent copy written [for the market study] and we have every confidence it will further the use of Spanish radio throughout the U. S.—Willie Harris, national sales manager and promotion manager, KBST Harlingen, Tex.

EDITOR: I congratulate you on your very thorough study of the ever expanding Spanish market. I regret that you overlooked KDCE . . . which broadcast 100% Spanish-language programing and reaches over 100,000 Spanish-speaking people in Northern New Mexico and Colorado.—George Gonzales, KDCE Santa Fe, N. M.

EDITOR: Would like to order 100 reprints of "The $8-billion Spanish-speaking market in the U. S." I think it's an excellent article and should be of great help to our Spanish-speaking stations . . .—Daniel C. Park, national-regional sales director, KEVR Tucson, Ariz.

EDITOR: Your special report on the Spanish-language market comes closer to reality and common sense than any previous study we have seen. Please send 100 reprints.—Bill Harrill, vice president-general manager, KVOZ Laredo, Tex.

EDITOR: Your fine report and analysis of the Spanish radio market fills a long desired need. It sums up a wealth of useful information for the broadcaster who includes Spanish-language programming in his schedule. A few months ago KNOG inaugurated Spanish-language programming (30 hours per week) due to a demand from both sides of the border.

Please advise if reprints of this excellent article are available.—Richard H. Ward, owner-manager, KNOG Nogales, Ariz.

(A limited number of reprints are available at 30¢ for single copies, 25¢ each for orders of 100-499, or 20¢ each for orders of 500.)

Wants John Ribbing

EDITOR: If anyone knows the whereabouts of John Rice Ribbing, the possibility of an interesting assignment is waiting for him. Have him contact me.—Bernarr Cooper, chief, Bureau of Mass Communications, The University of the State of New York, Albany, N.Y.

Plumbicon a trade name

EDITOR: We have noticed with great interest your fine coverage of the equipment display at the National Association of Broadcasters convention [Broadcasting, April 20]. But the caption beneath the illustration on page 65 erroneously describes the General Electric 1-inch lead oxide tube as a Plumbicon.

"Plumbicon" is a trade name for which an application for registration is pending as of July 1963 for N. V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, Netherlands. The Plumbicon is entirely different from the tube described by General Electric and is a tremendous achievement in the field of television camera tubes. I'm certain that you will judge that we wish to zealously guard this little gem and also keep from it any implication that anything similar to it can be called a Plumbicon or that any other tube possesses the same characteristics.—G. A. Garves, advertising manager, North American Philips Co., New York.
what's in the middle makes the big difference:

...and, in Pennsylvania, it's WJAC-TV

Don't cut yourself out of Pennsylvania's most important market! The million dollar market-in-the-middle! It's the most profitable market you ever saw! And, WJAC-TV delivers it to you intact! 35 counties that add up to the 27th largest market in America!

Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
Affiliated with WJAC-AM-FM
The Johnstown Tribune-Democrat Stations

SERVING MILLIONS FROM ATOP THE ALLEGHENIES
WJAC-TV
JOHNSTOWN - CHANNEL 6

BROADCASTING, June 8, 1964
How a small radio ad budget increased prune sales

National advertising on a limited budget is always difficult. It is even more so for an industry advertising program that must deliver some advertising support for all of the brands and packers of that commodity. The California Prune Advisory Board has an even more difficult job than that of the average industry: of 17 prune processors, only a few have truly national distribution. The remaining firms have picked selected market areas, or have concentrated in areas or outlets where their selling and promotional efforts can meet competition effectively. (All processors, together with all prune growers contribute to the prune budget through an industry-imposed mandatory assessment.)

Hence, the decision this year (1963-64 prune marketing season) to use the "shotgun" of network radio to give advertising support nationwide and the spot radio "rifle" in major markets to put advertising emphasis where a large part of the prunes are sold.

Through the versatility of radio, nearly a third of all the homes in the U.S. are reached on a frequency and impact sufficient to influence the consuming public and offer a real incentive for retail support on an almost ridiculously small budget of $150,000.

Here is how the money was spent:

The chosen "shotgun" was the tried-and true-est of all radio salesmen, Don McNell and his 31-year-old ABC network Breakfast Club show. A twice-a-week, 26-week schedule was decided on, starting in October and continuing through November. After a five-week hiatus during the heavy advertising month of December, the schedule was picked up the second week of January and continued through April, the heaviest prune consuming period of the year.

Integrated Spots By "integrating" the commercials into the entertainment format of the show, and using audience participation in the amusing way at which Don is a master, virtually every commercial received a particularly attentive response from the more than 5 million women who regularly listen to the show.

Although the basic theme of all radio advertising for prunes was to encourage "snack" and "dance" eating of California's new moisturized prune, the flexible live rendering of the commercials offered an opportunity to plug various tie-in products and special promotions throughout the schedule.

Examples of these tie-in plugs included pushing a "blossom salad" using cling peaches and prunes as part of a tie-in effort with the Cling Peach Advisory Board in the November period; plugging prune coffee cake with Bisquick as part of a tie-in with General Mills in September to December; pushing a special joint premium offer with Cheerios in February and March, and concentrating throughout the month of January on prune juice to support a special industry campaign during that period.

Several strong plus values were derived from the McNell sponsorship: Don himself is a confirmed prune juice drinker and a prune eater and his commercials demonstrated his sincere belief in the product; his effective salesmanship over the years is well known to the key grocery buyers throughout the country, making him a highly merchandisable personality; special cut tapes and airchecks made both merchandising and reporting to the industry sponsors effective and entertaining.

In spite of all the advantages of the McNell shotgun, two spots a week, even when delivered by the master salesman, hardly constitute a fully effective method of selling prunes against the combined weight of all advertising impressions in all media!

Five Spot Markets Hence, the competitive advertising job was left to the spot radio rifle in the five major markets of New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit and Los Angeles, areas that are not only the heaviest population concentrations in the U.S., but also include higher than average per capita consumption areas for prunes and prune juice. The spot schedules were set up in four-week flights to tie in to the specific promotions mentioned above and to obtain a satisfactory cumulative audience with a degree of repetition. Because of the obvious budget limitations, one station in each market a month was used with about 25 spots a week.

Stations selected were those whose programing is a blend of so-called "middle of the road" music, use of personalities and in-depth news coverage. Schedules were placed to "follow the potential buyers around"—in the kitchen, den, basement workshop, bedroom, on the lawn, in the car, at work or play—to give the most economical audience reach and frequency.

Snack Food Like the McNell spots, copy was designed to encourage snack (or "out of package") eating.

No genius has yet devised the sure fire method of isolating advertising effectiveness for an industry, but prune sales at the three-quarters mark of the 63-64 marketing season are ahead of the preceding season. Retail prune features are more prevalent than they have been for several years. And consumption is actually up for the first time in seven years.

Credit radio with an assist, through its versatile, selective and economical way to reach a mass audience.

Harold Brogger has been assistant manager of the California Prune Advisory Board for 11 years. His duties include supervision of the domestic advertising program of the California prune industry. He was with the U.S. Department of Agriculture in the Pacific Northwest before joining the Prune Advisory Board.

Barney H. McClure is senior vice president and account supervisor at Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco. For 14 of 18 years in the advertising agency business, Mr. McClure has specialized in supervision of such agricultural clients as California prune, turkey, fresh peach, fresh plum and egg commodities.
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS LOVE US

because we program for them. They listen for the latest sports news and scores 24 hours a day on Sportscope. They hear sports news in detail weekdays and weekends with WKNR Sports Director, Van Patrick.

Summertime sailors hear the latest lake and boating conditions on Marine Weather Watch.

Driving to and from work, Detroit industrial workers tune to WKNR for instant traffic reports from Detroit Police Traffic Central.

Twenty-four hours a day, Detroit industrial workers make important decisions; decisions about a brand of beer, a brand of gasoline, a brand of automobile.

Detroit industrial workers like the WKNR brand of radio. To keep your brand on top in Detroit, talk to WKNR . . . or your Paul Raymer man.

WKNR
THE STATION THAT KNOWS DETROIT
You’ve seen all the off-network hours offered.

Well, the syndication picture just brightened!
Now
in syndication

**THE ELEVENTH HOUR**

the finest and most successful hour series available this year

WENDELL COREY
RALPH BELLAMY
JACK GING

62 episodes: outstanding stories and casts
Executive Producer, Norman Felton

---

**The buying decision goes to the quality shows**

Here's why the two best buys are THE ELEVENTH HOUR and THE LIEUTENANT which offer every combination for quality programming:

**Is the series contemporary?**
Both series in their own areas of drama deal with real people, places and problems close to everyday events or experiences.

**Is the series strong in drawing audiences?**
Both greatly improved NBC's share of the time periods, on their own without any lead-in support. Both lead practically all other available hours in network performance plus an impressive list of market-by-market ratings.

**Is the series saleable for spot?**
The prime audience for most advertisers is the woman—and among these the young 18-39 housewife is best. By far, the strongest appeal of both these series is to this prime target; substantiated by ARB, Nielsen and TVQ findings.

**Is the series long on production values?**
Both have Norman Felton as executive producer (as does DR. KILDARE). They have utilized the tremendous creative and technical facilities of the MGM Studios. They consistently deliver top dramatic stories with an endless list of exciting guest stars. They are the result of perfectionism in producing quality television drama that has popular and professional acclaim.

That's why when stations have seen them all the decision goes to the top quality two...

---

**THE ELEVENTH HOUR**

already sold in
New York, Los Angeles,
Stockton, Washington

THE LIEUTENANT

newest markets added,
New York, Chicago, Denver,
Washington

---

New York · Chicago ·
Culver City · Charlotte · Toronto
WMAR-TV coverage encompasses most of Maryland, Delaware and contiguous areas of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia and West Virginia.

MEASURED COVERAGE AND COMPLETE FACILITIES IN THIS TOP MARKET

WMAR-TV's MEASURED COVERAGE is proof of the penetration-in-depth in this vitally important, growing market. WMAR-TV's modern facilities give more impact to this coverage factor! Here, in one of the newest, completely equipped stations in the country, superb facilities plus the accumulated experience of 16 years of telecasting, add strength to the TOTAL PICTURE of WMAR-TV in the Baltimore-Maryland marketing area.

In Maryland Most People Watch

WMAR-TV

CHANNEL 2 SUNPAPERS TELEVISION TELEVISION PARK, BALTIMORE, MD. 21212

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
Piggyback issue heats up again

Most advertisers, agencies hope to satisfy code
but Colgate-Palmolive, Alberto-Culver seem
typical of those evangelizing for no policy change

The piggyback issue was beginning
to boil again last week, after simmering
quietly since the adoption of stricter
rules cooled the earlier controversy
four months ago.

The heat was being restored by the
approach of the effective date of the
new rules, to become operative Sept. 1
in the television code of the National
Association of Broadcasters. Needing
time to get ready, advertisers and agen-
cies, TV stations and station repre-
sentation firms were trying to hammer
out policies that hopefully would satisfy
themselves individually as well as satisfy
each other.

A majority appeared hopeful of satis-
fying the code, too, but this was by no
means a universal wish, particularly
among advertisers and agencies.

At least two major advertisers, Col-
gate-Palmolive and Alberto-Culver,
were openly evangelizing for what ap-
ppeared to be a piggyback-as-usual
policy. Both reported their efforts were
drawing a sympathetic response from
stations.

A Broadcasting canvass of leading
advertising agencies and station repre-
sentatives indicated that, in general,
agencies and stations are trying to de-
velop workable policies for handling
the piggyback question under the new
rules, but that agencies tend to feel
they cannot make firm decisions until
station policies are set, while many sta-
tions feel the agencies must act first.

Thus, to a great extent, the current
“preparations” center around mutual
explorations, with agencies trying to
sound out the stations—either directly
or, more often, through their reps—
while the stations and reps undertake
to find out what the agencies and their
clients are “going to do.”

Some Undecided. Most reps said
their stations intend to “abide by the
code,” though a few indicated they
lacked enthusiasm for the new rules.
In many cases, however, no decision

They are no mystery to New York code office

When’s a piggyback not a piggy-
back? Simple. When it’s integrated.
And the best examples of an in-
tegrated commercial came out of
some 35 out of 79 commercials
screened in the New York code of-

ciense between January and April of
this year.

Among the 35 found to be inte-
grated, according to Stockton Helf-
frich, manager of the code’s New
York office, is Mattel’s dump truck
and skip loader toy. It’s the same

time, advertising two related prod-

ts. It meets the code authority’s
 criteria for an integrated commer-
cial—unifying theme, setting com-
mon throughout the commercial,
one or more shots of both products
together, interweaving of the prod-

ts in the commercial if feasible,
common production values (same

to-voice-over announcer, cast, musical
background, lighting, scenery, etc.).

Among the 44 that were found to
be piggyback is International Latex’s
60-second announcement that sells
Isodettes (throat lozenges) and the
Playtex bra. Unrelated products.
No continuity to tie them together.

The New York office also screened
24 storyboards over the four-month
period. The hope is that the agen-
cies and advertisers will revise their
commercials before production so
they can be counted as integrated.
PIGGYBACK ISSUE HEATS UP AGAIN continued

senior vice president and director of media for McCann-Erickson, one of the agencies that have been actively sounding out stations and their representatives regarding post-Sept. 1 piggyback plans, summarized his view of the confusion this way:

"I have never seen such a jungle of confused statements. If there ever was need for clarification on a subject, this is it. We found the reaction from people we consider knowledgeable totally unacceptable."

Mr. Gray also was critical of the role of stations attempting to interpret the code in reference to specific commercials, declaring: "We'll have 375 censors. How stupid can things get?

He also cited as an example of "confused thinking" the code authority's ruling that political announcements need not be counted in determining code compliance, and wanted to know why retail announcements that meet the definition of piggybacks are not treated as piggybacks under the code. "Does the public know whether this is a national or local advertisement?" he asked.

It's presumed that Mr. Gray's point here is that the TV code authority's campaign to reduce the number of commercials in its piggyback restrictions runs counter to the recent action of the TV code review board exempting political announcements from the code restrictions on commercials.

As for waiving piggyback interpretations for local advertising, a code spokesman said this exemption followed standard practice in that consumers are accustomed to seeing multiple products advertised by local merchants in the retail ads of newspapers, whereas national and regional advertising in newspapers and magazines generally followed the one product approach.

McCann-Erickson has prepared a memorandum for its personnel and clients stressing that "confusion is rampant" but that piggybacks are not illegal, immoral or outlawed generally (although some stations are banning them) and that they will and should be considered when they can perform a useful function for clients.

The feeling that the code changes had "outlawed" piggybacks was widespread immediately after the new rules were adopted but appears to have diminished somewhat since then. There is still misunderstanding, however.

**Distinction** - What the changes do, first, is make a tighter distinction between multi-product commercials that are "integrated"—that is, appear to be only one commercial—and those that are not "integrated," or piggyback.

For a multi-product announcement to qualify as integrated and thus counted as only one commercial in computing compliance with the code's consecutive- announcements standards, the products must be "related in character, purpose or use," they must be treated in both audio and video in such a way as to appear to the viewer as a single announcement, and the announcement must be constructed so that it cannot be separated into two or more announcements.

Multi-product announcements that do not meet these three requirements are classified as piggybacks and must be counted as two or more commercials (except those for "retail or service establishments").

This tightening, coupled with additional code restrictions on consecutive announcements, means that after Sept. 1 there'll be fewer places where piggybacks can be used under the code.

Two multi-product announcements that might currently be used back-to-back and counted as only two commercials, for instance, might be piggybacks under the new definition and thus have to be counted as four announcements—which would mean they could not be used together without violating the code ban on scheduling more than three messages consecutively.

**The Market Place** - In addition to the question of code adherence in itself, economic factors enter into the indecision of many stations about their own plans and policies: if one station in a market adheres to the code and another doesn't, won't the adherent suffer competitively? Won't the adherent suffer a loss in revenues in any case, since the number of commercial opportunities will be curtailed?

These questions were clearly worrying some station reps last week. One major rep executive felt that his own attitude toward the new rules could not be formulated until he knew whether they would be "uniform," whether they had widespread backing among stations and also among agencies and advertisers—and preferably, he added, whether the FCC regarded them favorably.

The FCC has not, as yet, gotten itself involved in the TV code's activities, although last year it proposed to adopt the code's time restrictions as part of its own regulations. Congress put the quietus to this last winter when it forbade the commission to concern itself with advertising limitations.

Agency attitudes vary widely, often because their own clients take widely differing positions. Some feel that the advertising of two products in a single commercial contributes to the appearance of "clutter" and "overcommercialization"—but others contend that this is not true or, at least, that no evidence exists to show that it is actually true.

Some agencies and advertisers take the position that when they buy a minute of time they should be able to use it for as many products as they wish. Some rarely use piggybacks; others say they are indispensable as for small advertisers who otherwise could not afford television, and that they are valuable, too, in the introduction of new products by big as well as small advertisers.

One agency and advertiser concern with the new rules is that in many cases they will require the production of new commercials and thus will add to advertising costs. Where an advertiser may now take two commercials, cut them to 30 seconds each and provide an "integrating" bridge, in most instances under
the new rules he will have to make an entirely new commercial unless he wants to use piggybacks.

**Question of Rates** • Agencies and advertisers are also concerned over the possibility that stations will charge premium rates for piggybacks, and many feel that the new rules, by further restricting the positions in which piggybacks may be placed, will contribute to further deterioration of product protection in terms of the time separating commercials for competing products.

Among advertisers, one of the most consistently outspoken critics of piggyback curtailment has been Alberto-Culver, which last week confirmed it has been sounding out all stations on which it has placed spot TV business.

A spokesman said about 85% of the stations had replied to Alberto-Culver’s letters, that about half of these were unsure what their approach would be after Sept. 1 but that the other half was “overwhelmingly favorable” to carrying Alberto-Culver messages as they have in the past.

A “very few” stations reportedly said they would not accept piggybacks under any circumstances — principal among these were the Corinthian Broadcasting stations, which announced two months ago that they would ban piggybacks completely — while “only three or four” indicated plans to charge premium rates for piggybacks, according to the Alberto-Culver executive.

Colgate-Palmolive has been sending mem from its agencies to discuss a number of problems, including piggybacks, with stations. Gregory Lincoln, manager of radio-TV operations for Colgate-Palmolive, summarized the findings and summarized his feelings in this way:

“Generally we’ve found stations sympathetic to the advertisers’ situation. There is confusion at the stations as to what they can or cannot do and this arises from the ambiguity in the NAB’s definition of piggybacks. It leaves the station holding the bag, and this isn’t right.

“I don’t see how the NAB can act as an arbiter over individual piggyback interpretation. The sheer weight of numbers is going to prevent a few people from sitting as judges. The onus is going to be on the station. There’ll be so many cases to deal with that submitting commercials to a central review board would also be impractical in terms of time. We would hope that the NAB’s position would at least be amended.”

**Rep appointments**

- WAMS Wilmington, Del.: Continental Broadcasting Inc., New York, as national representative.
- WKAM Gothen, Ind.; WCSI Columbus, Ohio; WJTY Evansville, Ind., and WANE Fort Wayne, Ind.: Ohio Station Representatives Inc., Cleveland.

**It’s all really very simple, code’s director explains**

Howard H. Bell, TV code director, doesn’t think the piggyback situation is as confusing as some make it out. “All we’re trying to do,” he said last week, “is to call a spade a spade, and two spades, two spades.”

The code administrator also said:

“The piggyback amendment that goes into effect Sept. 1, 1964, is in reality very simple to understand. It doesn’t outlaw piggybacks. It merely requires that television code subscribers count them as two commercials under the code’s time standards. This means, for example, that a subscriber cannot carry two piggybacks back-to-back because no more than three commercials can run in a row.

“We do get into a discretionary area in deciding which multiple product announcements are piggyback, wherein one commercial contains, in reality, two separate product messages, and which multiple product announcements are integrated, wherein the products are related in nature and tied together in a compatible creative theme so as to appear to the viewer as one commercial.

“The piggyback amendment was motivated to help reduce the so-called problem of clutter, and by the public’s growing concern over the plethora of announcements.

Howard H. Bell, TV code director, doesn’t think the piggyback situation is as confusing as some make it out. “All we’re trying to do,” he said last week, “is to call a spade a spade, and two spades, two spades.”

The code administrator also said:

“The piggyback amendment that goes into effect Sept. 1, 1964, is in reality very simple to understand. It doesn’t outlaw piggybacks. It merely requires that television code subscribers count them as two commercials under the code’s time standards. This means, for example, that a subscriber cannot carry two piggybacks back-to-back because no more than three commercials can run in a row.

“We do get into a discretionary area in deciding which multiple product announcements are piggyback, wherein one commercial contains, in reality, two separate product messages, and which multiple product announcements are integrated, wherein the products are related in nature and tied together in a compatible creative theme so as to appear to the viewer as one commercial.

“The piggyback amendment was motivated to help reduce the so-called problem of clutter, and by the public’s growing concern over the plethora of announcements.
Cigarettes to be next Harris topic
House Commerce Committee will hold four-day June hearing on laws to restrict ads, labels

A congressional committee decided to pick up the smoking issue last week and give it an airing later this month.

Ten bills proposing seven different approaches to remedying the smoking and health problem—several prescribing restrictions on cigarette advertising and proposing hazardous substance labeling for smoking products—will be considered by the full House Commerce Committee at a public hearing June 23-26.

Representative Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman, said the committee would explore “whether any action by the Congress is warranted in this field in the interest of public health, and if such action is found to be needed, what approach is most desirable in the public interest.”

Some of the bills pending before the panel are quite similar to cigarette advertising restrictions proposed and still under consideration by the Federal Trade Commission (BROADCASTING, March 23, et seq.). The FTC closed the record of its proceeding May 15, but whether it would decide to adopt, modify or reject its own proposals prior to the House hearing was unknown last week.

The National Association of Broadcasters, which opposed the FTC rules and said the legal and policy problems they raised were matters for Congress to handle, seemed inclined to stay out of the congressional review.

Little Comment = George V. Allen, president of the Tobacco Institute, declined comment on the planned hearing, although he said he presumed that the institute would be invited to testify and probably would appear.

The tobacco industry, which strongly opposed the FTC’s proposed rules, subsequently announced its own self-regulatory advertising code (BROADCASTING, May 4). Backed by nine major cigarette manufacturers, the plan is being reviewed by the Justice Department for possible antitrust problems.

Representative John B. Dingell (D-Mich.), committee member and author of two pending smoking bills, said last week he thought the code did not go far enough. He added, “I suspect there is a valid reason for holding this back on antitrust grounds.”

The Senate has bills pending similar to those the House committee will review, but appears to be awaiting FTC action before moving.

Neither the Television Bureau of Advertising nor the Radio Advertising Bureau commented directly on the hearing announcement. Their positions on advertising restrictions remain unchanged, however, spokesmen said.

TVB, RAB Against = Both opposed the FTC rulemaking. TVB said it could not accept the concept that “advertising has the additional function of displaying the limitation of the product or service being offered….” RAB said ad restrictions would be “harshest on radio” because of the difficulty of including health warnings in spot announcements.

Representative Harris announced the hearing in his home district at Magnolia, Ark., before delivering a college commencement address. An indication that the possibility of state and local governments enacting their own laws and ad restrictions did not escape the congressman.

“One of the issues involved in this question is the issue of pre-emption—that is, whether the public interest requires that federal action in this area should be of such a nature as to cover the entire field to the exclusion of action taken or contemplated on the state and local levels,” Representative Harris said.

New York City Health Commissioner Dr. George James warned during the FTC hearing that New York would consider its own cigarette rules if the federal government failed to act quickly. Other localities would probably follow suit, Dr. James added (BROADCASTING, March 23).

FTC May Wait = Knowledgeable sources feel that the FTC may not make any final moves in this area until after the House hearing is completed and some inkling of Congress’ attitude is discernible. This at least would be the public thing to do.

As for the NAB, it plans no presentation before the committee. “That’s the cigarette industry’s problem, not ours,” a spokesman said last week. The NAB filed a statement with the FTC in March, but took the position that it has no legal power to impose restrictions on cigarette labeling and advertising.

Bill would allow civil suits against ads

Federal legislation to give private citizens the right to seek court injunctions against “unfair business activities”—including false and libelous advertising—will be considered at a hearing of the House Commerce and Finance Subcommittee beginning June 16.

Although broadcast advertising falls within the scope of the bill, HR 4651, lack of knowledge or intent would be a satisfactory defense by broadcasters, Representative John V. Lindsay (R-N.Y.), its author, explained.

The bill would permit “any person damaged or likely to be damaged by unfair commercial activities in or affecting commerce” to bring a civil action against the offending party in a federal court. Introduced by Representative Lindsay in 1959 and succeeding years, the bill will receive its first hearing at the subcommittee session June 16.

Among unfair practices defined by the bill is “the use for purposes of profit of any statement of fact as to the goods or services of either party which is
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Magazines' top 100 spent more in TV, too

The Television Bureau of Advertising last week for the first time offered a report of the television activity of major magazine advertisers. It showed the top 100 spenders in magazines last year put 105% more money into television than into magazines. Of the total billing of $1,396,699,000 in the two media, TV accounted for 67%.

A week earlier TVB issued its second annual report on the comparative television allocation of the top 100 newspaper advertisers (Broadcasting, June 1.). According to last week's report, magazines' top 100 buyers were spending $938,019,000 in television in 1963 while budgeting $438,680,000 to magazines, both general and farm.

false or misleading by reason either of misstatement or omission of a material fact.”

In addition to making “absence of knowledge or intent” a defense for broadcasters (and publishers), the bill frees them of some potentially costly problems. If an injunction against an "unfair" commercial, for example, would have the effect of delaying a program from a showing at its scheduled time, then carrying the program would not be considered evasion of the legislation. Future transmissions of the commercial could be held up by injunction, according to an analysis prepared by the committee on trade regulation of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, which helped draft the legislation.

Business briefly . . .

Packers Bar M Meat Co., through Bear Advertising, Los Angeles, is using a six-week saturation radio campaign for its line of smoked meats and sausage. One-minute spots, built around the jingle, “I'm Suzie, I'm Clem,” are running on KABC, KLAC and KPOL, all Los Angeles.

Motorola, through Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, has placed a heavy schedule of business with ABC-TV for the fourth quarter of this year including use of prime-time series and ABC's Wide World of Sports. The new line of Motorola color TV sets will be emphasized in the September-December broadcast, Motorola's first use of network TV in four years. Evening programs to be used are: Burke's Law, The Sunday Night Movies, The Hollywood Palace, Ben Casey, The Flintstones, The Jimmy Dean Show, Combat, The Fugitive, Ozzie and Harriet and The Lawrence Welk Show.

The Borden Co., through Young & Rubicam, New York, will become a sponsor of a group of Saturday-Sunday morning children's programs on ABC-TV, starting in July, to advertise Dutch Chocolate and other products. Programs carrying the Borden commercials will be: Saturday: Buffalo Bill Jr. (9:30-10 a.m.); Annie Oakley (10:30-11 a.m.); The New Casper Cartoon Show (11-11:30 a.m.); Beany and Cecil (11:30 a.m.-12 noon); The Magic Land of Alakazam (1-1:30 p.m.); and Sunday: Porky Pig (10:30-11 a.m.); Bullwinkle (11-11:30 a.m.), and Discovery '64 (11:30 a.m.-12 noon).

J. P. Stevens & Co., New York, will begin a daytime spot TV schedule in 20 markets this fall promoting the company's Wonder-Glass/60 curtain fabric. McCann-Erickson, New York is the agency.

The Mississippi Power and Light Co., and the First National Bank of Jackson, Miss., through Godwin Advertising, the city, have purchased alternating sponsorships of 20th Century-Fox TV's Century II feature film package over WLBTV(T) Jackson. The series will begin this fall.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C., through William Esty, New York, has purchased participations in the weather segment of NBC-TV's Today show (Monday through Friday 7-9 a.m. EDT), beginning July 6.

The Sweets Co. of America (Tootsie Rolls), Hoboken, N. J., through the Henry Eisen Advertising Agency, New York, has renewed, for 52 weeks, its sponsorship in ABC-TV's Saturday and Sunday morning children's program block and Trailsmaster. The new contract goes into effect Sept. 19.

Dayco Corp., Dayton, Ohio, through Geyer, Morey, Ballard, New York, last week began a national introductory campaign for Downy-Soft foam latex pillows including the use of spot television on a cooperative budget basis.

The Savings and Loan Foundation Inc., Washington, through McCann-Erickson, New York, next fall will sponsor An Hour with Robert Goulet, featuring Mr. Goulet, actress Leslie Caron, comedian Terry Thomas and dancer Peter Gennaro in a special variety program on CBS-TV (Nov. 19, 10-11 p.m.).

Schick Safety Razor Co., Milford, Conn., through Compton Advertising, Los Angeles and B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, Ohio, through BBDO, New York, have each purchased sponsorship of one-quarter of the Notre Dame football games to be broadcast next season by ABC Radio. The remaining two quarters of the games will be sold locally.

Mohasco Industries, Amsterdam, N. Y., through Maxon Inc., New York, will sponsor a one-hour color special to be telecast Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 26 (7:30-8:30 p.m. EST) by NBC-TV. The musical program, starring Dean Martin, Al Hirt and Eydie Gorme, will be produced by Roger Gimble and packaged by Gimble Development Corp.

JWT's Strouse cites agencies' contributions

Advertising agencies in New York, contributing to a dissemination of information that is helping raise living standards throughout the world, last year created and placed at least one-third of the $3.5 billion in advertising handled by U. S. agencies.

So said Norman H. Strouse, board chairman of the American Association of Advertising Agencies, in an address last week before the mercantile section of the New York Board of Trade. Mr. Strouse, president of J. Walter Thompson, said the approximately 800 agencies in New York—which, he estimated employ 25,000 people—play an important role in international affairs by making up "the leading communications center of world marketing." He said the agencies are also helping to "bring our world closer together."

Mr. Strouse noted that New York is the home of many firms that make at least part of their income from advertising. He said the city has approximately 12,800 people working for a total 47 firms engaged in radio and TV broadcasting. "Among them are, of course, the headquarters operations of the national radio and TV networks."

Mr. Strouse said that one of the advertising industry's most important obligations is to add to the drive for greater production throughout the free world. He stressed the importance of advertising in foreign markets, where he said it "is now increasing far more rapidly than in the United States."

Wrigley moves part of billing to Kudner

William Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago, which spends some $14 million annually in advertising with most of it placed in TV and radio, last week said that the portion of its account handled for two decades by Erwin Wasey, Ruth-
Petry report lists radio's blue-chip spenders

Spot radio is attracting increasing numbers of blue-chip advertisers according to a report issued by New York station representation firm Edward Petry & Co.

Data released by Petry shows that 79 of the top 100 U. S. advertisers on television used spot radio either during 1963 or in the early months of the current year. This list includes 43 of the top 50 television spenders.

The Petry report indicates that an additional 33 advertisers used spot radio over the same period but used no television.

Ben H. Holmes, vice president of Petry's radio division, commenting on the report, noted that the spot radio-exclusive list could have been substantially larger had smaller regional accounts been included.

Mr. Holmes cited Heinz (pickles), MacLeans (toothpaste), Kaiser (foil), York (cigarettes) and Barcolene (cleaning products) as among brands which have either turned to spot radio for the first time or have returned to the medium after an absence of one year or more.

He pointed to Colgate-Palmolive as an account which had returned to spot radio in the past year "in a relatively big way" after being away from it for years.

SPOT RADIO ADVERTISERS (1963-1964) AMONG THE TOP 100 TELEVISION ADVERTISERS

(Ranked in order of 1963 TV expenditures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Expenditures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procter &amp; Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive,</td>
<td>$1.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Home Products, Bristol-Meyers,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Foods, Lever Bros., R. J. Reynolds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco Co., Alberto-Culver, General Mills,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Motors, Gillette, Coca-Cola (bottlers),</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell Soup</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown &amp; Williamson, Sterling Drug, National</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biscuit, Ford Motor, Raiston Purina, Corn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products Co., National Dairy Products, J. B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Pepsi-Cola (bottlers), Chesbrough-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pond's.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysler Corp., Joseph E. Schiltz Brewing,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillsbury, Standard Brands, Shell Oil,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Products, Beech-Nut Life Savers,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armour, E. I. du Pont de Nemours, Johnson &amp;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric, Continental Baking, Ford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor (dealers), Amheuser-Busch, Nestle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company, Richardson-Merrill, General Motors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dealers), Purex Corp., Food Manufacturers,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inc., Borden.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon Products, American Cyanamid, Falstaff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brewing, Quaker Oats, Distillers Corp,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seagrams Ltd., Andrew Jergens, Eastman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodak, Pabst Brewing, Carnation, Sears,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roebuck, Kimberly-Clark, Frito-Lay, Noxzema</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical, Shulton, American Motors, H. J.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heinz, Lohn &amp; Fink Products, Canadian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breweries, Kaiser Industries, Reynolds Metals,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwich Pharmacal, Charles Pfizer &amp; Co.,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Cigar, Beecham Products, Chrysler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dealers), Royal Crown Bottlers, Goodyear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tire &amp; Rubber, Union Carbide, Theo. H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamm Brewing, Seven-Up Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Edward Petry & Co., Inc. & Leading National Advertisers—Broadcast Advertisers Reports and N. C. Rorbaugh Reports.

Negro talent: B-Jae Models, 17 West Ontario, Chicago, has been formed as a model agency specializing in Negro talent for radio-TV commercials and other fields. Owner Barbara J. Prothro said the Negro market today represents a $20 million annual purchasing potential. Telephone: 664-3572.

Nielsen expands information in NSI

The A. C. Nielsen Co. last week included in its delivery to NSI clients a new feature called Market Performance Reports.

The new NSI feature groups network TV audiences in nine marketing territories: New York metropolitan, New England, Mid-Atlantic, Chicago metropolitan, East Central, Southwest, West Central, Southeast and Pacific. Nielsen says the new twice-yearly service will enable timebuyers to match TV advertising directly to product sales in local markets.

The NSI provides audience information on 220 local markets. Nielsen also mails sales area analyses for network and spot TV schedules on special request.

rauff & Ryan there will move to Kudner Agency effective Sept. 1. Kudner is opening a Chicago office to handle the Wrigley business and other accounts (Broadcasting, June 1).

Arthur Meyerhoff Associates, Chicago, continues to handle the bulk of the Wrigley account. The portion which moves to Kudner from EWR is estimated to bill about $1.5 million. For the past few years this portion has been chiefly the Wrigley advertising aimed at the children's market and includes several network TV children's shows plus print. The portion placed by Meyerhoff includes heavy TV and radio spot billings.

Also in advertising...

New offices: David Olen Advertising, Los Angeles, has opened new offices in the California Mart, 110 E. 9th St., 90015. Telephone: Maine 2-2316.

New Agency: Robinson, Donino & West, which has been formed in New York to handle consumer and industrial advertising accounts, said last week it plans to release its client list shortly. Principals are Clark L. Robinson, former vice president and creative director at Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, New York, president; Laurence F. Donino, former account supervisor at Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, and John L. West, formerly of the special projects division of Blair Television, both vice presidents.

Agency expands: Ball and Davidson Inc., Denver, has announced an expansion into the Pueblo-Colorado Springs area and preparation for international activities. The agency appointed F. R. Schwanke Inc., Chicago, to serve as its international sales consultant. Campbell-Roy & Associates, Pueblo-Colorado Springs, will collaborate with Ball and Davidson and Schwanke Inc. in the marketing programs.

Scholarships: Nine four-year scholarships and six $500 special awards have been awarded to high school seniors by Young & Rubicam. The winners are all relatives of employees at the agency.

New firm: Lucene Fergus, director of personnel for women at J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, has opened her own firm, Lucene Fergus Ltd., at 420 Madison Avenue, that city. The organization will furnish New York area businesses with professional freelance writers for various writing assignments and projects.

34 (Broadcasting Advertising)
This is Atlanta!

EARLY RISER! Frank Blair of NBC-TV's "Today" program takes a brief respite at White Columns. Mr. Blair reports 'Today's' first news weekdays on WSB-TV...the station that is first with Atlanta viewers in local and network news programming.
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COX BROADCASTING CORPORATION stations: WSB AM-FM-TV, Atlanta; WHIO AM-FM-TV, Dayton; WSOB AM-FM-TV, Charlotte; WIOD AM-FM, Miami; KTIV, San Francisco-Oakland.
Burnett readies for GOP drive

Volunteer workers being solicited in same manner as '60

Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, which handles the Republican Party's advertising account, reported last week that it too is gearing up for the political race of this summer and fall. Burnett is inquiring of all former volunteers with Campaign Associates whether they would consider helping the GOP cause once again and take leaves of absence from their respective agencies.

Campaign Associates was an independent, incorporated task force group which assisted Burnett during the 1960 national campaigns. It was set up by the American Association of Advertising Agencies, Burnett said, under a plan whereby people from various agencies could work in behalf of their common political cause without losing status at their respective firms.

Each person working for Campaign Associates continued to be paid by his own agency while on leave. Each agency in turn was reimbursed by Campaign Associates which was paid for the individual's services by Burnett.

For the 1964 campaign, however, Burnett probably will establish a similar task force group (not independently incorporated) within its own agency structure, sort of an "agency within an agency," as Leonard S. Matthews, Burnett executive vice president, explained it.

This year's group is to be called "Campaign 1964." Although inquiries have been made of former associates, Mr. Matthews said, no one yet has been specifically asked to join the group.

Typical of those with whom such conversations have been held is a radio-TV timebuying expert, Ruth Jones of J. Walter Thompson Co. Campaign Associates in 1960 was headed by Carroll Newton of BBDO. Mr. Newton now is in BBDO's London office, however, and is not expected to be available.

Burnett's account supervisor on the GOP account is Dick Cullen. He also would supervise the work of Campaign 1964 group. All Burnett employes who work on the GOP account with Mr. Cullen are volunteers.

Burnett's strategy for the GOP drive must await selection of the candidates and their plans but it is expected that the campaign will rely very heavily upon the broadcast media, especially television.

A few Burnett employes who are Democrats have volunteered to work on the GOP account to prove their professional skills, Mr. Matthews commented. But, volunteer or not, he added, they haven't been accepted.

TV main ad medium for California candidates

What was spent on TV and radio for candidates in California's primary campaigns is something only campaign treasurers—and the contributors—know for sure, but even the most modest estimates were well in excess of $2 million.

The most expensive campaigns in all media were waged in behalf of Senator Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.) and York Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller, fighting nationally for the Republican presidential nomination and in California for the state's 86 delegates to the Republican national convention. Both men flooded the airwaves with campaign spots and programs in the last week before the June 2 primary.

Spokesmen for both candidates credited television as a major factor in Senator Goldwater's victory. A Goldwater aide said flatly, "Television will be one of the major keys to victory" in November. It is not possible, he said, to reach enough people through any other means.

A tape of Senator Goldwater's nationwide telecast on CBS-TV last month (Broadcasting, May 4) was replayed often in California. And there were hints that Senator Goldwater may appear on national television on some regular basis during the summer and fall.

A Goldwater aide said the National Goldwater for President Committee and the California Goldwater for President Committee spent about $1 million in all media in California, almost entirely in television and in seven major markets. Other local Goldwater committees spent several hundred thousand dollars, also mostly in television, he said. The Goldwater people used very little radio at all, he added.

The Rockefeller camp, at least as generous in its broadcast buying, was unable to provide a figure on its California spending. Jerry Danzig, of the national Rockefeller headquarters, said he had no idea how much his side spent in broadcasting. But, he added, any estimates of $4 million in California were "ridiculously" over-generous. He said a $1 million figure for Goldwater was too high.

The other major California contest, the Democratic nomination for senator, involved heavy broadcast spending, too, but estimates were that Alan Cranston and Pierre Salinger, the major candidates, spent about $1 million all told. Neither would give figures at this time.

32 innings can be a lot of ball

WHN and WOR-TV find 10-1/2 hours of baseball are costly, but worth it

New York stations WOR-TV and WHN, which last week originated the longest continuous stretch of major league baseball ever played—32 innings over 10 hours and 23 minutes—can look back on the effort with more glee than sorrow. The bitter—some $20,000 worth of pre-empted time for WOR-TV and 55 announcements for WHN—was countered by a sweet aftertaste—expanded ratings, the promise of make-goods and, in the words of one observer, "the kind of publicity money can't buy."

WOR-TV's colorcast of the New York Mets-San Francisco Giants double header May 31 brought the station the highest overall Arbitron rating, between 1 and 11:30 p.m., in the New York market. According to Arbitron data, WOR-TV had an average quarter hour rating of 15.1 and a share of 31 during the 4-11:30 p.m. period.

Advertisers Liebmann Breweries (Rheingold) which carries 50% sponsorship of the Met games over WOR-TV, and Brown & Williamson (Viceroy) with 30%, shared a bonus of 17 extra spots. According to contract, two other Met advertisers, Shell Oil and New

Mr. Matthews
What in New York produces rats, disease, delinquency, drug addiction, hunger, and despair?

Poverty.

And WNBC-TV recently brought home its consequences and costs in a conscience-stirring special program, Poverty Is People.

The program did not merely describe the problem; it vividly showed what poverty does to the men, women and children in this country who are its victims.

Poverty Is People focused its cameras on a section of New York called "The Triangle," a neighborhood of 10,000 people bounded by East 125th Street, Park Avenue and the Harlem River. As NBC News correspondent Edwin Newman said in the program, "The wonder is not that there is despair in 'The Triangle' and in those places like it—the wonder is that there's any hope at all."

A reviewer said, "Poverty Is People conveyed (the facts) in a journalistic style that did not at all gloss over the ugliness of the situation. The viewer felt...that this was the bitter truth."

Through such programs as this, WNBC-TV's award winning series, New York Illustrated, uses all the resources of television reporting to bring what may sometimes be "the bitter truth" to the people of the community we serve. We regard this as one of the most important responsibilities of a television station in a democratic society.
March network TV billings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daytime</td>
<td>$25,684.6</td>
<td>$ 27,027.3</td>
<td>+ 4.7</td>
<td>$ 1,572.8</td>
<td>+ 7.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon.-Fri.</td>
<td>18,762.7</td>
<td>20,083.5</td>
<td>+ 6.7</td>
<td>1,320.8</td>
<td>+ 9.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat.-Sun.</td>
<td>6,921.9</td>
<td>6,943.8</td>
<td>+ 0.3</td>
<td>6,322.8</td>
<td>+ 11.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nighttime</td>
<td>70,807.5</td>
<td>78,203.1</td>
<td>+ 10.4</td>
<td>7,405.6</td>
<td>+ 10.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$188,272.8</td>
<td>$205,230.4</td>
<td>+ 8.7</td>
<td>$30,757.6</td>
<td>+ 9.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NETWORK TELEVISION GROSS TIME BILLINGS BY NETWORK MONTH-BY-MONTH 1964</th>
<th>Source: TVB/LNA-BAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>CBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>January</strong></td>
<td>$18,437.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>February</strong></td>
<td>18,264.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>March</strong></td>
<td>18,932.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*January and February figures adjusted as of May 26, 1964

York Herald Tribune did not receive bonus announcements. Shell has one-eighth, and The Tribune one-twelfth, of the sponsorships.

WOR-TV feeds a network of five stations a selected schedule of home games of the Mets but only one of these stations, WBJA-TV Binghamton, N. Y., had been scheduled to carry both games of the May 31 double header.

Mike Clark, general manager of WBJA-TV said the station gave up $2,000 in lost network compensation and national spot business and an additional $800 in local spots and did not expect to recoup the loss in make-goods.

Complications Galore = WOR-TV had five standby commercials in readiness for the second game and was thus prepared through the middle of the 4th inning. But from that point coordination problems set in. Three different origination points for game-time commercials—Shea Stadium for live lead-ins, an Empire State Building studio for films and a Broadway studio for video taped announcements—added to the re-cueing problem. Rheingold and Vice-roy use both film and tape announcements in addition to live lead-ins.

In the 15th inning the station’s video tape room was directed to start recording the action.

As the game wore on, cutting into WOR-TV’s evening schedule, sales manager Dick Jacobson began a series of frustrated rescheduling maneuvers but finally “gave up and went to bed.”

The 32-inning affair was fed by WHN to a lineup of 11 stations through New England, all of which were under contract to carry both ends of the double header and one other station which carried only the first game. Game rights for this network are held by Rheingold (70%), and Brown & Williamson (30%), who again reaped the benefit of extra commercials. A representative of Rheingold hastened to point out that in the event of games foreshortened by rain, or for other reasons, the sponsor is stung rather than the station.

THE MEDIA

AM freeze nears thawing stage

FCC begins consideration of proposed rule that would put brakes on growth of standard broadcast stations and encourage FM expansion

The FCC begins consideration today (Monday) of a proposed order designed to slow down the growth of AM radio and to spur the development of FM as a separate service. Adoption of the order would signal the end of the two-year-old freeze on AM applications.

The proposed order, as recommended by the commission staff, reportedly follows closely the proposals for rules changes on which the commission invited comments last year (Broadcasting, May 20, 1963).

It would provide for stringent engineering standards for the granting of new AM applications and would put such assignments on a go-no-go basis.

The proposed order also would include a rule that could mark the beginning of the end of FM duplication of commonly owned AM stations. The rule would limit to 50% the amount of time FM stations in some large cities could duplicate the programming of companion AM outlets in the same area.

Officials say the proposed order, however, takes no steps to break up AM-FM ownerships. The notice of rulemaking had said the commission considers the splitting up of AM-FM duopolies a desirable long-range goal. But the staff, in its draft order, reportedly suggests that the issue be left for possible revision of the multiple-ownership rules.

More Efficiency = The order, said to be designed to provide for a more efficient use of the spectrum, reflects commission concern over the so-called population explosion in AM radio. Commission officials note that AM stations have jumped in number from 1,000 to 4,000 in the past 20 years. They also observe that during that time the AM allocations rules have remained virtually unchanged.

The proposed new rules also are aimed at channeling the future growth of AM radio into markets that are now relatively underserved, if served at all. The proposed rules would, according to officials, hamper the growth of AM radio in large markets.

The commission is considering the proposed order at a special meeting today. But there is no indication how closely the order finally adopted will resemble the staff’s recommendation. The proposed notice of rulemaking, on which the proposed order is closely patterned, was put out by a 4-3 vote. And one member of the majority, Newton N. Minow, is no longer with the commission. His place was taken by Commissioner Lee Loevinger. Another member of the majority, Frederick W. Ford, expressed reservations about parts of the proposal.

The commission is expected to act on the matter before the end of the
Natural childbirth—delivery without the aid of anesthetics—is not typical subject matter for the family television screen. Avoiding the obvious pitfalls of over-coyness and sensationalism is quite a challenge—but that challenge was skillfully met by WRCV-TV’s prime time public affairs series, Concept.

For nearly six months, Concept cameras filmed the preparations of Mrs. James Rohlfing for natural childbirth, right up to the fulfilling moment when her son, Tommy, was born. Particularly dramatic was the conversation between doctor and patient during the actual delivery. Public reaction was overwhelmingly favorable. Viewers felt the program was both informative and a service to the community.

As winner of many awards and citations, the weekly Concept is used to such high praise—and so is its producer-hostess, Marciarose, a young woman whose determination is as singular as her name.

To acquaint Philadelphia’s WRCV-TV viewers with their community’s scientific and cultural advances, Marciarose has had Concept cameras cover everything from surgical operations to the supervision of prisoners.

Clearly, such a series has a very strong sensitivity to its community’s needs. Clearly, too, such dedication is appreciated by a station’s audience. WRCV-TV is proud that Concept has so many “god-parents” watching it give birth—whether the offspring be a new baby or a new idea.
Minow describes Kennedy's TV habits, views

President John F. Kennedy, a “voracious television viewer,” was a consistent follower of news on radio and TV and felt broadcast news was importantly “growing to a maturity and a sensitivity.”

The late President was conscious of TV’s international implications, believed that TV was his best way as President to reach people and that he probably wouldn’t have been in the highest office in the land had it not been for TV. He also aligned himself with those who believed there were too many commercials on the air.

This composite TV position of President Kennedy in retrospect was constructed on a May 29 telecast by a public official who served during the Kennedy administration as FCC chairman. Newton N. Minow, now with Encyclopedia Britannica, appeared on CBS Morning News with Mike Wallace (CBS-TV) in an interview by Bernard Eismann, a network news correspondent.

In answer to a question on President Kennedy’s broadcast tastes, Mr. Minow said: “How he had time to see as many things as he did has amazed me, particularly news. He was a great follower of the news on radio and television.” Mr. Minow added: “Like the rest of us, he thought there were too many commercials, but I think he felt that in the news field broadcasting, particularly television, was growing to a maturity and a sensitivity that was very important.”

According to Mr. Minow, the late President felt that broadcasters have much in common with politicians in their professional need to meet public needs. Mr. Minow recalled that President Kennedy once said that both broadcasters and politicians have “an obligation to use their office to lead, to inform, to be ahead, to stretch audience, to stretch the electorate.” Asked whether Mr. Kennedy thought broadcasting was meeting this obligation, Mr. Minow said he thought the President felt that it was not doing all it might but that the trends, the “long-term” trends, were good.

month and, in the process, lift the freeze on AM applications. The freeze was clamped on without warning two years ago to give the commission a chance to consider revisions to its allocations policy.

Daytime AMs* The proposed order, reportedly, would prohibit new daytime assignments that result in signal overlap. But exceptions would be granted in the case of applications for first local stations or for stations which would provide a first primary service to 25% of their service area. These stations would be permitted some overlap. In addition, the overlap rule would not apply to Class IV power increases or to applications for new Class II-A stations.

Officials say the staff recommends that applications for nighttime service be denied unless the proposed stations would not cause interference to other stations and would provide a first primary service to at least 25% of their interference-free area. It’s understood, however, that the staff recommends exempting Class IV stations and Class II-A applications from this requirement.

According to calculations reportedly made by the staff, the proposed rules would probably curtail sharply, though not stop, the growth of AM radio. The staff is said to have found that one-third to one-half of the applications filed before the freeze would be able to comply with the proposed rules.

The staff was also said to report that the number of new stations would be increased if broadcasters’ interest in building new stations were diverted to markets lacking sufficient service—one of the prime goals of the proposed new rules.

In its discussion of FM, the staff reportedly recommends that rules be adopted to begin a gradual termination of FM duplication of commonly owned stations in the same community. The rule contained in the proposed order would apply the 50% limitation to cities of more than 100,000 which have no unused FM channels. The limitation reportedly would take effect one year after the effective date of the proposed rules. As unused channels in other cities of more than 100,000 are utilized, the FM stations involved would come under the 50% rule.

In suggesting the nonduplication rule in its notice of proposed rulemaking last year, the commission said it was interested in promoting FM as an independent service. It also expressed concern over what it considered the inefficient use of spectrum space involved in FM duplication of AM broadcasting, particularly in areas where no FM assignments are available to new applicants.

The staff reportedly recommends dropping a number of proposals contained in the original rulemaking notice. One would have provided for the use of a table in determining whether new AM grants should be made. The table was to have been based primarily on population. However, one official said that studies indicated the proposed engineering rules would make the table unnecessary.

The staff also has reportedly suggested dropping proposed procedures for winning out assignments in heavily serviced areas. The commission had considered a proposal where assignments left vacant through mergers would be withdrawn. The staff, however, is said to feel the matter of mergers can be handled case by case.

Another proposal that would be abandoned if the staff’s recommendations are followed would have tightened up the rules to limit the number of AM grants to bedroom communities. The staff said that studies showed the proposed rule to be unfeasible.

Renfro asks for return to radio greatness

It is the responsibility of the radio broadcaster to “go back to some of the things that made radio great,” Harry Renfro, vice president and radio-TV director of D’Arcy Advertising, St. Louis, told a Southern California Broadcasters Association luncheon meeting to “start creating news, instead of following it. Dare to play different music. Become part of the community. Be vigorous and say something in editorials concerning the public welfare.”

Mr. Renfro asked his audience of broadcasters what they were doing to sell radio to the public. He urged them to use their own medium to “create, build and nurture the confidence of the American public in the American system of broadcasting.” If this isn’t done, he said, “more and more people will start believing some of the stories they read” and start leaning “in the direction of tighter control by government.”

Despite bad publicity and government “infringement on free enterprise” Mr. Renfro said “there is still a clear-cut indication that the American audience believes what it hears on radio.” This, he continued, is proved by the “products advertised and the products sold by radio.”
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Washington, D.C.
is a singular town;it leadsa double life.

And so do we.

Events, words and ideas from the nation's Capital affect almost three billion people on earth (and possibly beyond). But WRC-TV never forgets there's another Washington, D.C., one that is home town to five million people living in this area. And we serve these five million in a personal way.

*Reprieve,* a recent half-hour special of ours, got very personal indeed. It was about heart attacks, and its message to past and potential victims was simple but urgent:

"Don't be afraid, don't give up after a heart attack!" General Dwight D. Eisenhower isn't seen on television very often; he apparently thought this message important enough to warrant an appearance on *Reprieve,* during which he candidly discussed his own illness.

The Washington Post said, "*Reprieve* is an important program, one that will be useful for many years." We like to think that most of our programs are important, but "useful" is the key word here.

Recognizing the city's global character, WRC-TV fully covers the momentous happenings at The White House, State Department and Pentagon. But we know, too, that the greater Washington area is also a local community, and that those who live here view us as the community-minded station.
NAB to clarify pay-TV views
Varied interpretations of TV board's January statement have led to major misunderstandings

Almost six months after it took a position on pay TV, the television board of the National Association of Broadcasters in going to have a second chance to straighten out what appears to be one of the major misunderstandings of the year. It meets Sunday, June 14, in Washington.

The TV board must face the fact that until last month it was the general impression among broadcasters that last January it had conditioned the use of federal legislation to outlaw pay TV.

This was the almost unanimous understanding of broadcasters including network executives until mid-May when this assumption was shattered by NAB President LeRoy Collins.

Responding to a talk by CBS Vice President Richard S. Salant voicing opposition to the principle of asking for federal intervention to protect telecasters against wired pay TV, Mr. Collins said that the assumption was in error; the NAB never had voted to seek legislation, only to oppose all forms of pay TV. Mr. Salant rebutted by calling attention to the Collins statement that the NAB has not decided whether or not to seek legislation, but has decided to ask for congressional action designed to bring the community antenna systems under the jurisdiction of the FCC (BROADCASTING, May 25).

The TV board is meeting one day earlier than the scheduled meeting of both NAB boards, June 15-18. All the meetings are being held at the Statler-Hilton hotel in Washington.

The 15-man TV board also will deal with legislative proposals for CATV. It will have before it recommendations by the Future of TV in America Committee that Congress be asked to amend Section 325 of the Communications Act to forbid the rebroadcast of radio or TV signals by other stations or cable companies without the permission of the "originating station." The section now prohibits such rebroadcasts.

By including CATVs in this proviso, it is felt that broadcasters will be permitted to reassert their rights in programs. If, however, the FCC should feel that the public interest would be better served by permitting the CATV to use a TV program, even though the originating station has denied a request for rebroadcast rights, the objecting station will be subject to an FCC reversal.

At the present time, CATVs pick up and distribute TV programs to their customers without the necessity of securing permission from the broadcast station.

CATV Impact • The TV board also will be asked, it's understood, to approve a study of the effect of CATVs on local TV stations. This has the support of several members of the board who feel such a study is required to refute a study submitted to the FCC two months ago by the National Community Television Association (BROADCASTING, April 20). The NCTA claims that no TV station has ever been affected adversely by a community antenna TV system.

Other items of particular significance scheduled for the boards:

- Election of a new joint chairman to succeed William B. Quarton, wmtv Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Mr. Quarton has served as chairman of the combined boards for a little over a year.

- A recommendation that work begin to bring back under one tent a number of activities now carried on by independent broadcaster-supported organizations, such as Television Information Office, Television Advertising Bureau, Radio Advertising Bureau and others.

The number of activities carried on by agencies outside the NAB has brought criticism from some broadcasters who fear these functions are dissipating NAB influence, and spreading broadcasters' funds too thin.

Aside from the special Sunday TV board meeting, the official agenda for the scheduled spring meeting calls for two joint board meetings, on June 15 and on June 18. The TV board meets again on June 16, and the radio board on June 17.

Museum gets FDR gear

Equipment used in broadcasting President Roosevelt's "Fireside Chats" has been donated to the Smithsonian Institution by CBS Radio and WTOP Washington. It will be placed in an exhibition-hall area dealing with mass communications, at the new Museum of History and Technology in Washington.

On June 17, a private preview of the exhibit will be attended by various newsmen who were part of the White House news corps early in the Roosevelt administration, including CBS Radio's Bob Trout, who first voiced the expression "Fireside Chat."

KGBS moving to new home on July 1

On July 1, KGBS Los Angeles will begin broadcasting from new studios at a new location, marking completion of a $100,000 modernization program. Major part of the modernization was the installation of the International Good Music "Simplimation" equipment, incorporating new Shaffer switching apparatus and Gates consoles with transistorized equipment throughout. The result, according to Wendell S. Campbell, vice president and general manager of the Storer-owned station, is to give KGBS the highest level of sound control with a minimum chance for human error.

The installation called for moving the KGBS studios from their present location in downtown Los Angeles to a new building at the transmitter site suburban Lynwood. The program staff, headed by William C. Thompson, will move to Lynwood before July 1. Administration and sales will stay at the downtown location.
Not at all. When WNBQ's Dateline: Chicago revealed the vice and crime infesting nearby Gary, "terrible" was only one of the words viewers used to describe what they saw. And that was fine with us, because it meant they might do something about the problem.

That's the motive behind this award-winning, weekly, public affairs program: holding a mirror to the face of the Chicago area. Sometimes the reflection is good, sometimes bad; sometimes funny, sometimes tragic. The program's range is wide as the spirit and the conscience of the living city.

Dateline: Chicago has explored everything from folk singers to fire fighters, from people in school to people in government...whatever interests the eight million persons we serve. And that's not easy to determine, for the people of Chicago are produly cosmopolitan and, at the same time, proudly mid-western.

Producing a complete coverage public affairs television program regularly every week is a tremendous undertaking; and we're the only station in town ever to attempt it. Maybe that's why WNBQ is where you see community service in action in Chicago.

CHICAGO'S COMMUNITY SERVICE STATION

WNBQ 5
WALA-AM-TV sold for $3 million

The sale of WALA-AM-TV Mobile, Ala., by W. O. Pape to the Royal Street Corp., owner of WSNV New Orleans, for about $3 million for the 900 outstanding shares was announced last week.

Royal Street Corp., principally owned by Edgar B. Stern Jr. and family, at one time owned WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La. WAFB-TV was sold earlier this year to financial and life insurance interests in the city for close to $1 million (Broadcasting, Jan. 20). The company also has a minority investment (via a loan and options) in TV Cable of Austin Inc., CATV system in that Texas city.

The Pape stations came under a voting trust agreement last year after the FCC raised questions relating to alleged misconduct of two management executives. In September 1963, these charges were dropped when the station management was entrusted to Delphine G. Pape, wife of W. O. Pape, Thomas F. Twitty Jr. and Marion R. Vickers, Mobile attorneys, and Thomas H. Wall, Washington lawyer.

H. Ray McGuire will remain as general manager of the Mobile stations, and no changes in operating are contemplated, A. Louis Read, executive vice president of the New Orleans company, said.

WALA, founded in 1930, operates fulltime on 1410 kc with 5 kw and is affiliated with NBC. WALA-TV, which began in 1953, is on channel 10 and is also affiliated with NBC. The sale is subject to FCC approval.

Another firm joins KRLA interim group

A sixth applicant for the facilities of KRLA Pasadena-Los Angeles has joined Radio Eleven Ten Inc.'s application for an interim operation of the 1110 kc frequency.

Eleven Ten last week informed the FCC that Pasadena Broadcasting Co. has joined Pacifica Fine Music Inc., Radio Southern California Inc., Orange Radio Inc., Pasadena Civic Broadcasting Co. and Pasadena Community Station Inc. The stock in the interim applicant is divided equally, with each participant making an initial investment of $6,000.

Other applicants for an interim KRLA operation are Oak Knoll Broadcasting Corp., Goodson-Todman Broadcasting Inc., California Regional Broadcasting Corp. and Crown City Broadcasting Co. All but Oak Knoll, which is seeking only an interim operation, are applicants for a construction license for KRLA.

The commission has set the interim applications for hearing on June 19. The commission will decide, on the basis of the hearing, if there is to be an interim operation and if so by which applicant (Broadcasting, May 25).

Triangle straddles the CATV fence

Triangle Publications Inc. has opposed the expansion of a community television antenna system elsewhere, now has opposition to its plans to add two channels to its CATV system in Binghamton, N. Y.

WINR-TV (ch. 40) Binghamton has petitioned the FCC to deny applications by Eastern Microwave Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Triangle Publications, for two additional microwave channels to service the Binghamton CATV system. The expanded system would bring in WOR-TV and WPIX(TV), both New York City.

WINR-TV, owned by the Gannett Newspaper group, through the Binghamton Press Co., told the commission that the expanded CATV service would be detrimental to the area's UHF stations (besides WINR-TV there is WJJA-TV on channel 34).

The Gannett station told the commission that Triangle Publication's ownership of the only VHF station, WNBF-TV (ch. 12), in Binghamton, coupled with the augmented CATV system, would be injurious to local UHF.

Triangle Publications, in a rebuttal filed with the commission, said WINR-TV failed to present any facts that would indicate the UHF station could not continue to compete, and without such allegations cannot claim to be a "party in interest" to the Eastern Microwave applications.

Triangle Publications has offered to carry all Binghamton TV stations on the CATV system.

Triangle recently used the argument, as did WINR-TV against expansion of the Binghamton CATV, that if Cox Broadcasting Co. expanded its CATV service in southern Pennsylvania to Chambersburg and Tyrone it would hamper the growth of UHF in that area (Broadcasting, May 25).

The Gannett group holdings are WINR-AM-TV, WHEC-AM-TV Rochester, N. Y., WREX-TV Rockford, and WDAN Danville, both Illinois.


NEDA board stays neutral on CATV

A spokesman for community antenna television operators expressed pleasure last week that the National Electronics Distributors Association board of directors has chosen to remain neutral in fights over CATV.

The NEDA board, however, reaffirmed its concern over the expansion of CATV systems into areas now served by existing television stations.

Fred J. Stevenson, chairman of the board of the National Community Television Association, said Wednesday (June 3), "I'd rather NEDA stay neutral than take sides."

Nonetheless, Morton J. Leslie, acting chairman of the Television Accessories Manufacturers Institute Inc. (TAME), said his organization was presently engaged in a campaign to obtain expressions of support in the CATV fight from individual NEDA members since their board chose to keep out of the controversy as a group.

NEDA Executive Vice President, Gail S. Carter, who prepared a study of CATV for its board, cautioned the association that it "cannot and must not, under existing federal antitrust laws, become involved in any pressure activities relating to the marketing of electronic products."

Members "are free to participate as individuals, to whatever extent their judgment dictates ... " he added.

In a letter to Mr. Carter, Mr. Stevenson wrote, "Your forthright recommendation that your association should not become involved in the TAME activity reflects strong leadership."

IATSE ends 38-day strike against WFIL

A 38-day-old strike at WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, by the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees ended last Tuesday (June 2).

According to George A. Keohler, station manager of WFIL-AM-FM-TV, the result of negotiations was that WFIL would be allowed to hire part-time employees not to exceed 15% of the stations' full-time employees. In addition, the part-time employees could not work longer than 30 hours a week.

It was also established that IATSE does not have jurisdiction over the audio facilities of the WFIL stations.
A deep and enduring Spanish-Mexican tradition is part of Southern California's heritage. To show its appreciation of this heritage, Los Angeles' KNBC recreated—for the second year in a row—the timeless, Christmas Eve pageant, "Las Posadas." Broadcast in color, the hour-long program told a three-part story: the Fiesta of Our Lady of Guadalupe; the search ("Las Posadas") of Joseph and Mary for lodging; and, finally, the Great Fiesta that celebrates the end of their arduous journey.

KNBC used Spanish speaking performers exclusively in "Las Posadas." But the message required no translation—and the reaction of viewers and reviewers was unanimously enthusiastic. "Las Posadas" won acclaim for its purpose, its pageantry, and for the excellence of its production. The KNBC color program stands as an excellent example of community-oriented programming. What's more, it shows that ancient traditions can be translated beautifully by our most modern means of communication.
Skeptics are underselling radio

Advertiser-agency negative attitudes disregard facts, Foote tells NBC Radio affiliates; Redd spells out reasons radio has become fashionable again

Two top advertising agency executives, at the NBC Radio affiliates a buyers’ eye view of radio at their Tuesday meeting. Emerson Foote, board chairman of McCann-Erickson, spoke of radio as it is today and of the need for overcoming the skepticism of advertiser and agency executives about its advantages. Robert L. Redd, executive vice president and director of creative services, western division, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, discussed the future of radio and what is being done today to bring the future world of radio into a present reality. Both agencies are members of the Interpublic organization. McCann-Erickson is the agency for NBC.

The American public, which bought 24 million new radios in 1963 and set new listening records, knows what today’s radio has to offer, Mr. Foote said. He added that so does American business, which last year spent its largest dollar volume in radio since broadcasting began. Only the advertisers and advertising agencies are still skeptical about radio, the board chairman of McCann-Erickson, said.

Mr. Foote wondered how many advertiser and agency executives know that in 11 of the 13 years from 1950, when television came in and many people were ready to write radio off as dead, to 1963 “the dollar volume of radio advertising in this country increased and that in only two years of those 13 did the dollar volume of radio advertising show a decrease.” While network radio advertising has not gained in all those years, it “is presently gaining at a faster rate than any other segment of the radio industry,” he noted, adding, “it is my very firm belief that the big gains in network radio volume are yet to come.”

Still Doubting Thomases • But, despite all this, the skepticism of the advertiser-agency world “is not going to die out easily,” Mr. Foote declared. “Interesting evidence of this point was contained in a very fine article in a very fine magazine, Broadcasting, published less than four months ago (Feb. 17) in which highly placed agency media executives referred to the misunderstandings other people had about radio.”

“One executive thinks radio is suffering from a ‘dead medium’ stigma, as he put it, attacked by advertisers who regard it as ‘all rock and roll aimed at teenagers.’ Another describes radio’s image today as that of a supportive medium. Another mentioned that radio’s major difficulty was that it had never regained its image. It’s not show business like TV.

“Another executive acknowledges, as he put it, that there is scant desire on the part of many advertisers and agencies to invest in radio, but believes that this reluctance can be attributed largely to lack of development of radio’s story; that is, what it can do in competition with other media. Another executive said that radio lacks powerhouse audiences.”

Need for Re-evaluation • “Now these,” Mr. Foote remarked, “are comments made only three months ago by intelligent agency people—at a time when public interest in radio, as evidenced by set purchase and set use, is rising at a rate unprecedented and here-tofore unthought of. It would certainly seem to indicate that there is a heap of interpretation, communication and selling—if you please—to be done in major parts of the world of advertising.”

As one way to accelerate advertiser use of radio, Mr. Foote urged the radio broadcasters to make sure that the research projects already begun are carried through successfully. Meanwhile, he suggested, “it might be well for all who sell radio to make even greater use of the time-proved device of the success story.”

To “advertisers who have a special interest in the teenage market” radio broadcasters might very well stress “the great advantages that radio has to offer for this group,” the McCann-Erickson chairman proposed. He cited a study of the Radio Advertising Bureau “showing the great variation in television viewing by quintiles as compared with the consistency of radio listening by the same quintiles” as indicating that radio can very soundly be sold for the purpose of putting over selling messages to those who don’t watch television very much.”

“Radio is going to grow as you never dreamed it could grow,” Mr. Redd told the NBC Radio affiliates. “Why? Because radio is where the ideas are.” How? “It may well become quite a different kind of radio than we have known in the past.” He described six new dimensions of the radio of the future for the broadcast executives:

• Radio is irreplaceable. “Radio is the only medium that gives man his freedom—freedom to move, freedom to think, to work, to occupy his reflexes with his daily tasks while absorbing what he hears... in a culture where time is money. Radio is the only medium that steals no time from anyone.”

• Radio is everywhere. “Micro-miniaturation can reduce the size of tomorrow’s radio to the size of a Lincoln penny. We are entering the age of lapel button radio, the radio in a lady’s earring, the radio in a shirt button, in the top of a ballpoint pen. Radio will be the most common and accessible means of communication on this planet...”

• Radio is proliferating. Through pulse modulation several programs can be transmitted simultaneously over a single frequency. “You see what this means? It means that where you are now transmitting one program on your
Are you sure your stereo signal meets F.C.C. requirements?

Collins 900C is the final authority!
Collins' new 900C-1 accurately monitors and measures FM emissions to tell you whether you are meeting F.C.C. requirements.

The 900C-1 determines precisely the critical parameters specified by the F.C.C. for high quality stereo broadcasting. It's the only monitor available that will do it.

Collins supplied this precision instrument before the F.C.C. stereo monitor Type-Approval rules were proposed and Collins guarantees that the 900C-1 will be Type-Approved for stereo. (It's already Type-Approved for monophonic-main channel.) Existing monitors will be modified if necessary.

Deliveries are not yet current with demand, but don't wait to place your order at the present price, $2300. Call or write today for information.

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY  ·  Broadcast Communication Division, Dallas.

30 Years in the Broadcast Business
Radio affiliates see rose-tinted future

NBC executives cite network's great past and present in predicting even better things to come

The Tuesday morning meeting of NBC Radio Network affiliates was an all-well-with-the-world session.

The speakers reminded the radio station executives of their medium's illustrious past, congratulated them on the profitably successful present and looked ahead to a glorious future.

NBC Board Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff declared that "all of us here should be very proud of the status of radio today. For today radio has moved into a new era of service to the public and of profitability to those who serve this public."

It all began more than 37 years ago with the formation of the NBC Radio Network, Mr. Sarnoff recalled. Since then, he said, "NBC and its affiliates have never ceased to apply skill and initiative in leading our industry to higher and higher levels of accomplishment." Even "the seven lean years when the rise of television threatened to put an end to radio networking" have been successfully survived and today radio, "by all measurements of ownership and use, is scaling new peaks."

Challenging the affiliates "to discover new ways to do better things, not merely better ways to do old things," the NBC chairman reported that NBC is re-examining the direction the NBC-owned stations should take to keep their schedules both "compatible with their network programing" and "competitive with the unaffiliated stations."

Useful and Best • Mr. Sarnoff expressed the conviction that "the best and most useful broadcast service to the community is performed by a network-affiliated station. To function as an affirmative advantage, radio network service must be based on this rule of thumb: "If a station can do it better than a network, then the network should not duplicate it." "NBC Radio is clearly the advertisers' choice," William K. McDaniel, executive vice president in charge of radio for NBC, told the network's affiliates. "Since 1960," he said, "more advertisers have bought more time on NBC than on any other network. Throughout 1963, NBC's share of sponsored hours on all three networks was 38%. In the first four months of 1964, we have 40%."

Because of its sales success, NBC can expand and improve its program service, Mr. McDaniel said, reminding the affiliates that "you are served by the largest and finest organization in broadcast journalism... NBC News," and that only their stations receive the weekend Monitor programing and the NBC News specials, "a caliber of coverage literally impossible for a station to duplicate." NBC's hotline "instant news" service is used by 92% of the network's affiliates.

Mr. McDaniel called on the affiliates to cooperate with their network in the
Beefed up TV programs planned

NBC-TV officials hear complaints about low ratings, scarcity of station-break time in prime hours and daytime schedule, promise to take remedial actions

NBC’s television affiliates last week were exposed to an elaborate presentation of the network’s 1964-65 schedule and to three days of entertainment in Beverly Hills, Calif. If some of them had been restless when they arrived, they left with the assurance that their network is out to beef up its big audience entertainment programing to match the success it has scored in the field of information and news.

At a closed meeting of television affiliates last Monday, many spoke critically of the network’s recent record. Although no formal votes were taken, the consensus was that the affiliates were disturbed about three situations: They wanted bigger audiences at night, a stronger daytime program service and more 20-second breaks to sell during prime time.

A. Louis Read, chairman of the NBC-TV affiliates board of delegates, delivering this consensus to network officials after the closed meeting of affiliates, was understood to have been given various assurances that at least some of the desires of the stations would be satisfied, though not necessarily at once.

The addition of 20-second breaks, Mr. Read was told, could not be made in the next season since the schedule was locked up, but the network promised to consider the subject before the 1965-66 schedule was fashioned.

Where the Scarcity is: The scarcity of 20-second breaks, in the affiliates’ views, has been created by the scheduling of one-hour and 90-minute programs in the evening. Within those programs some station breaks are only of 30-seconds duration, as compared with the 42-second break that is standard between programs. In the 42-second break stations can sell two 20-second spots for considerably higher revenue than they obtain from one 20-second spot and a 10-second ID in a 30-second break. The 30-second breaks will occur within NBC’s weekly presentations of movies on Wednesday and Saturday nights next season in the 90-minute Virginian on Wednesday and in the 90-minute 90 Bristol Court on Monday night. The insertion of the last program in the new schedule, with its accompanying diminution of 42-second breaks was understood to have precipitated much of last week’s discussion.

At a filmed presentation, accompanied by live appearances of several stars, that was given the television affiliates two days after their own meeting, the network emphasized its strong interest in going after bigger audiences, in both day and night.

After the presentation the affiliates board issued a resolution that made it evident that the presentation was a hit. “The presentation made to us today,” the resolution said, “is a clear indication that NBC is determined to make a clean sweep of all areas of network programing and not rest on its undisputed leadership in the fields of news, public affairs and sports.”

The board praised “NBC’s imaginative planning, coupled with a willingness to commit very substantial expenditures” which, “supplemented by the local efforts of the individual stations, has made it possible for NBC-TV affiliates to provide their viewers with total television service unequalled by competitors.”

Robert E. Kintner, NBC president, opened last Wednesday’s presentation with an outline of NBC’s television plans.

The network-affiliate relationship is not a partnership, but an alliance, he said, with each party having certain obligations to the other. The first obligation of a network to its affiliates, he stated, is to make a profit, so it can have the resources to take the “tremendous risks” involved in network operations. Next is to give them a “broad, popular program service.” Then, the network must provide information programs “that won’t get the ratings of the top entertainment shows but it’s no less our duty to put them on.”

The network has an obligation to finance technological developments, such as color, he said. Finally, there’s the obligation to create the proper public image and the NBC president expressed satisfaction that “every survey shows that we are known as the ‘class’ network.” The affiliates’ obligation, he said, is to combine network and local programing in such a manner as to provide the best all-round service to the local audience.

Take the Lead: Mr. Kintner was followed by Walter D. Scott, executive vice president in charge of the television network, who said NBC was determined "to take over audience leadership in entertainment, as we have for so many years in news and as we are now doing in sports.”

Probably the most spontaneous round of applause generated by the presentation came when Don Durgin, NBC-TV vice president of network sales, in speaking of the record sales experienced by the network in 1964, said: "Perhaps the simplest way I can summarize the magnitude of NBC-TV’s healthy sales trend is to tell you that the NBC Television Network’s station compensation checks to you for the second quarter will total $2 million more than last year which, as you know, was a record year in sales.”

Mr. Durgin told the affiliates that NBC stands up well in the network competition for fall business. Of the 24½ hours represented by 7:30-11 p.m. Monday through Sunday in the 1964-65 schedule, Mr. Durgin said,
CBS has 14½ hours of programs that are fully sold, NBC has 12½ hours of programs fully sold, and ABC has 6½ hours of fully sold programs.

Combined sales on the Today and Tonight programs will exceed $26 million in 1964, Mr. Durgin said.

Programming for the future was discussed by Mort Werner, NBC-TV's program vice president. Now that the 1964-65 season is set, Mr. Werner is working on programs for the 1965-66 season and for as much as five years from now, he said.

Future Plans * At the moment NBC is engaged in 37 new program projects in various stages of development. Among them are four comedy programs, one by Goodman Ace, another titled Please Don't Eat the Daisies, an adaptation of the best-selling book by Jean Kerr, a third, Canpo 44, about Americans in an Italian prison camp in World War II by David Westheimer, author of the best-selling Von Ryan's Express and a fourth based on the English TV program, Steptoe and Son.

Mr. Werner also said NBC was working on a novel musical comedy show starring Steve Lawrence that the network plans to insert in its schedule next season as a "sneak preview," the same way it inserted That Was the Week That Was in its 1963-64 schedule. Other sneak previews are in the works, he said.

At a news conference the day after the presentation Mr. Werner said the network had two new daytime programs, of a nature he would not describe, that it intended to put into its schedule within the next six months. The introduction of those shows will be in addition to daytime program changes that will be effective June 29.

NBC will program Make Room for Daddy as its daytime schedule opener and move Say When to noon. The network will also begin programming the 1:30 p.m. period, which has been station time, with a new show, Let's Make a Deal, for which it is seeking station clearances. In return for taking the 1:30 p.m. period the network is turning back to stations the 4:30-5 p.m. period it has been programming.

Julian Goodman, vice president of NBC News, told the affiliates that in October the network would present the biggest collection of live action programs ever attempted in network television. For that month, he said, "We will have the intensive coverage of the closing days of the presidential campaign, with at least one special program a week; coverage of the British elections by NBC correspondents, partly live by satellite from BBC headquarters in London; 15 hours of the Summer Olympics from Japan; the NCAA football games on Saturdays and the world's championship of baseball, the World Series."

Sports, Too * As to sports, which have been transferred to the NBC News department, Mr. Goodman said the network is prepared to "out-spend, out-produce and out-talk any other in the business." NBC has committed a total of $60 million to sports rights, he said.

The 1964-65 nighttime schedule (Broadcasting, Feb. 3) was outlined in detail in a filmed presentation produced by Dean Shaffner, NBC-TV director of sales planning. The presentation will be shown to agency and advertiser representatives in the network's New York studios on June 29 and in Chicago at the network's WIBQ(TV) on June 11.

The Wednesday afternoon presentation to TV affiliates was the closing business session of the convention and was followed by a banquet for TV and radio affiliates in the Beverly Hilton hotel, which was the convention headquarters. Entertainers who performed at the banquet included Jack Benny, Jonathan Winters and Andy Williams. The night before, the affiliates had been entertained with dinner and a show at the MGM studios, and the night before that—the opening of the convention—the affiliates were feted first at a reception in the Beverly Hilton and from there taken by a fleet of buses to the new Universal City headquarters of MCA's many operations for a banquet and entertainment in a huge soundstage that had been converted to an Arabian nights set, complete with scores of shapely waitresses in harem costumes. Between periods of organized diversion the affiliates could repair to the NBC hospitality suite that was alongside the pool at the Beverly Hilton.

**Bigness doesn't mean badness**

Critics of group ownership get strong rebuttal from Robert Sarnoff in talk to NBC affiliates; his clinching argument: look at the record

A vigorous defense of group ownership of broadcast stations and of cross-ownership in broadcasting and publishing was made last week by Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC chairman, in a major speech to a convention of NBC affiliates.

Why he chose that subject for the main thrust of his speech he did not say, but he presumably had in mind reports that the FCC is considering a number of proposals that in one way or another would tighten its multiple ownership rules.

Two studies looking to a review of the commission's multiple ownership rules are underway. One grows out of the growing problem of technical violations of rules by mutual funds and investment houses that own more than 1% of more than one broadcast group. A proposed rulemaking on this question is expected to be issued shortly. The other involves a staff study of a possible general revision of the multiple ownership rules. This matter is believed to be far from ready for presentation to the commission.

In his speech Monday before the affiliate Mr. Sarnoff spoke, without further identification, of "some [who] indulge in the unwarranted assumption that full and free competition demands maximum dispersion of station ownership." Advocates of that view, he said, "use a term of opprobrium—concentration"—to characterize the entities that consistently devote the largest resources to broadcast operation and development—multiple owners, newspaper and magazine owners, and companies that operate both networks and stations."

Why is Big Bad? * Those who wish to break up the concentrations "equate bigness with badness," said Mr. Sarnoff. Yet experience has shown he said that "large undertakings demand large resources and combinations of skills—whether in the development of atomic energy, in heavy industry, in mass distribution or even in the operation of government itself."

The question, Mr. Sarnoff said, was
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whether group ownerships were in the public interest. He answered his own question with a resounding yes.

The group owners, he said, have been the leaders in broadcasting.

More than half of the stations that were first linked for radio network service in 1926 by NBC were owned by groups or by newspapers.

Two-thirds of the 108 television stations that pioneered in the establishment of television service before the FCC imposed its freeze of 1948-52 were owned by newspapers and group owners. In television the groups "have been the vanguard of program creativity," said Mr. Sarnoff, "developing bold new local program projects that have not only enriched their own communities but are becoming an additional source of supply to other stations."

It is the groups, he said, that have had the money—and have used it—to build informational and cultural programming that traditionally commands relatively little advertiser support.

Financial Backlog • The ownership of stations, he said, has provided the financial underpinning for network operation "which operate under enormous financial hazards," Mr. Sarnoff said. It was station ownership that enabled the radio networks "to weather the years of heavy losses while adjusting to the realities of television." It is station ownership that "helps the three television networks to assume. year by year, the hundreds of millions of dollars of commitments for developing an array of new programs and maintaining a wide-ranging national program service of entertainment, news and information."

Newspaper ownership of broadcast stations, said Mr. Sarnoff, broadens the base of economic support that is essential to the maintenance of a free press. Among the newspapers that have ceased publication in the past 20 years, he said, "the rate of suspension of those without broadcast interests is about twice that of those with broadcast ownership."

One measurement of the relative performance of group and single ownerships, Mr. Sarnoff said, is in the record of awards for program excellence. Of all the awards granted in the past four years by the Peabody Foundation, Ohio State University, The Freedom Foundation and the professional journalism societies, Sigma Delta Chi, 137 out of 157 were given to stations owned by groups or publishers.

Those who advocate dispersion of ownerships, said Mr. Sarnoff, wrongly argue that diversity of expression is discouraged by consolidations. Diversity of expression, said Mr. Sarnoff, has meaning only when applied in individual markets. Under present FCC rules prohibiting duopoly, he pointed out, no one can own more than one TV, AM or FM station in any one community. Even in cross-ownerships with publishing the chances of a single entity gaining a monopoly position over news and information in any community are slim.

Many News Sources • Mr. Sarnoff cited a study by the American Newspaper Publishers Association that showed that although many cities now have no more than a single daily newspaper published in the city core, the sources of its news and information available to the typical community are in the dozens. One example quoted by Mr. Sarnoff from the ANPA study was Sioux Falls, S. D., which has only one daily paper but is served regularly by 63 different information sources: 16 in the city itself (two television and four radio stations, four weekly papers and six specialized publications) and 47 from outside (12 dailies, 10 Sunday papers, 6 national Sunday supplements and 19 national magazines).

The multiple ownership of stations in different communities, he said, is feared by some as a means of enforced conformity of programming on all the outlets that a group owner owns. This fear, Mr. Sarnoff said, ignores the realities of experience, the legal responsibility of each station to meet the needs of its own community and the economic necessity for each station to compete effectively for local public favor.

As matters now stand, there is no chance for any one owner to acquire economic domination of the national market. No one group accounts for more than 8% of all television station time sales. That share is considerably less in broadcasting than it is in many other businesses. Mr. Sarnoff pointed out that single companies account respectively for 17% of the U.S. sales of rubber products, 18% of iron and steel; 23% of petroleum and natural gases, 31% of tobacco products, 40% of motor vehicles and equipment and 75% of electronic computers.

"Multiple and newspaper owners," Mr. Sarnoff said, "are demonstrating every day their ability and eagerness to enlarge and enliven broadcasting through competition. While continuing this effort, we must all be constantly alert to the dangers of any proposals, based on theory and abstraction, that would weaken our capacity to provide an ever-broadening service to the public."

At the NBC affiliates reception on Monday Robert W. Sarnoff (I), NBC chairman of the board, and Robert E. Kintner (2nd from r) met affiliates, stars and producers. At right is Sheldon Leonard, executive producer of T&L Television Productions. Mr. Sarnoff and Mr. Kintner, during a session with TV affiliates on Wednesday, were presented with a citation from affiliates by Otto Brandt, Crown stations, vice chairman of the affiliates board of delegates who was acting for A. Louis Read, WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman. The citation was in "appreciation of the creative and inspiring leadership" of the executive team that was formed five years ago when, Mr. Brandt said, affiliates had misgivings about its working.

(continued)
NBC is still anti-pay-TV
Also clarifies objections to federal insulation against toll TV on wire

NBC re-emphasized last week its opposition to on-the-air subscription television and its rejection of proposals to seek government protection against pay TV on wire.

The restatement of policy came from Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of the NBC board, in his speech at last week's convention of NBC affiliates (see story, page 50).

Pay TV, he told the affiliates, is a "riddle" that is accompanied by the growing puzzle of CATV. The two developments have come to be associated generally in broadcasters' thoughts about the future. Some see the possibility of an eventual conversion of CATV into pay TV.

NBC's position for years, said Mr. Sarnoff, has been "to oppose any system that would withdraw frequencies from public broadcasting to offer a service of narrowcasting available only to those willing and able to pay for it, using box office returns from the few to outbid free television for the popular attractions it offers without charge to all."

"But as we reaffirmed last March," said Mr. Sarnoff in a reference to a policy statement that he and Robert E. Kintner, NBC president, circulated to the NBC organization, "we reject the principle of seeking government protection against a pay system that does not use public frequencies, even though we recognize that its consequences can have the same adverse effects as wireless pay TV."

"We take this position because we do not believe that competition from a new non-broadcasting venture, wired pay TV, is in itself justification for broadcasters to urge government prohibition of such an activity."

Unusual Problems • As to the development of community antenna systems, said Mr. Sarnoff, it presents novel problems that NBC is studying. As long as CATV systems stuck to their original purpose of delivering television programming to areas with little or no broadcast service of their own, the public benefited. In those communities where CATV harmed local broadcast operations, NBC has felt that "minimum regulation" was justified to reconcile colliding interests. And, as a matter of principle, NBC has felt that CATV ought to be required to obtain the consent of broadcasters whose signals it used.

But the recent extension of CATV systems into substantial markets that might support additional television stations—and all this without consent of the program proprietors and in derogation of a carefully designed allocations system—presents new problems, Mr. Sarnoff said.

A position similar to NBC's on pay TV and CATV has been taken by CBS. Last month at a convention of CBS affiliates in New York, Richard S. Salant, CBS Inc. vice president and assistant to the president, said CBS would continue to oppose on-the-air pay TV, would not participate in efforts to obtain government protection against wired pay TV and had appointed a committee to work out a CATV policy (BROADCASTING, May 11).

Until that time it had been thought that both NBC and CBS were in disagreement with the pay-TV policy adopted last January by the television board of the National Association of Broadcasters. A statement issued by the board had been widely interpreted to mean that the NAB was committed to seek government protection against the development of wired subscription television. Mr. Salant made specific mention of the disagreement on that point. Later LeRoy Collins, NAB president, clarified the NAB position by stating the board had not voted to seek protection against wired pay TV. As of now the two networks and the NAB appear to be in general agreement on pay-TV policy, although not entirely on the execution of the policy.

Collins Asked Stand • In a speech at the annual NAB convention last April Mr. Collins urged broadcasters to speak out in general opposition to pay TV in any form. He said they ought to conduct campaigns to educate the public to what he called the dangers of subscription television, a remark that was interpreted to mean that he thought broadcasters ought to broadcast their opposition.

At a news conference last Thursday, the day after he spoke to the NBC affiliates, Mr. Sarnoff was asked if NBC intended to use its facilities to propagandize against pay TV. His answer was a curt: "No." (The NAB television board which meets Sunday, June 14, in Washington, is expected to plan policy on CATV and pay TV [see page 42]).

In his speech Mr. Sarnoff said that in addition to CATV and pay TV there were other developments now in work that would "influence and shape our industry."

One development, he said, was color "which is now rapidly moving toward..."
the inevitable time when it will supplant black and white as the basic medium."

In his speech Mr. Sarnoff did not estimate the date by which he thought color would become the basic medium, but in the news conference the next day he put it at between five and ten years in the future.

Color, he said in his speech, "will lift all of television to a new level. Increasing its audience attraction, enlarging its value to present sponsors and drawing to it whole new classifications of local and national advertising that television has never captured."

Renewed prospects of growth for UHF provide another development of significance, said Mr. Sarnoff. As UHF stations come into existence, Mr. Sarnoff sees "the potential of further sharpening competition, stimulating additional sources of programing, multiplying services, increasing opportunities for network affiliations and many side effects." Such developments NBC welcomes, said Mr. Sarnoff, "but we must also be alert to pressures for expediting UHF development so that artificialy and sustainning it synthetically," for such measures "would negate the competitive framework UHF development is intended to advance, and would not provide a sound foundation for UHF's development."

Still another significant development, he said, is educational television which will "add another dimension to our medium."

Mr. Sarnoff sees ETV as a complement to commercial broadcasting and, "if its programing is effective," a stimulus for commercial operators who will be challenged for the attention of the audience.

**Changing hands**

**ANNOUNCED** The following sales of station interests were reported last week subject to FCC approval:

- *Wala-AM-TV* Mobile, Ala.: Sold by William O. Pape to Royal Street Corp. (WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans) for $3 million (see page 44).

- *WDAB-AM-FM* Tampa, Fla.: Sold by the estate of David E. Smiley to Robert W. Rounsaville for $375,000 and a $240,000 covenant not to compete for 10 years. Mr. Rounsaville also owns WTVL Berry Hill, Tenn., WTMP Tampa, Fla. (which he plans to sell if assignment of WDAB is approved by the FCC), WYLD New Orleans, WTMV-AM Louisi- 


- *KBJZ Ottumwa, Iowa*: Sold by G. LaVerne Flambo and associates to the Post Corporation for $210,000. Sellers also own KASI Ames, Iowa. The Post Corp. owns WEAT-TV Eau Claire, Wis., KTVU(TV) Kirksville, Mo.-Ottumwa, Iowa and WAXX Chippewa Falls, Wis., and publishes the Appleton Post-Crescent, the Neenah-Menasha Twin City News-Record and the West Allis Star, all in Wisconsin. KBJZ is 1 kw daytime, 250 w night, on 1240 kc. Broker: R. C. Crisler Co. Inc.

**APPROVED** The following transfers of station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week (for other commission activities see FOR THE RECORD, page 81).

- *KGGN Portland, Ore.*: Sold by Robert J. Hartke and Irwin S. Adams to Kenneth Palmer, John Hunter, Robert Donner and Elliott Knoll for $925,000. Buyers own KMMN Denver. KGGN is full-time on 1540 kc with 50 kw day and 1 kw night.

- *KOKY Little Rock, Ark.*: Sold by John M. McLendon and associates to KOKY Inc. for $225,000. KOKY Inc. is owned by Arnold and Seymour Schenidian and associates who also control the licensee of WAAA Winston-Salem, N. C. Other McLendon Ebony Group stations are KOKY Shreveport, La., WOKJ Jackson, Miss., WENN Birmingham, Ala. and WYOU Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla. KOKY is a 5 kw daytime on 1440 kc.

**COMMUNITY ANTENNA TV**

- Perry, Fla., 5-channel system serving 350 subscribers, sold to Florida Video Inc., group of New York investors, for undisclosed sum believed in excess of $150,000, by H. E. and V. F. Jackson. System, year old, has Ameco equipment and will be operated by Daniels Management Co., Denver. Broker: Daniels & Associates Inc.

**Senate action pends on Sec. 315, Ford**

A bill to suspend Section 315 equal-time requirements for presidential and vice presidential races this fall reached the Senate Wednesday (June 3) but no action was taken.

A report of the Senate managers— 

---

**EXCLUSIVE BROADCAST PROPERTIES!**

**NORTHWEST**—High powered daytimer with heavy fixed assets and valuable real estate. Billing $7,000 to $8,000 monthly and capable of doing much better under owner-operator. Priced at $157,500 with $100,000 down. Contact—John F. Hardesty in our San Francisco office.

**WEST**—Fulltime radio station with good coverage of a metropolitan market. Unusual opportunity for owner-operator. Priced at $230,000 on terms to be negotiated. Contact—John D. Stebbins in our Chicago office.
who conferred with their House counterparts on the resolution last month (Broadcasting, May 11) was filed. It explained, as the House managers already had May 19, minor changes agreed to in HJ Res 247, the suspension measure already passed in slightly different versions by both houses.

Technically, the Senate must act first, and since the resolution is now on the table, as a Senate aide explained last week, it requires only a motion to be taken, likely to be made by Senator John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Communications Subcommittee.

A legislative bottleneck caused by the civil rights debate seems to be preventing final action since little opposition has been heard to the revised legislation.

FCC Commissioner Frederick W. Ford’s nomination to a seven-year term will be considered at a hearing of the Senate Commerce Committee June 17, Senator Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman, announced last week.

Commissioner Ford, whose current term expires June 30, was nominated for another full term by President Johnson last month (Broadcasting, May 18).

The Republican commissioner has had 25 years of government service, including 13 with the FCC, the last seven under an appointment from President Eisenhower on Aug. 29, 1957.

Senator John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate Communications Subcommittee, will preside at the full committee session.

FINANCIAL REPORTS

Austin CATV’s high value argued

$5 million estimate sometimes placed on 50% of Capital Cable company far exceeds actual worth, expert believes

For months, news stories dealing with the community antenna television controversy in Austin, Tex., have reported that the family of President Lyndon B. Johnson stands to gain $5 million as the result of an option to buy 50% of Capital Cable of Austin. Last week, an official of an electronics equipment company who is familiar with the situation in Austin put the accuracy of that estimate in doubt.

Milton J. Shapp, chairman and president of the Jerrold Corp. of Philadelphia, said the option, acquired by Johnson interests seven years ago, might have been worth “several million dollars” at one time but that the $5 million estimate now “seems exceedingly high.” He also said that the decision on whether to exercise the option—the deadline for this action is January 1966—might be a difficult one to make.

Mr. Shapp’s company supplied Capital Cable with some of its equipment. And Jerrold has important CATV interests of its own. Jerrold owns one-half or minority interests in 11 CATV systems, including two under construction, in Illinois, Indiana, Virginia, Florida and Mississippi. In addition, the Jerrold division of Texas Cable Co., Inc. (D-Miss.) has 84% of Texas Broadcasting, but their shares have been placed in trust, presumably to avoid any conflict-of-interest situations.

The question of the option’s worth came into prominence in connection with the efforts of a competitor of Capital’s, TV Cable of Austin, owned principally by John Campbell, to obtain a waiver of the FCC requirement that it protect KABC-TV, the only station in Austin. The commission has twice refused the requested waiver (Broadcasting, May 4), and TV Cable is now taking the case to the U.S. Court of Appeals (see story this page).

Condition was Accepted • TV Cable had accepted the condition that it protect the station—that is, not carry programs for 15 days before and after they are broadcast by KABC-TV—in order to obtain the marginal advantage to relay signals of stations in San Antonio. The same condition has been imposed on a number of other CATV’s as a matter of commission policy.

Capital Cable, however, rather than accept the condition, decided to build an all-cable system. It is now carrying programs when they are broadcast, and TV Cable claims Capital has an unfair advantage in competing for customers.

The involvement of the Johnson station has projected what would otherwise be a rather obscure squabble between two CATV’s into national prominence. The $5 million supposedly at stake has given the case an extra fillip of interest.

In challenging the accuracy of the $5 million estimate—or $10 million, in terms of the total value of the system—Mr. Shapp said the situation in Austin has changed considerably in the seven years since the option agreement was signed. “If the CATV system had been installed in 1957 or 1958, it would have been worth several million dollars” at one time but that the $5 million estimate now “seems exceedingly high.” He also said that the decision on whether to exercise the option—the deadline for this action is January 1966—might be a difficult one to make.

Milton J. Shapp, chairman and president of the Jerrold Corp. of Philadelphia, said the option, acquired by Johnson interests seven years ago, might have been worth “several million dollars” at one time but that the $5 million estimate now “seems exceedingly high.” He also said that the decision on whether to exercise the option—the deadline for this action is January 1966—might be a difficult one to make.

Mr. Shapp’s company supplied Capital Cable with some of its equipment. And Jerrold has important CATV interests of its own. Jerrold owns one-half or minority interests in 11 CATV systems, including two under construction, in Illinois, Indiana, Virginia, Florida and Mississippi. In addition, the Jerrold division of Texas Cable Co., Inc. (D-Miss.) has 84% of Texas Broadcasting, but their shares have been placed in trust, presumably to avoid any conflict-of-interest situations.

The question of the option’s worth came into prominence in connection with the efforts of a competitor of Capital’s, TV Cable of Austin, owned principally by John Campbell, to obtain a waiver of the FCC requirement that it protect KABC-TV, the only station in Austin. The commission has twice refused the requested waiver (Broadcasting, May 4), and TV Cable is now taking the case to the U.S. Court of Appeals (see story this page).

Condition was Accepted • TV Cable had accepted the condition that it protect the station—that is, not carry programs for 15 days before and after they are broadcast by KABC-TV—in order to obtain the marginal advantage to relay signals of stations in San Antonio. The same condition has been imposed on a number of other CATV’s as a matter of commission policy.

Capital Cable, however, rather than accept the condition, decided to build an all-cable system. It is now carrying programs when they are broadcast, and TV Cable claims Capital has an unfair advantage in competing for customers.

The involvement of the Johnson station has projected what would otherwise be a rather obscure squabble between two CATV’s into national prominence. The $5 million supposedly at stake has given the case an extra fillip of interest.

In challenging the accuracy of the $5 million estimate—or $10 million, in terms of the total value of the system—Mr. Shapp said the situation in Austin has changed considerably in the seven years since the option agreement was signed. "If the CATV system had been installed in 1957 or 1958, it
would have been a very successful system," he said. "The option may have been worth several million dollars."

No Longer Monopoly Situation. But he noted that, where seven years ago Capital Cable would have had a monopoly, today it faces competition from TV Cable. In addition, he observed that KTBC-TV's monopoly may soon be a thing of the past. The FCC has issued permits for two UHF stations in the city, and one of the permittees is said to have definite plans for going on the air.

Accordingly, Mr. Shapp said, "the estimate of $5 million as the value of the option agreement seems exceedingly high."

He also said it would be "miraculous" if Capital were operating profitably by the time the deadline for exercising the option expires in January 1966. "The trustees of the TV station will have a difficult financial decision to make as to whether or not to pick up the option at that date," he said.

Mr. Shapp didn't discount the likelihood that the system will prove successful "over a long period." But, he said, "it is extremely doubtful that the system being constructed by Midwest Video will be worth anywhere near the $10 million value that is being so lightly tossed around."

The seven-year delay in getting a system in operation stems from the fact that community antenna television in Austin has been a source of controversy from the beginning.

Applications in 1957. The beginning was 1957, when Midwest Video Inc., of Little Rock, Ark., applied for a franchise to build a CATV system in Austin. A short time later Texas Broadcasting (then the LBJ Co.) filed a competing application.

Since both companies were wealthy and influential, the Austin city council was faced with a difficult situation. But the two applicants then decided to join forces. In return for withdrawing its application, Texas Broadcasting was given an option to buy up to 50% of a CATV system (subsequently organized as Capital Cable) which Midwest would install in Austin. The cost to Texas Broadcasting was to be based on Midwest's actual expenditures in setting up the system.

But before the Austin city council could act on Midwest's application, new requests for franchises were filed, this time by several theater owners, including Raleigh Theaters and Paramount Theaters. Theater owners throughout the Southwest at that time had become excited about the prospects of CATV as the result of a "cable theater" pay-TV system that had been installed in Bartlesville, Okla.

The effect of these applications was to jam the administrative machinery at city hall for five years. Finally, in...
1962, after prodding by the local newspaper, the city council decided to issue nonexclusive permits for construction to anyone willing to meet certain conditions. Midwest agreed, and was granted a nonexclusive permit. Apparently none of the other applicants was willing to meet the conditions. But Mr. Campbell, who had operated a CATV in Mineral Wells, Tex., filed for a permit, and it was granted. Thus the battle now moving into the courts was joined in 1963.

Considerable attention has been focused on the fact that Capital's receiving antenna is located atop the XTRA TV tower. The option agreement embodies a lease providing for this use by the cable company. However, Mr. Shapp, who was involved in building the CATV system, said the decision to use the tower was not made until after Capital rejected a conditioned microwave grant from the FCC in favor of building an all-cable system instead.

Mr. Shapp said that when it planned to use microwaves, Capital intended to build a receiving antenna about 40 miles from Austin. TV Cable is operating an antenna about that distance from the city.

Mr. Shapp said that, after tests were made at the station's tower, Jerrold Corp. installed special antennas to cut down co-channel interference. He said the quality of reception is "not as good as the pictures being received at the Campbell antenna site 40 miles closer to San Antonio." But he said that through the use of special equipment, the pictures are "commercially acceptable." Jerrold has re-engineered the Capital Cable layout, using the Austin tower as the receiving point.

Mr. Shapp, commenting on the option agreement, said it "undoubtedly seemed logical" to the parties involved at the time. "The withdrawal of the Johnson franchise application would have enabled Midwest to obtain an existing franchise to build a CATV system in Austin at that time."

They had no way of knowing, Mr. Shapp added, that "shortly after the signing of the option, many theater operators would file for competing franchises in Austin, and thereby delay the proceedings for another six or seven years."

**Seven Arts' earnings up**

Seven Arts Productions Ltd., New York, reported May 15 its net earnings for fiscal year ending last Jan. 31 were almost twice its net earnings last year.

Year ending Jan. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1964</th>
<th>1963</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Per share</td>
<td>$1.81</td>
<td>$1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>2,254,002</td>
<td>1,705,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>41,226,586</td>
<td>19,607,368</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**MCA Inc. meeting short and sweet**

MCA Inc. held its annual stockholder meeting in Chicago last week. The nine-minute event accomplished two things: Re-election of all present directors and appointment of Price Waterhouse & Co. as auditor. MCA Inc.'s present officers were re-elected during the subsequent meeting of directors.

MCA Inc. interests include Music Corporation of America, Decca Records, Universal Pictures Co., MCA Artists Ltd., MCA TV Ltd. and Revue Productions.

Lew R. Wasserman, president and chief executive officer of MCA Inc., received a salary of $175,000 in 1963, according to the meeting notice and proxy statement. Jules C. Stein, board chairman, was paid $156,000. Milton R. Rackmil, president of Decca and Universal, received $167,000 while Taft B. Schreiber, vice president of MCA Inc. and president of Revue, received $125,000. Charles Miller, also an MCA Inc. vice president, received $52,000. Various contributions in addition also were made to a profit sharing fund for each with the exception of Mr. Rackmil.

**Shapp, Feith repurchase stock**


Although the purchase price was not divulged, it's understood it was over $2 a share (Jerrold was at 3 on the counter market last Thursday).

This represents the second major purchase of Jerrold stock made by Mr. Shapp since he returned to active management of the company he founded. Last June, when he resumed the helm of the Philadelphia-based company, he bought 37,000 shares from Sidney Harman, then president of the company.

Jerrold, which is primarily in the community antenna system equipment manufacturing and construction business (it also has ownership interests in 9 operating CATV systems), is principally owned by Mr. Shapp and his wife, whose combined 497,337 shares equal slightly less than 25%; and by Mr. Feith, whose 268,350 shares equal slightly more than 12 1/2% of the over 2 million shares outstanding.

With the purchase of the Loeb, Rhodes stock, Mr. Shapp disclosed that Gene Woodfin and Frank A. Weil, partners in the New York investment firm, have resigned as directors of Jerrold. Elected as successors were Wentworth P. Johnson, Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Co., and Mr. Feith. Mr. Feith's Dalco Manufacturing Co. is a large metal fabricator in the Philadelphia area.

A proxy statement mailed last week indicated that in October last year Jerrold bought Dalco's K&F Electronics Division (microwave transmitters) for $175,000 plus 61,200 shares of Jerrold common stock.

The proxy statement also shows that Mr. Shapp is being paid at the rate of $30,000 a year. The stockholders meeting will take place June 23 at the Jerrold Building in Philadelphia.

**Comsat stock is an immediate sell out**

Communications Satellite Corp. stock was offered last Tuesday (June 2) to an eager public at $20 a share, gained $7, dropped $5 almost immediately to close at $22.75.

Comsat, in anticipation of great popular interest, had placed a 50-share-per-customer limit on the public offering. Securities dealers found that this had to be revised downward drastically to satisfy all of the people who wanted to buy an interest.

The Comsat offering brought the space communications firm $200 million, with about $4 million of this going for brokers' fees. Half of the 10 million shares placed on the market went to 163 common carriers led by AT&T, 2,895,750 shares; IT&T, 1,050,000 shares; General Telephone & Electronics, 350,000 shares, and RCA, 250,000 shares.

Despite Comsat's pains to explain that its venture is not expected to show a profit for years under ideal conditions, between 500,000 and 1 million individuals happily purchased as much as they could.

While the public was rushing to buy, the FCC proposed rules aimed at curtailing common carrier speculation. Terms of the special offer to communications firms require holding such shares for at least 60 days after pur-
**STATIONS WITH STACKS* STAY ON THE AIR**

* Westinghouse high-voltage silicon rectifier stacks, 250 watts to 50 kw

Why tolerate transmitter outages from rectifier arc-back? Mercury vapor tubes, the principal contributors to lost air time, are just plain old fashioned. Westinghouse solid-state rectifier stacks will give you 100% power-supply dependability *no matter what the make or power level of your transmitter.*

Modernize your high-voltage cubicle. Join the growing group of key network and independent stations (AM, FM and TV) whose chief engineers have switched to Westinghouse silicon rectifiers. These men based their choice on the knowledge that Westinghouse high-voltage assemblies have racked up over 20,000,000 hours of failure-free operation. Delay just doesn’t pay, especially if you are running unattended or plan to do so in the near future. The cost of a silicon rectifier assembly for your transmitter can be less than one set of mercury replacement tubes. Take this important step toward trouble-free operation today. Call or write Ozzie Jaeger, Code 412, WA 5-7272. Westinghouse Semiconductor Division, Youngwood, Pennsylvania.

B.S. Our megawatt rectifier assemblies are helping to carry the message of hope behind the Iron and Bamboo Curtains.

You can be sure if it's Westinghouse 🍀
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chase. Proposed rules would extend the period to June 1, 1965.

It had been rumored that some of the smaller concerns might borrow money from brokerage houses to buy stock which they would then sell back to the broker when the 60-day limit expired. These reports prompted a warning from the commission that “carriers should conduct themselves in such fashion as to demonstrate they didn’t acquire the stock for speculative purposes.”

The stock closed Thursday (June 4) at 21¼ bid—22% asked.

Paramount is ahead of last year’s sales

Paramount Pictures Corp. stockholders last week were told that second-quarter prospects for their company were expected to be “comparatively satisfactory” after an investment profit of $723,000 in the first quarter.

Barney Balaban, who stepped out of the Paramount presidency last week and was succeeded by George Weltner (see page 10), told the company’s annual meeting that domestic business is “substantially ahead of last year.” All directors were reelected.

In addition to feature-film production, Paramount has a multiple relation to the television industry. It is a licensor of feature films to TV, operator of pay-TV subsidiary International Telemeter, 51% owner of Famous Players Canada, which through a subsidiary, operates the Etobicoke, Canada pay-TV system, and owner of Plautus Productions and 50% owner of Talent Associates-Paramount which produces TV programming. Paramount also licenses the Chromaton color-TV tube process. Mr. Balaban reported that Plautus “is doing exceptionally well,” but that Talent Associates-Paramount “did not live up to profit expectations last year”...

He told shareholders that Sony Corp., which recently received a broadened authorization from Paramount for manufacture and distribution of color-TV sets employing the Chromaton in the U.S. and Canada, expected to have a limited number of these sets on the market in this country this summer “and a larger quantity early in 1965.” During a question period, Mr. Balaban said Paramount’s involvement in pay TV over the past ten years represents an investment of $15 million.

In answer to one stockholder’s question on the performance of KTLA(TV) Los Angeles, prior to its sale by Paramount to Golden West Broadcasters, he said the station had made about $500,000 after taxes in 1963.

Sylvania claims brighter color

New phosphors shown in Chicago unveiling of company’s new line

Sylvania Electric Products Inc., introduced a new color television picture tube in Chicago Thursday (June 4) featuring a new phosphor discovery which the company claims makes possible pictures that are 40% brighter than color pictures presently available.

Sylvania, a subsidiary of General Electronics & Telephone Corp., said that the new color picture tube will be incorporated in nearly all of the company’s 1965 line of color-TV sets. The new tube is called “Color Bright 85” and presently is a 21 inch, 70 degree round tube. It will be made available to other manufacturers about August. Later this year the new phosphors will be applied to the 25 inch, 90 degree rectangular tube which Sylvania has under development. Sample quantities of the 25-inch tube are to be made available late this year and production quantities are to be made available early next year.

New Methods • The new phosphors, including a new red color phosphor based on the rare earth element europium as well as a unique new method of applying the phosphors to the tube face, “have provided the industry with a major breakthrough in color television,” according to Gene K. Beare, Sylvania president. The europium phosphor was developed by GTE’s laboratories, the research subsidiary of GTE.

“The tube provides greater brightness, sharper contrast and a truer and more stable shade of red, the most difficult color to control in a television picture tube,” Mr. Beare said. He explained that until now, the limitation of red phosphors has been one of the major technological problems facing TV engineers. Previously the brightness of the green and blue sulphide phosphors had to be held back, he said, so that they would not overpower the inherently less bright red sulphide.

With the new color tube, Mr. Beare said, viewers will be able to watch a color program in a lighted room and “see a more natural picture than heretofore attainable.”

The new “Color Bright 85” tube is used in 10 of the 13 color receivers and two home entertainment centers shown in the 1965 Sylvania line. The Sylvania color-set line begins at $428.60 with the first Color Bright 85 set starting at $468.80.

New dimension in TV seen in home recorder

Within five years there will be a market for programming and equipment in a new field of television development, the home TV tape recorder.

That prediction was made last week by Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of the NBC board, during a news conference in Beverly Hills, Calif., after a three-day meeting of NBC-affiliated stations (see stories page 73).

Mr. Sarnoff pointed out that a number of companies, including RCA, the parent of NBC, were at work on home-tape equipment. Once the equipment is available at a price consumers can afford, it will create a whole new dimen-
Mr. Cornell retires next month as executive vice president of A. O. Smith Corp. He has named George J. Callos as his executive assistant at Polaris. Mr. Callos, president of the advertising agency, and Ferris E. Traylor were re-elected to the Polaris board.

Both were supporters of the Fitch group.

Other New Faces • Also newly elected to the Polaris board were Malcolm K. Whyte, Milwaukee attorney; Allen Slichter, chairman of Pelton Steel Casting Co.; William C. Coleman Sr., chairman of Monon Railroad; I. G. Bohrman, president of Perfex Corp.; E. A. Gaummitz, dean, School of Commerce, University of Wisconsin, and Cass North, president of Midwest Budget and Loan Corp.

Midwest is a subsidiary of the Polaris Corp.

Polaris said that four directors and officers who had supported Mr. Kelly also resigned last week and, like Mr. Kelly, have severed all connections with Polaris and its subsidiaries. These included David G. Herzer, Ronald M. Frary, Richard L. Greene and Jackson C. Lindsay.

Gross revenues of Polaris in 1963 totaled $18.9 million and profit was $739,949 or 82 cents a share (1962 profit, 81 cents a share).

sion in TV, he said. Mr. Sarnoff fore saw the creation of special programs on tape to be sold to owners of home TV recorders as phonograph records are now sold to owners of record players. The home recorders could also be used to take programs off the air for replay at the owners' convenience.

Although Mr. Sarnoff did not mention it, the Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. has demonstrated a home TV tape recorder that the company says could be manufactured in quantity for retail sale at less than $500. Fairchild has reported that several manufacturers have expressed an interest in producing the instrument.

KATV(TV) gets approval for facility changes

KATV(TV) Little Rock, Ark., last week received authority from FCC to move its transmitter and increase its facilities. The changes will enable the station to maintain promised service to near-by Pine Bluff while putting an improved signal into Little Rock.

The station, on channel 7, was grant-
ed a construction permit to increase its effective radiated visual power to 275 kw from 170 kw and raise its antenna to 1,720 feet from 1,010 feet. KATV's transmitter will be relocated about 710 miles nearer Little Rock. The transmitter is presently located on the outskirts of Pine Bluff.

Last week's grant ended KATV's long efforts to improve its service to Little Rock. The station had received an adverse initial decision by a hearing examiner on its application to move its transmitter 50 miles to a site northwest of Little Rock.

The proposed move to northwest of Little Rock caused Pine Bluff city officials to charge that KATV was abandoning its service commitments to that city, made at the time the station was reallocated to Little Rock (BROADCASTING, June 10, 1963). One of the promises made by KATV was not to move its transmitter out of Jefferson county. Little Rock is in neighboring Pulaski county.

KATV, at an oral argument on the initial decision, asked the commission for time to amend its application to the site approved last week, as the Federal Aviation Agency had indicated it might reconsider its determination against a tall tower there.

But the commission, on its own motion, dismissed the application for the Little Rock transmitter site and KATV later filed for the location approved last week.

The impact of the FCC's new rules governing the overlap of commonly owned stations, adopted May 20 (BROADCASTING, May 25), became clearer last week with release of "typical" station separation requirements under the new rules.

The commission said that due to the "many variables involved in AM signal propagation (power, frequency, ground conductivity and antenna pattern), typical required separations...will vary widely." The commission took for an example omnidirectional stations using 1 kw "in an area where ground conductivity is about average for the country (8 mmhos/m), and an assumed radiation at 1 mill of 200 mv/m..."

Stations in this situation, if commonly owned, would be required to have a 118 mile separation if operating on 650 kc, 59 miles if on 1200 kc and 47 miles if on 1500 kc. The required separations for FM stations would also vary according to facilities. But assuming, the commission said, maximum power and antenna height the separation for class A stations would be 29 miles, 66 miles for class B stations and 128 miles for class C operations.

The required separation of TV stations will vary according to the power, antenna height and channel on which they operate. "Assuming," the commission said, "two stations to operate with maximum power (1000 kw for UHF), and an antenna height of 1,000 feet above average terrain, prohibited grade B overlap would require separations of 140 miles between two stations on channels 2-6, 126 miles between two stations on channels 7-13, and 88 miles between two UHF stations."

The required distance between stations in zones 1 and II, the commission added, "might be greater" if the antenna height exceeded 1,000 feet above average terrain, but could be less if the antenna height and power were lower.

The new rules were adopted by a 5-2 vote, with Commissioners Robert E. Lee and Rosel H. Hyde dissenting. Commissioner Hyde has written a dissent but it is yet to be released by the commission.

The rules, which have been strongly opposed by broadcasters, are aimed at preventing "substantial overlap" of AM stations and to preclude FM and television stations from serving "substantially the same area."

The commission will not require that a licensee dispose of any present holdings, but will not grant any major changes or new stations where an overlap situation would be created. The rules also apply to assignment and transfers, preventing sale of overlapping stations to the same party.

STV-PT&T contract approved by PUC

Authorization for Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co. to carry out its contract with Subscription Television Inc. was issued Wednesday (June 3) by the California Public Utilities Commission. The contract calls for PT&T to provide transmission facilities for STV's closed circuit pay TV program service from studios in Hollywood to homes of subscribers in the western part of Los Angeles. It also calls for STV to deposit $679,000 with PT&T in advance to cover the total unrecoverable costs of the telephone company's installations. In addition, STV will have annual charges of $273,313 (BROADCASTING, Feb. 24).

The order was signed by four of the five PUC commissioners: William M. Bennett, president, Peter E. Mitchell, Everett C. McKenzie and Frederick B. Holoboff. Commissioner George C. Grover, dissenting, voiced the belief that STV should be classed as a public utility itself.

The STV-PT&T contract was the subject of two public hearings by the PUC, one on March 25 in Los Angeles, the second a week later, April 1, in San Francisco. Opponents of the entrance of pay TV into the state, who are seeking to revoke section of the state law permitting the establishment and operation of pay TV by wire connections, asked the PUC to defer its decision on the contract until after the California public has voted on the issue at the general election on Nov. 3 (BROADCASTING, March 30, April 6).

The telephone company was ordered to report on its expenditures for providing the service ordered by STV and its revenues from it at the end of a year of operation. After two years of operating experience, PT&T must report to the PUC on the advisability of providing pay TV transmission service on a tariff schedule basis instead of by individual contracts. If the change is deemed advisable PT&T is to file a tariff at that time.

To help STV get ready for its announced start of program service on July 1, PT&T has gone ahead with the installation of cable to carry the three-channel program service from Hollywood to the initial area in which service is being offered, an area containing 10,766 living units. An STV advance deposit protected the telephone company from loss should the PUC deny the application for contract approval, PT&T explained. No connection between the STV studio and the home of any subscriber has been completed, however. The first such connection will probably be made early this week.

It is expected that STV will proceed to file similar contracts for service to other areas in Los Angeles and in San Francisco, where its service is also supposed to begin July 1.
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3M unveils new high quality tape recorder

The Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. last week placed on the market a new professional mastering recorder. It is designed for use by recording studios to produce master tapes that serve as originals for all pre-recorded music. The unit is said to improve the sound quality of all types of music.

The three-track system, which uses three-quarter-inch wide magnetic tape, costs $8,500. A two-channel system, which uses one-half-inch-wide tape, costs $7,000. A single-channel model, which uses one-quarter-inch-wide tape, is priced at $5,500. A 3M spokesman said the recorder could be used by the broadcast industry to "upgrade the quality of music transmitted over the air waves."

Technical topics . . .

New projector = Technicolor Corp. believes its 8 mm "Instant Movie" projector can be a valuable sales tool for station salesmen or representatives. A simple, compact piece of equipment, it can be loaded with a cartridge containing four minutes of color film in 30 seconds, set up on the prospect's desk and with the push of a button the picture of the station's facilities or personalities appears on the office wall or on a portable screen. Models are priced from $69.50 to $99.50 as well as an automatic display projection system at $169.50 and a unit with a self-contained rear projection screen at $299.50.

Fleas stay = The FCC last week denied a petition by NBC to reconsider and stay its action which made available to the Manufacturers Radio Service 30 flea power (1 watt) frequencies (Broadcasting, March 23). The operation of flea power stations is limited to the premises of an industrial or manufacturing area. NBC based its opposition on the claim that the stations would interfere with reception of channels 4 and 5. The fleas are located on the 72-76 megacycle band which separates the two TV channels.

Rebuilding service = Ampex Corp. has introduced a new head assembly rebuilding service for users of its professional audio recorders. Handled by Ampex franchised distributors, the rebuilding service includes replacement of all three head stacks, precision realignment to match the original assembly, replacement of tape guides and minor hardware and a complete performance check. For the Ampex 350 or 300 series full-track recorders, the assembly rebuilding cost is $135, or $85 less that that of a new head assembly. Similar savings apply to other Ampex recorder models. The rebuilt assemblies get the same one-year warranty as new assemblies do.

New products = Westinghouse Electric Corp. last week announced it will enter the home entertainment components field by marketing three new products. The company will produce a solid state FM-AM stereo multiplex tuner/amplifier expected to sell for about $229.95; a custom speaker system, with a 4-inch tweeter and 6-inch base speaker expected to sell for about $39.95, and a custom four-speed automatic turntable will sell for about $89.95.

Microwave services = Advance Industries, 325 Benson Building, Sioux City, Iowa, has been formed to offer complete product and installation services in the microwave tower field. Founders are Gerald S. Chesen and Louis J. Tokarczyk. Both previously have been with firms in the microwave field.

FM simplex ends = Simplexing by FM stations will on Dec. 31, become a thing of the past in broadcasting. The FCC last week by 4-1 vote eliminated the subsidiary service which it said "was first authorized in 1955, on a temporary basis, to enable the then struggling FM broadcast industry to obtain additional revenue."

Transistor radios are a Mitsubishi specialty. This 9-transistor, 3-band (MW, SW1 & SW2), superheterodyne radio boasts a mesa-type high frequency transistors for highly stabilized short-wave reception and sensitivity, transistor-controlled illuminating lamps that act as a tuning indicator, plus a push button controlled dial light.

See these Mitsubishi transistor radios at your nearest electrical appliance dealer.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Head Office: Mitsubishi Denki Bldg., Horikiri-cho, Tokyo. Cable Address: MITSUMI TOKYO
Is it guidance or censorship?
FCC hears differing opinions on proposed program forms; Plotkin says commission should establish clear policy; fears of government controls voiced

Does the FCC have a legitimate interest in the program plans and practices of its licensees? Or does that kind of surveillance interfere with broadcasters' constitutional right of free speech?

These questions, which have echoed down through the years of government regulation of broadcasting, were aired anew last week in oral and written comments on the FCC's proposed program reporting forms for television.

Broadcasters and their attorneys were not united on the question. Nonbroadcasters who participated in the oral proceeding in Washington generally endorsed the proposed form as being reasonable and legal.

But the question of whether the commission should concern itself with programing took on new interest in view of the possibility of a court test to settle the question, and the stark contrast in which two communications attorneys put the issue.

W. Theodore Pierson, who said two weeks ago several of his clients would seek judicial review if the commission adopted the proposed form in anything like its present design (Broadcasting, June 1), told the commission last week: "We will have a chance to raise the [constitutional] question in court if we are unsuccessful here"—that is, in convincing the commission to reject the proposed form.

Henry Favors Test = FCC Chairman E. William Henry said he would welcome a court test. "I'm frankly amazed that the industry has not tested this up to today," he said.

The contrasting views of the commission's authority were given by Mr. Pierson and Harry M. Plotkin, who represented the Station Representatives Association. In Mr. Pierson's view, the commission may not ask any questions about programing, even in comparative hearings, unless there is evidence a broadcaster has violated statutory prohibition against broadcasts of obscenity and lottery information.

He said the licensor control of programing "provides a system of censorship that can be every bit as virulent as the kind...thought to have been abandoned [in this country] in the 18th century."

He also noted that the commission had observed that the networks and the National Association of Broadcasters had not opposed commission regulation of programing. He added: "This is a rather ironic thing to ponder—to compel men to be free."

Mr. Plotkin, who once served as assistant general counsel for the FCC, said the commission not only could and should examine programing but should declare its policies clearly for the guidance of broadcasters.

Difficult Position = He said the commission faces a difficult problem in dealing with programing as it is subject to pressures from Congress and broad-
casters’ Washington attorneys. But he said, the commission should not attempt to “beat around the bush.”

“Basically,” Mr. Plotkin said, “you are looking at the programs the licensee puts on. . . . You have a duty to look at programs, both individually and on an overall basis.” He agreed that “this is censorship of a form, but you can’t evade it,” he told the commission. “The spectrum is scarce.

“You should set forth your policy clearly so that licensees will know what it is. If there is any indication on the part of the commission to be arbitrary and capricious, the courts will reverse. Don’t look for the easy way out,” Mr. Plotkin said, “it only makes problems for the licensees.”

The proposed program form which served as the vehicle for the renewed discussion of commission authority over programing would require renewal applicants to report on a survey of community program needs, to list past and proposed programs and to report on commercial practices. A separate form would be used with applications for new stations, station sales and major changes in existing facilities.

The survey section, which is the most controversial part of the form, has been offered for comment in two alternatives. Alternative I, would require a great deal of detail regarding the methods used in determining needs, the people contacted, and the programs scheduled as a result of the survey. Alternative II, merely asks the applicant to report on his efforts to determine needs. Alternative I was opposed by virtually all those who commented.

Mr. Plotkin’s position on the commission’s authority to regulate programing didn’t reflect support for the proposed form. He called it a “talismanic” approach to the commission’s problem. And, in comments filed in behalf of SRA, he opposed a number of proposals that would add to the applicant’s burden. SRA argued against a proposal that some program information be filed annually, declaring this would run counter to the trend to longer license periods. He also opposed the Alternative II method of determining community needs, saying it allows broadcasters no leeway in planning their programing. He also said it would come “perilously close to supervising day-to-day activity” of a licensee in a way that has been forbidden by the Supreme Court.

**NAB Opposes Form**

NAB counsel Douglas Anello took a position close to Mr. Pierson’s, declaring that the “guidelines” in the form impose restraints on broadcasters. He said he “would throw the whole thing out” and retain only a requirement that broadcasters supply a narrative description of their efforts.

In written comments, Meredith Broadcasting Co., wtcv-tv Hartford, Conn., and ketv(tv) Omaha also argued that the proposed form would restrict broadcasters’ discretion and would violate the constitutional guarantees of free speech and due process of law. The latter question was raised in connection with what the licensees consider the “vagueness” of the public interest standard against which the information provided in the form would be measured.

Paul Dobin, of the law firm of Cohn and Marks, conceded the commission has “a right” to be informed of a licensee’s programing. Examination of programing on an “overall basis” is proper, he said, but not of individual programs.

Ben C. Fisher, of the firm of Fisher, Wayland, Duvall and Southmayd, who appeared on behalf of six TV licensees, said the commission may ask “fairly detailed” questions about past programing—“but not much on the future.” He said that would result in “excessive restraint” on licensees’ freedom of choice.

The question of commission authority over programing brought to the surface sharp differences of opinion among some commissioners. Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox, who repeatedly took issue with witnesses who said questions about programing were coercive, said the commission can’t be responsible for broadcasters who are so “unintelligent or weak” as to complete forms in the manner they think would please the commission.

But Commissioner Lee Loevinger reported: “It’s absurd to say that licensees who feel pressure to give a positive response to a question are unintelligent or weak. The commission sharply criticized the commission majority on this point last week in dissenting to a decision to set for hearing a TV application on a programing issue, among others (see story page 96)."

**Networks’ Views**

None of the three TV networks made an issue of the commission’s authority in the program area. Washington attorney Joseph Kittner, representing ABC, said the network assumes the commission has this authority but, he added, it expects the agency will exercise self-restraint. However, in one of several specific objections to the form, he urged the commission to delete a requirement that the licensee report during the license period on “significant” changes in programing. He said if the commission is to determine what individual program changes are “significant” it is going beyond its authority, which has been limited to examining only programing overall.

CBS and NBC, neither of which was represented at the hearing, took similar stands in comments filed with the commission. CBS said that if the questions in the proposed form are designed to influence programs they are “coercive.” The network, however, said it is accepting the commission’s off-stated position that it doesn’t attempt to influence programing. But CBS asked the commission to delete a requirement that network-owned stations explain changes in programing provided by the network. CBS said the implication is that networks, merely because they are licensees, must account for program performance. CBS said this discriminates against networks.

NBC said the proposed form “is substantially superior” to previous commission attempts to revise the document. The network said the commission “should make it clear that by this form it intends to elicit information from applicants rather than to acquaint applicants with the conclusions the commission has reached or will reach based on the information elicited.”

**Detail Is Criticized**

Broadcasters who appeared at the hearing urged the commission to streamline the form’s requirements concerning determination of program needs. Rex Howell, Klxk-tv Grand Junction, Colo., and a member of the NAB radio board, and Douglas Manship, wbrz-tv Benton Rouge, a member of the TV code review board, who appeared with Mr. Anello, said broadcasters need considerable flexibility in preparing and maintaining their program schedule. They said that since communities differ, broadcasters should be left free to develop their own methods of determining needs and interests.

Miss Montez Tjaden, promotion and publicity director for kwtv(tv) Okla...
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Now AFL-CIO is after WLBT(TV)'s license

A second request that the license of WLBT(TV) in Jackson, Miss., not be renewed has been filed with the FCC. The Mississippi AFL-CIO last week accused WLBT general manager Fred L. Beard of using the station as a forum for airing extreme rightist views, "to oppose any of diverse views and without fairly presenting a balanced program of opposing views to the public." The petition, filed by Mississippi AFL-CIO President Claude Ramsay, also charged that WLBT, in its efforts to gain public support for a license renewal, which was due last Monday (June 1), released to the press a letter written by "an inflamed individual" that falsely painted Mr. Ramsay, and through him the AFL-CIO, as being a Communist sympathizer.

WLBT is owned by Lamar Life Broadcasting Co., licensee of WJDX-AM-FM in Jackson. Mr. Beard, the general manager, is also 20% owner of the stations.

A previous petition that WLBT's license renewal be denied was filed by The United Church of Christ, alleging that the station discriminated against Negroes in its programing (BROADCASTING, April 20). Jackson's other television station, WJTV, operated by Capitol Broadcasting Co., was also a subject of the church complaint. The stations replied to the commission that their program decisions are dictated by local conditions, and challenged the accuracy of the church's assessment of their programs (BROADCASTING, May 25).

In addition, Mr. Ramsay said, to attempting to discredit organized labor, WLBT worked unwillingly to influence the outcome of an election sponsored by the National Labor Relations Board at a local industrial plant to select a collective bargaining agent.

WLBT was further charged with failing to allow equal time for replies to its alleged anti-organized labor policy.

The Far Right • Mr. Ramsay charged that the program policy of Mr. Beard has been to isolate the Jackson community from ideas opposed by the general manager and to make WLBT an outlet for the John Birch Society and White Citizens Council. Indicative of Mr. Beard's policy, Mr. Ramsay said, is his hiring of Dallas Wales, the Jackson area coordinator for the John Birch Society, as director of public service programing—"thus placing the programing of WLBT under direct control of a paid employee of the John Birch Society," Mr. Ramsay added.

Mr. Ramsay told the commission that "To carry out this policy its [WLBT's] programing has been censored and manipulated." He accused the station of dropping network programs (WLBT is affiliated with NBC) inconsistent with right-wing views, or pre-empting network programing to present right-wing discussions.

The petition said that Mr. Beard "editorially and personally," has used WLBT to urge Jackson residents to resist federal law and court decisions and has allowed the station to be a medium of extreme anti-federal government propaganda.

The decision to oppose a license renewal for WLBT, Mr. Ramsay said, was made at a state AFL-CIO convention and is based on two years of checking the station's programs.
church groups, led by the National Council of the Churches of Christ, which claims a total membership of 41 million. William F. Fore, executive director of the council's Broadcasting and Film Commission, however, suggested that the commission reduce the amount of do-it-yourself work of licensees in the Alternative I method of determining community needs.

Expand Definition of Religion - He suggested that the commission expand its definition of religious programs to include "any" programs presented primarily for religious purposes. The definition now includes sermons or devotions and religious news; and music and drama when presented for religious purposes.

Representatives of the United Church of Christ and of the Methodist Church supported, in general, the National Council of Churches' position.

A representative of the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. also asked for a broader definition of religion. The Rev. Charles Brackhill Jr., director of the church's radio and TV department, in addition, urged the commission to eliminate a proposal to require broadcasters to project programming one year ahead. He said the commission, instead, should rely on the licensee's past performance in determining his ability to meet community needs.

Among others who testified were Frank Fletcher, of the firm of Spearman and Roberson, who headed an ad hoc committee of lawyers, broadcasters and FCC staff who worked with the commission in developing the present version of the form. He suggested a number of technical changes in the form. In answer to a question, he said he thought questions about programs, staffs and other factors "imply standards."

The commission also heard from Robert N. Green, representing the Texas Association of Broadcasters, who objected to virtually all of the major features of the proposed form.

Editorializing meet to hear Henry, Stanton

FCC Chairman E. William Henry and Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president, are to speak at the second annual National Broadcast Editorial Conference July 6-8 at the Arden House in Harrison, N. Y.

Also announced last week as a speaker is Jacques Barzun, dean of faculties and provost of Columbia University.

Attendance at the sessions will be limited to 100 delegates, according to Ralph Renick, chairman of the conference and vice president for news at
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WTVJ (TV) Miami. Sponsors of the sessions, in addition to the conference group, are the Graduate School of Journalism of Columbia University; the Radio-Television News Directors' Association, and the National Association of Broadcasters. A first conference was held last year at the University of Georgia under joint auspices of the university's Henry W. Grady School of Journalism and the Georgia Association of Broadcasters.

Topics this summer will cover the effectiveness of broadcast editorials, station practices in editorializing, political editorializing and the relationship of editorializing to the Constitution, the Communications Act and the fairness doctrine.

One of the sessions will employ the "case study" approach in which actual editorials will be reviewed from the point of view of structure and broadcast technique.

The Arden House, in the Ramapo Mountains outside of New York City, was formerly the Harriman family estate and now is operated by Columbia University. Transportation from Manhattan, meals, lodging and registration is covered in a conference fee of $75. Arrangements may be made with Professor William Wood of Columbia's Graduate School of Journalism.

5 CBS-TV stations buy Goldwyn films

Fifty motion pictures produced by Samuel Goldwyn have been bought by the five stations belonging to the CBS-TV Stations Division for an estimated price of $4.2 million.

Mr. Goldwyn was the sole major producer of feature films who had withheld properties from TV until recently.

He noted last week that some of his productions still are not available for TV. These include "Porgy and Bess" and "Hans Christian Anderson."


The outlets of the CBS-TV Stations Division are WCBS-TV New York, WBBM-TV Chicago, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, KMOX-TV St. Louis and KNXT-TV Los Angeles.

[Image of a car with text: ACCELERATE CAR SALES]

Metropolitan Toledo is 42nd in U. S. passenger car sales. A bustling city on wheels. But are these wheels yours? You can help influence car-buying decisions through WSPD-Radio.

Your Katz man will tell you how you can accelerate automobile sales by reaching the ears of Toledo's motoring families through WSPD-Radio, Toledo's No. 1 Station.

In the Nation's 44th Metropolitan Market

*SRDC Consumer Market Data, April 1964
12 Cooper, March-April, 1964; NCB '61
All estimated and limited as shown in reports.
Triangle to syndicate features

First package from station group-owner will have 11 'predominately post-’50' motion pictures

Group-owner Triangle Stations will enter feature-film syndication this summer by offering a package of 11 films—an "initial package" entitled "Triangle First Eleven" (CLOSED CIRCUIT, May 25). In its announcement last week, Triangle said that by its action it "becomes the first station group to undertake direct syndication of feature films."

Triangle said the package is made up of "predominately post-’50" pictures "chosen from the best features available for television." Among the titles announced in the package: "The Magnificent Matador," which stars Anthony Quinn and Maureen O’Hara; "Black Beauty;" "Invaders from Mars;" "The Restless Breed;" "The Sword of Monte Cristo" and "Mohawk."

Roger W. Clipp, Triangle vice president and the firm's chief executive, said the motion pictures would be priced "realistically" to the "economics" of TV film programming. Triangle secured the TV rights in this country from Johnn Film Productions, New York, which is headed by Richard L. Rosenfeld.

Three of the 11 pictures will not be made immediately available for telecast by Triangle, however, because distribution rights to them are now held by other firms. The films, current distributor and varying dates when Triangle will assume distribution: "Invaders from Mars," National Telefilm Associates, in May 1965; "Magnificent Matador," Jayark Films, and "Mohawk," Medallion Pictures, both in October 1965.

Triangle said its decision to enter the feature-film field was part of a production and diversification "blue print" that began last fall with the acquisition of radio-TV rights to most of the major United States auto racing classics. Since that time the company has placed into syndication 25 TV projects which vary in program length from 5-minute vignettes to one-hour specials as well as extended series.

Triangle's TV stations, which also will show the features, are: WNBC-TV New Haven, Conn.; WNBQ-TV Binghamton, N. Y.; WFLI-TV Philadelphia; WFBQ-TV Altoona, Pa.; WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa., and KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.

RKO General, 'Newsweek' to produce TV series

RKO General Broadcasting and Newsweek magazine have combined to produce Viewpoint . . . Washington, a new weekly half-hour television series of commentary on current news developments that will have its premiere the weekend of June 13. The program series is seen as experimental by both companies.

The five RKO TV stations—WOR-TV New York, WNAQ-TV Boston, KHJ-TV Los Angeles, CKLW-TV Detroit-Windsor and WBBQ-TV Memphis—in addition to WTOP-TV Washington, will carry the program.

RKO's James Fleming, who will produce the series, also will act as moderator, with Newsweek's Washington bureau chief Benjamin Bradlee serving as anchor man each week. Among correspondents who will appear on various programs will be Marquis Childs of the St. Louis Post Dispatch, Joseph Kraft of Harper's magazine, Robert J. Donovan of the Los Angeles Times and Kenneth Crawford, Charles Roberts and other members of the Newsweek staff.

Osborn Elliott, editor of Newsweek, Mr. Fleming and RKO Broadcasting President Hathaway Watson combined to develop the program's format which will attempt to provide some "meaning behind the story" that has gained the headlines during the previous week.

Musician trust funds payments up in '64

A report issued last week by the Recording Industries Music Performance Trust Funds shows that $5,855,000 has been allocated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1964, for payment to musicians performing at free public functions. This compares with $5,040,000 allocated during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1963.

Contributions are made to the funds by producers of phonograph records, electrical transcriptions, TV film programs, jingles and spot announcements to pay for the services of musicians at public functions. The latest figures available show that for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1963, more than 340,000 musicians participated in trust fund performances.

JFK death documentary

Wolper-UPI to produce

David L. Wolper Productions, in association with United Press International, will produce a 90-minute documentary concerning the assassination of President Kennedy.

The film, titled "Four Days in November," will be released to motion picture theaters this fall, with a
world-wide television release also contemplated.

Wolper and UPI also said they are combining to produce The Making of the President—1964, a sequel to the award-winning documentary, The Making of the President—1960, that detailed John F. Kennedy’s rise to the Presidency. Theodore S. White, who wrote the 1960 story, has been signed to write the sequel.

Program notes . . .

New half-hour color series • American Masterpieces is being readied for network television by Daystar Productions. Initial program of the series of in-depth studies of American art and artists, “Impressions of Homer’s Odyssey,” mural by the California artist, Howard Warshaw, is now being filmed at Santa Barbara, Calif. Allen Baron is producer-director of the series, with Leslie Stevens, Daystar president, as executive producer. James Mason will narrate the series, for which Dominic Frontiere, Daystar musical director, will compose an original score.

‘Steptoe’ pilot plans • The directing-producing-writing team of Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse have signed with Embassy Pictures to produce a half-hour situation comedy series that will be an American version of England’s popular Steptoe and Son TV series. Casting, directing and writing assignments have not been announced for the series, which deals with a father and son scrap dealer business. A pilot program is to be delivered to NBC-TV in the fall.

Hot weather fare • CBS-TV will televise during the summer beginning July 4 (9:30-10 p.m. EDT) a weekly anthology series—Summer Playhouse—of 12 situation comedy programs taken from pilot programs previously bought but never aired by the network. The programs will have such stars as Jimmy Durante, Ray Walston, Dan Dailey, George Gobel and Janis Paige. General Foods Corp., through Benton & Bowles, New York, will sponsor the anthology.

Summer series • CBS Radio on July 4 (11:35 a.m. to 12 noon) will premiere Mary Griffin’s Treasury of Stars, a 13-week summer musical series. The Saturday program, which will feature well-known musical personalities, will be sponsored by U. S. Treasury Department as part of a drive for U. S. Savings Bonds.

By Rote • Former All-American and New York Giant football star, Kyle Rote, now director of sports and community relations for WNEW New York, will narrate a 26-week film series on

sports, travel, physical fitness, safety, education and science. The series will be syndicated by Association Telefilms.

Station supplier • Negro-oriented stations throughout the country will be supplied by WLIB New York with tapes of 65 quarter-hour programs of community interest for their guidance in creating similar shows in their areas, Harry Novik, general manager of WLIB, announced last week. Under the title of “The Heart of the Community,” the 65 programs will be carried each day during the spring and summer and will treat such subjects as child adoption, civil rights, a domestic peace corps and library collections dealing with Negro history. Mr. Novik said that the distribution of WLIB tapes to Interested Negro-slanted stations may lead to the establishment of a permanent program exchange among radio outlets on a national level.

New series • NBC Productions has signed David Westheimer, author of the current best-seller, Von Ryan’s Express, to develop a half-hour comedy series titled Campo 44 for NBC-TV for the 1965-66 season. The pilot for Campo 44, which involves an American and British prisoner of war camp in Italy and during World War II, will be produced and directed by Buzz Kulik through his independent Jenny Productions Inc.

Screen Gems offers new post-’50 group

Screen Gems Inc., New York, last week announced the release of its third package of post-’48 Columbia features to television consisting of 60 films produced between 1954 and 1960.

None of the pictures has been on TV. With the announcement of the new package, 25 of which will be distributed in color, Screen Gems disclosed that the pictures have been sold in seven markets.

Included in the post-’54 group are “Picnic,” “Pal Joey,” “Anatomy of a Murder,” “Bonjour Tristesse” and “The Mouse That Roared.”

Stations signed for the features are WABC-TV New York; WBKB(TV) Chicago; KPIX(TV) San Francisco; WKRC-TV Cincinnati; WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.; KHJ-TV Honolulu and KBTV(TV) Denver.

Screen Gems has designated the package “Group II Post-1950.”

Two earlier Screen Gems packages, “Post-48’s” and “Columbia Post-50’s,” contained 210 titles and 73 titles, respectively.
A better way to count votes?

Pooled coverage by networks, with wire services possibly joining in, is probable for 1966 and may even be used to cover national elections this year.

Pooled network coverage of national elections loomed last week as a probability for 1966 and a possibility for this year, perhaps with the national wire services joining the pool.

The prospect emerged in reaction to a proposal by William R. McAndrew, executive vice president in charge of NBC News, that the three TV networks and the major wire services try to work out an equitable pool arrangement for coverage of the 1966 congressional elections.

CBS News, ABC News, the Associated Press and the United Press International all agreed with the proposal in principle—and CBS and ABC suggested it be undertaken for coverage of this November's presidential elections instead of waiting till 1966.

Mr. McAndrew had suggested 1966 as the target date because he felt that "the die is cast for this year." CBS News President Fred W. Friendly contended, however, that there is "ample time" to set up a three-network pool for November and invited ABC News to join CBS News in a pool arrangement this year if NBC News considered such prompt action unfeasible.

Elmer Lower, president of ABC News, said he too favored a pool this year.

Earlier Discussions • It was disclosed that discussions involving some if not all of the TV networks and wire services were held earlier this year without reaching agreement.

Among the arguments advanced for a pool arrangement by both network and wire service officials, aside from a reduction in individual expenditures, were faster reporting and elimination of audience confusion that arises when different services give seemingly conflicting reports because they're reporting returns from different areas.

Mr. Friendly's statement left some question as to whether he favored including the wire services in the network pool.

"We believe that the present wire-service methods of reporting returns are slow and outdated," he said. "We further believe that the television networks, in setting up their own reporting resources, have brought to the American public a major new service in reporting, one which enables the electorate to learn more quickly than ever before the decisions it has reached on election day."

He said CBS News proposed to NBC News two months ago that the three networks combine reporting resources immediately for the November elections this year and for the Oregon and California primaries as well.

Lower in Favor • Mr. Lower said ABC has "long" favored pool coverage of elections. "This proposal was put forth shortly after the 1961 New York mayorality election" and "has been discussed even more recently," he said.

Mims Thomason, UPI president, said the election requirements of the UPI pool this year, perhaps with an equitable pool arrangement for and the networks were not similar in all respects, but that there was nevertheless much unnecessary duplication of effort and expenses.

"The result could only be increased efficiency and a better service to the public at large," Mr. Thomason said. "Mr. McAndrew's suggestion deserves careful consideration."

Wes Gallagher, general manager of the Associated Press, said that the AP had suggested to and discussed with NBC, ABC and CBS earlier this year the pooling of the national election returns. At that meeting, he added, the networks were unable to reach agreement on such an arrangement. He reported that the AP is "always ready to explore an arrangement that would be more efficient."

Two weeks ago Earl J. Johnson, vice president of UPI, said in one of his regular reports to UPI subscribers that eventually there probably will be "one giant pool in which all news media will work together" on elections.

It was recalled, meanwhile, that Lee Hills of the Detroit Free Press had proposed earlier this year that "newspapers, television and radio get together on a national election returns center." It "should be done as a public service, paid for by newspapers and broadcasters, not by advertisers hoping to gain some commercial advantage from a great news event," Mr. Hills said in a speech before the American Newspaper Publishers Association in New York in April.

Made at NBC Meeting • The plan was formally proposed Wednesday in Los Angeles by Mr. McAndrew. He made the proposal during a meeting of the NBC-TV affiliates at which the network's program plans for the 1964-65 season were presented to the station executives (see story page 49). The NBC News head expressed the view that time would not permit the plan to be put into effect for covering the pres-
identical election returns this November, so in his formal proposal to the other networks and news services he was suggesting that it be readied for initial use in reporting the congressional elections in 1966.

Basically, Mr. McAndrew explained, the plan envisions the organization of what might be termed a national election bureau for the networks and the wire services. At present, each network, each wire service, sets up its own army of poll watchers, who visit the individual polling places and telephone progress reports to the election headquarters of their employers as rapidly as possible. In last week's California primary election, the networks alone utilized the services of some 90,000 poll watchers, recruited largely from colleges, churches and civic groups, to cover the state's 32,000 precincts.

"This is a tremendous waste of manpower, and of money," Mr. McAndrew stated. "This activity is purely for the collection of voting statistics and we all want the figures as rapidly and as accurately as we can get them. Going in together on this job would give each of us better results—and for less money."

No Change in Competition • The plan would in no sense curtail competi-

California vote tabulated, CBS announced that Arizona's Sen. Barry Goldwater was winner of the state's Republican primary and would take the 86 California votes with him to the GOP convention next month. ABC concluded at 8:12 p.m., but NBC waited until 9:53 p.m. when 75% of the total vote had been tabulated before committing itself to the Goldwater victory.

"We all had virtually the same information at virtually the same time," Mr. McAndrew said. "What we did with it depended not on the facts but on our editorial judgment as to how to handle them. We at NBC played it on what we feel was a responsible basis. The returns at 7:23 showed Goldwater with 50.5% of the vote to 49.5% for Rockefeller and the polls were still open in San Francisco. This afternoon (Wednesday) the almost complete tabulation shows the Goldwater lead as 51% to 49%.

And even with the pooling of poll watchers, election coverage is an expensive matter. Advance estimates were that the three network news organizations would spend a total of $1.25 million for reporting the California pri-

Everybody went west for news

Wire services and Mutual accelerated coverage of California election

Radio and television stations not affiliated with ABC, CBS or NBC were able to compete with the three network giants in reporting the California primary election returns because of increased efficiency in the service provided by the Associated Press, United Press International and the Mutual Broadcasting System.

All three organizations made use of computers and intensified vote reporting at the precinct level to feed information more rapidly to their outlets.

UPI and AP, in addition to reporting their own vote tallies, also relayed the CBS statement made at 10:22 p.m. EDT that Senator Barry Goldwater had won the primary. AP sent the CBS statement over its wires as a bulletin at 10:27 p.m., while UPI carried the statement on its "A" or main newspaper wire at 10:26 p.m. and on the radio wire at 10:29 p.m. A live broadcast carried on Mutual's 489 affiliates began at 10:30 p.m. declared Senator Goldwater the winner, based on the network's computations of returns from key precincts. Mutual used computers supplied by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co., which owns the network.

Although the vote tallies reported by the two wire services throughout the night lagged far behind those of the networks, both AP and UPI made use of network figures in their roundup stories. This technique enabled client stations to keep nearly abreast of network-affiliated stations.

The Vote Tally • NBC-TV was the first to report a vote count. With the polls closed in most of California by 10 p.m. EDT, NBC-TV reported at 10:03 p.m. that 62 votes had been cast for Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller and 126 for Senator Goldwater. CBS-TV, at 10:04 p.m., reported 52 votes for Governor Rockefeller and 53 for Senator Goldwater. ABC-TV's first vote count was not until 10:17 p.m., which showed 4,397 for Senator Goldwater and 4,394 for Governor Rockefeller.

A comparison of the vote count some 30 minutes after the polls closed showed ABC-TV reporting 23,267 votes for Governor Rockefeller and 21,860 votes for Senator Goldwater; CBS-TV reporting 40,786 for Governor Rockefel-
The clock atop the monitor records 22 minutes past 7 p.m. (Pacific time) as Walter Cronkite reports the CBS News and 47,294 for Senator Goldwater; NBC-TV reporting 53,386 for Governor Rockefeller and 60,588 for Senator Goldwater; AP reporting 3,171 for Governor Rockefeller and 2,209 for Senator Goldwater, and UPI reporting, at 10:14 p.m., Governor Rockefeller 1,119 and Senator Goldwater 1,354.

Although the wire services do not "call" the winners of elections, they dutifully reported it as news when the networks made their predictions.

To illustrate the speedup in wire service vote counting, a look at the Oregon primary in 1960 and this year's showed that in 1960 AP had counted the returns from 46 precincts 19 minutes after the polls had closed, while this year it had counted returns from 387 precincts 18 minutes after the polls had closed. In 1960, an hour after the polls closed, AP had counted returns from 205 precincts, while this year it had returns from 1,883 precincts.

**Primary coverage cost networks $3.5 million**

With their coverage of the California ballot (see page 70), the three major TV-radio news organizations could look back on a combined expenditure of more than $3.5 million for coverage of this year's key primaries.

NBC News reportedly has spent approximately $1.5 million in covering the primary campaigns and elections—mainly those in New Hampshire Oregon, Maryland, Illinois and California. The CBS News outlay was estimated at $1.25 million to $1.5 million, while ABC News reportedly spent close to $750,000. Estimates of the Mutual Network's expenditures for radio coverage were not immediately available.

What's ahead? Coverage of the political conventions, the presidential campaigns, state races and the elections in November which, all together, are expected to bring the broadcasting networks' total political coverage bill for the year to $25 million (Broadcasting, June 1).

**Who's on first?**

It was a case of man versus machine Tuesday in California. Samuel Lubell, political analyst for the RKO General Broadcasting stations, announced that "Senator Goldwater has carried Los Angeles county and has a good chance of carrying the state" at 7:02:45 p.m. PDT. This was less than three minutes after the polls closed in Los Angeles and almost 20 minutes prior to the computer-calculated victory statement broadcast by CBS at 7:22 p.m.

---

**FCC hearing set for UHF**

Loevinger, Hyde challenge FCC program control

The FCC by a 4-3 vote last week set for hearing the UHF television application of a Eugene, Ore., man whose views on programing appear to be as strong as they are unusual. And the decision was promptly labeled "an attempt to require an applicant to conform to the commission's ideas of programing in order to obtain a broadcasting license."

The statement was made by Commissioner Lee Loevinger in a lengthy dissent to the commission's action, which involved the unopposed application of Lee Roy McCourry, who is seeking a permit for a station on channel 26, in Eugene.

The program issue—one of six cited by the commission in the hearing order—stems from the applicant's statement that he intends to devote 70% of his broadcast day to entertainment and 30% to educational programing.

The commission, in the hearing order, noted that the application contained no provision for religious, agricultural, news, discussion, talks or other programing. It added that in view of the "specialized programing format," it would include an issue to determine the efforts made by the applicant to ascertain the needs and interests of Eugene.

**Conformity* Commissioner Loevinger, however, said unopposed applications containing program proposals which "conform to the commission's favored pattern on such matters" are generally not set for hearing on a programing issue. It is apparent from the history of the Eugene, Ore., proceeding, he added, that "this applicant is forced to go to a hearing" because he won't conform.

Mr. McCourry was queried about his program proposals by the commission staff last year during its processing of the application. The staff asked for a "detailed explanation" of the reasons for omitting entirely various categories of programing. It also asked him to explain how his proposal to program two hours of science, three days a week, and three hours of motion pictures daily would serve the needs of Eugene.

In reply, Mr. McCourry stated: "Television is a wasteland! This is a
statement of fact, and it needs to be repeated and repeated until the medium evolves from a desert into an oasis. . . . We have reached a position where the old questions and answers will not solve the new riddles.

"There is a great need for specialty broadcasting . . . where varied interests are served . . . I wish to let my application stand as originally filed: without amendments, excuses or explanations. This application was prepared with great faith in the future flexibility . . . of television, and I reaffirm that faith now in this letter."

After receiving that letter, the staff recommended the application be set for hearing, with programing proposed as one of the issues.

FCC's Authority • Commissioner Loevinger said the commission action "goes far beyond anything that has been done in any reported case." He said a review of cases bearing on the commission's authority to consider program proposals indicates that the agency has that authority in some instances.

He said the commission "has the right, and probably the duty, to consider program proposals as one element in making a choice between competing applicants in a comparative proceeding, to take action against the broadcasting of legally objectionable material, and to attempt to secure and maintain the free and competitive economic structure of the industry . . . ."

"However," he said, "there is no authority for the proposition that the commission has the right to require the scheduling of broadcasting of specific kinds of programs or of what it considers to be desirable program material."

The commissioner also said that if television is the wasteland that Mr. McCourry and others claim, "then some of the blame surely lies upon the commission for demanding, by actions such as this order, conformity to pedestrian ideals of balanced programing rather than any real attempt to provide intellectual aesthetic excellence."

He saw the commission as making a choice between "presumed quality and balance of television programing" and "preservation of a wider area of freedom of expression for the broadcaster."

"If the principle is established that the commission has the right and power to prescribe, either directly or indirectly, the kind and quality of programs that must be carried by broadcast licensees, then the vital interest of society . . . in the fullest freedom of communications and the expression of ideas . . . may be compromised."

Other Dissenters • Commissioner Loevinger was joined in his dissenting statement by Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde. Commissioner Robert E. Lee was the third member of the minority.

Commissioner Frederick W. Ford, in a statement supporting the majority's opinion, said that although he agrees "with the abstract principles contained in the dissenting opinion in common with all of my colleagues . . . they have no application to the facts before us in this case. Moreover they are eunuchated under a misconstruction" of the commission's 1960 statement on programing policy.

The case had sparked a behind-the-scenes row at the commission because of the staff's action in rewriting part of the hearing order after Commissioner Loevinger had written his dissent. It is not uncommon for the staff to revise an order after a dissenting statement is written, but the commissioner appeared to feel an effort was made to switch grounds (CLOSED CIRCUIT, May 18, May 11).

Commissioner Loevinger, in his dissent, said that if there is any question as to the proper classification concerning the programing categories, "it arises out of the ambiguities of the commission's form."

**NBC mulls editorializing on owned stations**

NBC is considering the introduction of editorializing on its owned stations, though not on the network. For some time the possibility of editorializing has been under study, Robert E. Kintner, NBC president, said last week, and a decision will be reached before the end of the year.

"If we go into editorializing," Mr. Kintner said, "we want to take up controversial subjects, and we must set up at each station a sizable editorial staff of writers and researchers." He said that if the plan jells, NBC would insist on the same journalistic professionalism at its stations that large newspapers demand on their editorial pages. "It would not be a matter of letting the station manager go on the air," he said.

If NBC decides to go into editorializing, Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of the NBC board, added, it will take time to recruit the necessary staffs, so that the earliest the introduction of editorializing would be unlikely until some time next year. The NBC executives disclosed their editorializing study at a news conference last Thursday in Beverly Hills, Calif.
FCC to networks: 'bring us up to date'

Henry writes letters seeking latest information on networks' arrangements with program producers

The FCC has asked each of the networks for an updating of information on their financial and proprietary interests in the programs they carry. The request, contained in letters sent to the networks by FCC Chairman E. William Henry last week, could be the prelude to commission action on staff proposals for limiting network controls over programming.

Three years ago, ABC, CBS and NBC provided the commission with information on the financial and proprietary interests they had acquired in the regularly scheduled programs they carried in prime time during the seasons between 1957 and 1961. That was in connection with the commission's inquiry into network programming, and the detailed financial information was kept confidential.

Chairman Henry, in his letters, asked the networks for the same information about the prime time programs they carried in the 1962-63 and 1963-64 seasons. The letter also asks for information, "to the extent that it is presently available," for the 1964-65 season.

Chairman Henry noted that the earlier information was used by the staff in preparing recommendations that were contained in the Office of Network Study's Second Interim Report issued in November 1962. And the commission, he said, "is considering those suggestions in the light of the record of the program inquiry."

**Updating Needed** But he also observed that two years have passed since the last season about which the network submitted information. He added: "To enable the commission properly to consider the staff suggestions the information and data previously submitted by you should be brought down as nearly to date as possible."

The staff's recommendations, which are designed to stimulate competition among television programming sources, would restrict the amount of control networks have over those sources.

The staff has proposed a rule that would:

* Prohibit networks from engaging in program syndication in the U.S. or from participating financially in the syndication operations of others.
* Restrict networks' ownership of first-run rights of entertainment programs to 50% of those shown in prime time.

The rule would also require the networks to provide the commission with information it requests on the production, exhibition and distribution of programs offered as regular network shows.

**Network Dominance Alleged** The staff, in its report, asserted that such a rule is needed to end what it considered network dominance over what the public hears and sees.

The commission discussed the staff's proposals at considerable length during a meeting last fall (Broadcasting, Nov. 4, 1963). Ashbrook P. Bryant, chief of network study staff, was asked at that time to draft the proposal as a proposed rulemaking and to gather additional information.

Rogers sees no law on election result coverage

Broadcast and print media should not be penalized by laws intended to prevent transmittal of election results from the East to areas in the West where voting is still going on, Representative Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) said Thursday (June 4).

Any legislation in this area should be directed at changing the election laws, not at prohibiting news media from doing their job, he continued.

Commenting on suggestions that broadcasters should be proscribed from carrying election results or projections before all polls are closed, Representative Rogers, chairman of the House Communications Subcommittee, observed that such legislation would be counter to free speech and noncensorship provisions in Section 326 of the Communications Act. Such laws, he said, would discriminate against broadcasters because newspapers, wire services and private citizens making telephone calls would be free to act as they pleased, he said.

In addition, Representative Rogers said, any effort to extend a ban on premature election news to newspapers would violate the First Amendment to the Constitution.

"We've got a very serious problem because I don't think there is any question of the influence of foreknowledge on results," Representative Rogers said. "If President Kennedy had carried California in 1960 [he didn't], there would have been more of a ruckus about this then," he said, because eastern results showing a Kennedy lead were released while Californians were still voting.

"Our subcommittee discussed this last year during our consideration of a suspension bill on Section 315," Representative Rogers recalled. Members of the subcommittee recognized the problem and "knew that someday soon we'd be faced with it."

But, he said, "I wouldn't want to see broadcasters put at a disadvantage" by legislation that singled them out while wire services and newspapers were free to report results.

(Richard S. Salant, CBS Inc. vice president and assistant to the president, told network affiliates last month that TV networks should carry national election results as early as possible, even if all polls have not closed (Broadcasting, May 11).

("It is most improbable," he said, "that broadcasting election results have any significant effect on the subsequent vote.")"

Asked whether he saw any likelihood of congressional action before the November general elections, Representative Rogers said he thought there was little chance, and that he personally had no legislation in mind. He said, however, that he would favor some form of cooperative agreement among the networks and the wire services to prevent problems from occurring this fall.

But, he observed, President Johnson is "certain a victor in November that this kind of a problem would not affect the presidential race, although congressional contests could be influenced indirectly. Foreknowledge could reduce or increase voter turnout in some areas, he said.
information on the subject. The matter has not been on the commission's meeting agenda since then.

The data requested by the commission on the networks' programs include the name of the program and its supplier, a statement regarding network investment in the program, (in the pilot and the number of programs in the original commitment), network interest in programs (first and subsequent network runs, domestic and foreign syndication, merchandising and other nonbroadcast interests, such as state and motion pictures) and arrangements with talent agents.

Chairman Henry told the networks that since "the matter is of some urgency, we would appreciate your giving it your immediate attention."

Vitagraph Studios sold

Yeshiva University, New York, has purchased the famed Vitagraph Studios in Brooklyn of TV and motion picture fame for renovation into a secondary school center. When the high school students enter the block-long studio complex next fall they will be surrounded by more than half a century of film history.

The Vitagraph Studios, founded in 1902 for silent film production, was sold in 1925 to Warner Bros. Pictures for $15 million. NBC took over the buildings in 1952 for production of TV programs, particularly for color TV. The facility was sold again in 1957 to Technicolor Corp., which used it to process motion picture film. In 1962 the studios were sold to the Mayflower Scenic Co., which makes sets for TV shows and motion pictures.

'Hoot' may be shortened

ABC-TV said last week it may cut its one-hour Hootenanny program to a half-hour next season and insert a musical-variety program, titled Shindig, directed at teen-age audiences.

Hootenanny, now scheduled to be aired 7:30-8:30 p.m. NYT on Saturdays, probably would have a new starting time of 8 p.m. The network said a final decision on the proposed realignment would be made shortly.

S.F. convention space gone

Radio and TV news directors have been advised that no more applications for credentials or space at the Republican National Convention in San Francisco can be accepted by the 1964 political conventions committee of the Radio-TV Correspondents Galleries in Washington.

Bill Henry, chairman, said Monday

The measure of a public service show: results

On what grounds should the success of a local television documentary be judged?

Mrs. Mary Spencer, author and producer of Operation Challenge—A Study in Hope, which won for KSD-TV St. Louis this year's National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences station award, would undoubtedly say how the program moves the community is the prime criterion, and then, perhaps, the show's technical excellence.

It was the response to Operation Challenge that won the Emmy for KSD-TV, in the opinion of Mrs. Spencer.

Operation Challenge, broadcast Dec. 10, 1963, was a study of Kinloch, a poverty-stricken suburb of St. Louis. It documented the efforts of a group of citizens to aid in the education of 20 students of the all-Negro community.

As a result of the program there have been scholarship grants for Kinloch students, local industries have donated equipment for science laboratories and vocational training shops in Kinloch's senior and junior high schools and urban improvement plans have been stimulated. The program also moved adult Kinloch residents to take an active interest, as many have volunteered to act as sponsors for 1964 graduates.

Further proof of Operation Challenge's success is that segments of the documentary were shown to the Senate Subcommittee on Accelerated Public Works, during its hearing on an amendment to the Public Works Act that would permit federal aid to depressed areas situated amid generally prosperous surroundings.

KSD-TV said that it has received letters of commendation from two of the senators sitting on the subcommittee.

Peace Corp Director Sargent Shriver is sending a representative to study the Kinloch problem, the station said.

(June 1): "We have tried to be liberal in accepting applications . . . submitted after our deadline of April 15. All facilities, space accommodations, seats and national committee allotment of credentials are now overtaxed."
BROADCAST ADVERTISING

John P. Beresford is resigning as executive VP at McCann-Erickson to join Young & Rubicam as general corporate executive late this month. Mr. Beresford joined McCann-Erickson in 1954 and has been senior management officer on many major accounts, senior VP in charge of account services, chairman of marketing plans board, member of plans review board, chairman of home office board of management, vice chairman of executive policy committee and member of board of directors.


William R. Stacy, Houston zone manager for Chevrolet Motor division of General Motors Corp. and at one time assistant manager in Chevrolet’s sales promotion department, has been named Chevrolet advertising manager, succeeding Jack Izard, who has held that post since 1960. Mr. Izard becomes assistant regional manager of Chevrolet’s north central region. Mr. Stacy moves to Detroit headquarters.

Sanford H. Metlis, senior VP and director of promotional advertising department of The Metlis & Lebow Corp., elected board chairman of New York agency. Harvey A. Pearman, account supervisor, elected senior VP.

Sydney Reich elected VP-director of production for Parkson Advertising Agency, New York.

L. Theodore Barnett Jr. and Raymond R. Menzel, both associate copy directors in San Francisco office of Foote, Cone & Belding, elected VP's.

Fred Kopp, formerly of his own commercial art studio in Los Angeles, joins Atherhton-Privett Inc., Beverly Hills agency, as VP in charge of new business activity and creative consultant.

A. J. Hebel, senior VP and general manager of Post-Keyes-Gardner, Chicago, elected to newly created position of executive VP and member of operations committee. He continues as account supervisor on Burgermeister, Old Milwaukee and Primo beers. Ray Howard, director of marketing services at P-K-G, becomes senior VP and head of agency's new business activities. Fred Willson, VP, and Alan W. Bergstedt, treasurer, also become members of operations committee. Reporting to this committee will be Christopher Cross, who joins agency June 15 as VP-general manager. He formerly was senior administrative VP of Grant Advertising, Chicago. Anita Rauh has been named P-K-G office manager and personnel director, reporting to Mr. Cross.

Henry Kornhauser and Gordon Werner elected VP’s of Ted Bates & Co., New York. Mr. Kornhauser, account supervisor, joined agency in 1963 from Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, New York, where he served as VP. Mr. Werner, in charge of international administration, also joined Bates in 1963. He had been assistant secretary of Grace Line, subsidiary of W. R. Grace & Co.

Louis S. Petersen, for eight years VP-account manager in Los Angeles office of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, joins Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago, as VP-account supervisor.

Donald M. Smith Jr., for past five years VP and director of grocery products division of Donahue & Coe (now West, Weir & Bartel), New York, joins Smith/Greenland Co., that city, as senior VP in charge of client contact and marketing services.

Lee P. Mehlig appointed director of newly created department of operations and marketing for Blair Radio, division of John Blair & Co., New York. Mr. Mehlig, most recently with Booz, Allen & Hamilton, marketing consultants, formerly was chief executive officer of Broadcast Clearing House, New York.

Norman Vale elected VP of Lennen & Newell, New York. Mr. Vale was most recently account executive on Colgate-Palmolive account at agency.


Wesley E. Truesdell elected VP of Doremus & Co., New York advertising and public relations agency. Mr. Truesdell joined Doremus in 1953, served most recently as account supervisor in PR department.

G. Jerry Gimzeg appointed director of sales development for Original Advertising Concepts, Binghamton, N. Y.

Carlo Anneke appointed sales manager of KTAL-TV Los Angeles.

Frank Ryhlick, VP and creative director of Wade Advertising, elected president of Los Angeles Copy Club for 1964-65 term. Adrian Brown, VP of McCann-Erickson, elected club's VP, and Ed Reich, copy supervisor at Young & Rubicam, named secretary-treasurer.

Gale H. Terry, for past year account executive at Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, promoted to account supervisor. Earlier he was VP-sales manager of Producing Artists Inc., New York TV film firm, and with Young & Rubicam.

---

R. C. CRISLER & CO., INC.

BUSINESS BROKERS FOR TV & RADIO PROPERTIES
LICENSED SECURITIES DEALERS
UNDERWRITING — FINANCING

CINCINNATI—
Richard C. Crisler, Paul E. Wagner, Alan Howard
5th & 3rd Bank building, phone 381-7775

NEW YORK—
733 Third Avenue, Suite 2105, phone MURRAY HILL 7-8436

---

FATES & FORTUNES

BROADCASTING, June 8, 1964
Charles E. Brown, formerly with MacManus, John & Adams as director of marketing services. MJA&A’s Chicago office also announced staff reassignments: B. J. Wasserman to marketing director; L. S. Kay to media director, and Charles R. Teaman to director of research.

Lloyd W. Durant, formerly VP and account executive at Lennen & Newell, New York, joins Borden Foods Co., that city, in newly created post of marketing manager for new products.

Art Church, account executive at kool-TV Phoenix, appointed sales manager of kool-Am-FM.

John Lampe joins W. B. Doner & Co., Baltimore, as VP and account executive. He was formerly at David Lampe Advertising Co., that city.

Mort Rubenstein, creative director, advertising and sales promotion department, CBS Television Stations Division since May 1958, named to same post at CBS-TV. Mr. Rubenstein reports to George Bristol, advertising sales, associate art director of advertising and sales promotion department at CBS Television Stations Division, succeeds Mr. Rubenstein.

Francis Cosentino, production manager of Storm Advertising, St. Louis, promoted to account executive. He is succeeded by H. Don Miller, formerly production manager and assistant media director of Katzif, George, Wemhoener & Savan Advertising, that city.

Caley Augustine, director of advertising, promotion and PR for winc(TV), elected president of Pittsburgh Advertising Club.

Frank S. Mangan, TV salesman with NBC for past nine years, joins Chicago TV sales staff of RKO General Broadcasting-National Sales.

Norman D. Allan joins Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York, as account executive.

Stanley Byrnes, formerly West Coast manager for Official Films, joins KWKW Pasadena, Calif., as account executive.

White Mitchell, formerly with The Bolling Co., joins WMAQ Chicago as account executive.

Eileen McCarthy joins Johnstone Inc., New York, as account executive. She was formerly fashion marketing editor for Vogue magazine, that city.

Richard Neely, for past four years VP and creative group head at BBDO, joins McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, as VP and director of creative services.

Richard B. Taylor, since June 1963 director of sales research and development for ABC-TV Spot Sales in Chicago, joins ABC-owned WBBM(TV), that city, as account executive.

Barbara Ferris, media buyer in Chicago for Kenyon & Eckhardt, joins San Francisco office of Campbell-Ewald Co. in same capacity.

James A. Skelly appointed local sales representative for WJW-TV Cleveland.

Katherine L. Knight joins Lilienfeld & Co., Chicago, as media director and head broadcast buyer. She formerly was with Gourfain, Leoff & Adler and Roche, Rickerd, Henri, Hurst Inc., both Chicago.

Peter A. Krug appointed director of radio-TV department of Lewis & Gilman, Philadelphia. Evelyn Walmsley named manager of broadcast media for agency.

Maggie Stair, formerly traffic manager of kcp(TV) Los Angeles, named associate media director of Falkenhainer, Morgan & Taylor, that city.

James K. Hackett, formerly VP in charge of media at Arkwright Advertising Co., New York, joins Susquehanna Broadcasting Co., York, Pa., as national sales manager in charge of group’s new office in New York City. Susquehanna stations are Wsba-Am-FM-TV and Warm Scranton, both Pennsylvania; whlo Akron, Ohio, and Wince Providence, R. I.


Peter Allegaert, formerly with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, joins San Francisco office of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli as media supervisor for newly acquired Ralston poultry products account. John T. Gray will serve as account executive for poultry products under overall supervision of Stanley

**The Green Hornet**

_**Radio Mystery Series**_  
IS BACK ON THE AIR!  
Now available for local purchase:  
CHARLES MICHELSON, INC.  
43 West 45th St., New York 36 • Plaza 7-0695  
or at the NAB Convention, Suite 534A.

---

**Broadcasting**

June 8, 1964

---

**Nortronics**

8173 Tenth Ave. N., Minneapolis, Minn. 55427

---

**BROADCAST ENGINEERS ACCLAIM NEW NORTRONICS REPLACEMENT LINE!**

Now, for endless loop cartridge players ... Nortronics offers a new line of rear-mount, all-metal face, replacement heads that deliver true broadcast-quality frequency response! Hyperbolic all-metal face heads provide extremely long life and freedom from oxide loading. Exceptional high frequency response is achieved through laminated cores and extra-fine 100 micro-inch deposited-quartz gaps.

Complete new line available through your Nortronics distributor!

Nortronics head #252—pictured above—is recommended for replacement on **AUTOMATIC TAPE CONTROL**, **COLLINS, MACARTA**, **RCA, SPOTMASTER, TAPECASTER, SPARTA** and **GATES Model M5944** machines. Moderately priced, this premium half-track mono record/playback, rear-mount head is designed for staggered operation on program and cue tracks and is rated at 400 mhy. inductance for either transistor or vacuum-tube circuitry.

Consistent with new NAB Standards, Nortronics head #2052—pictured above—is a premium two-track stereo head for in-line playback or recording of mono program and cue tracks. These rear-mount heads have 100 mhy. inductance for transistor circuitry and are recommended for replacement on **GATES Models M621L and M621B**.

For complete information on Nortronics replacement heads, write for our Form #1117.
NBC Affiliates elect

Elmo Ellis, general manager of WBV Atlanta; Jack Link, general manager of KIDD Boise, Idaho, and Carl George, general manager of WGAR Cleveland, elected to NBC Radio Affiliates executive committee. Other members of committee are: Gustav K. Brandberg, WKVO Tulsa, vice chairman; Thomas S. Carr, WBAL Baltimore, secretary-treasurer; Robert E. Kelly, KCRW Sacramento, Calif.; Rex Preis, WOAI San Antonio, and Bob Rich, WDSM Duluth, Minn.

Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.Va., and Irving G. Waugh, WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn., were elected to the board of delegates of NBC Television network affiliates.

Other members are: Charles A. Batson, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.; Owen Saddler, WMTV Omaha; David M. Baltimore, WBBF-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; George Comte, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; Gordon Gray, WKTV Utica, N.Y.; James Schiavone, WWJ-TV Detroit and Willard Schroeder, WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.

T. Peterson, GB&B VP and account supervisor for Ralston.

Bruce A. Gilbert promoted to media supervisor, and William C. Bayers and John R. Vogrin, named assistant media supervisors at Needham, Louis & Borby, Chicago.


Jerome S. Rosenbaum, formerly research project director at Institute for Motivational Research, joins Oxtoby-Smith Inc., New York marketing and psychological research organization, as senior project director.

Cathryn Snyder, formerly with W. B. Doner & Co., Baltimore, joins Weightman Inc., Philadelphia, as assistant TV director.

Russell E. Neff, radio-TV director of Knox Reeves Advertising, Minneapolis, joins General Mills, that city, as commercial production supervisor.

Anne Ellis and Betty Pudney join creative services division and PR department, respectively, of Cunningham & Walsh, New York.

Bern Nolan, designer, joins staff of Videotape Productions of New York.

Henry Wolf joins Jack Tinker & Partners, New York. He was previously art director of Show magazine.

THE MEDIA


L. Clark Tierney elected president and treasurer of WPDX Clarksburg, W. Va. As president he replaces George L. Kallam, who died May 20 (Broadcasting, May 25). Other new WPDX officers are C. E. Wheeler, formerly commercial manager of WVAZ Charleston, W. Va., as VP and general manager, and C. Matthew Tierney as VP.

James E. Stewart, owner-manager of WHEP Foley, elected president of Alabama Broadcasters Association. Other association officers elected are Hal Kirby, WWTR Russellville, VP-radio; Dick Biddle, WOWL-TV Florence, VP-television; and Ben McKinnon, WBSN Birmingham, secretary-treasurer. New directors are Jack Block, WFFP; Keith Barren, WARC-TV Birmingham, and Judd Sparling, WYMA Montgomery.

Dan Hayslett, station manager for past six years of KXIL-AM FM Dallas, elected VP and general manager of stations, which are owned by Strauss Broadcasting Co. Mr. Hayslett is past president of Association of Broadcasting Executives of Texas.

Robert Sutton, VP and general manager of KNX Los Angeles, re-elected chairman of Southern California Broadcasters Association for second one-year term. Other officers for 1964-65 are Fred Custer, KPOL Los Angeles, vice chairman; Rick Buckley, KGIL San Fernando, secretary; Ben Hoberman, KABC Los Angeles, treasurer (all California). Robert Light continues as president of SCBA.

Robert J. Bodden, VP and general manager of WSWW Plateville, Wis., is co-owner and general manager of WMIR Lake Geneva, Wis., which went on air May 15. Mrs. M. B. Monroe of Milwaukee is president. Lloyd Nowak, formerly of WSWW, appointed WMIR studio manager and chief engineer.

Larry Berg, for past three years program director of WCAO Baltimore, elected president and general manager of WBUT-AM FM Butler, Pa.

Robert Wagner, formerly general manager of WAAM Ann Arbor, Mich., appointed general manager of WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio, which has been purchased by Zanesville Publishing Co. Mr. Wagner succeeds Marshall Rosene, who will leave July 1. Mr. Rosene, who helped put WNXT on air in 1951, formerly served for number of years as general manager of WSAZ Huntington, W. Va. He plans to move to Coshocton county, Ohio, and operate his farm there.

Francis J. Doherty Jr., promotion manager of WBXK Boston, elected treasurer of SCBA.

REMOTE CONTROL — FOR RADIO & UHF TELEVISION

HIGH RELIABILITY—
24 CHANNEL SOLID STATE DESIGN ELIMINATES TUBES AND SENSITIVE RELAYS

SINGLE LINE OR S.T.L.

CUTS OPERATING COST, MONTHLY SAVINGS ON SINGLE PHONE LINE CAN MAKE PAYMENTS ON RC-24.

PRICE $117.50

TELETRONIX ENGINEERING CO.
4688 EAGLE ROCK BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
PR committee selected

Appointment of nine broadcasters to National Association of Broadcasters’ 1964-65 radio public relations committee was announced last week by NAB President LeRoy Collins. All are on NAB’s radio board of directors.


activities of talent agency. He succeeds Ira Steiner, who has left firm to go into production of films for theaters and television. Herbert Gottlieb, VP of agency, is moving to Hollywood from New York as assistant to Mr. Schimmer. Agency has been renamed Ashley Famous Agency Inc.

Francis G. (Bud) Murphy opens writing-production offices in Los Angeles. He was formerly copy supervisor at Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, that city. Mr. Murphy’s new firm will include writing and production of documentary and industrial films.

Norman Siegel, assistant producer of MGM-TV’s The Travels of Jaimie McPheeters for ABC-TV last season, joins Ivan Tors Films as general assistant to producer Ivan Tors. He will work on company’s general schedule of motion pictures and TV shows for MGM, including Flipper series now being produced for fall start on NBC-TV.

Eugene King, formerly VP of World Wide Information Services, joins RKO General Information Services in New York as radio program executive.


Robert Lemon, manager of WNBQ (TV) Chicago, elected president of Chicago chapter of National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, succeeding Jack Brickhouse, WGN-TV Chicago.

John Bennett appointed program director of WRAN Dover, N. J.

Gary Shauffer, formerly of WHDL-Olean N. Y., joins WDMS Lynchburg, Va., as program director.

Pierce Allman, program manager of WFAA-AM-FM Dallas, promoted to production manager. Jim Stanley, formerly operations manager of WNR Norfolk, Va., named WFAA program manager, succeeding Mr. Allman.

Edmond Levy joins Screen Gems, Hollywood, as staff director for new TV projects and industrial and documentary films.

Leslie Urbach, staff director at VPI Productions, New York, elected president of Screen Directors International Guild. Other officers chosen for one-year terms are Marc S. Asch, Van Prang Productions, first VP; James M. Rose, Rose-Magwood Productions, second VP; Ira Marvin, MPO Productions, secretary, and David I. Kelmenson, VPI Productions, treasurer.

Richard B. Graf, for more than 18 years with Universal Pictures, has joined National General Corp. as assistant to Irving H. Levin, executive VP. His

United Press International news produces!
Matty Fox, motion picture-TV executive, dies

Matthew M. (Matty) Fox, 53, long-time motion picture and television executive and pioneer in subscription TV, died Monday night (June 1) of heart attack in his home in New York.

At his death, Mr. Fox was board chairman of Subscription Television Programs Inc., subsidiary of Subscription Television Inc., of which he was board member and which is scheduled to begin pay TV operations in Los Angeles and San Francisco this summer.

Mr. Fox is credited with having created first major motion picture library for TV in late 1955 when company he headed, C&C Super Corp., paid $15.2 million for 740 RKO features and 1,000 short subjects. In mid-1956, Mr. Fox was instrumental in executing what was said to be TV's most publicized and most extensive barter deal. International Latex Corp. contracted to spend $25 million over five years on 100 stations which had acquired rights to RKO features from Mr. Fox's company.

Previously Mr. Fox had been board chairman of Motion Pictures for Television, early producer and distributor of programs to television, and of United World Picture Co. and United World Films, suppliers of theatrical and television films.

Mr. Fox earlier had held top executive posts in motion picture field. At 25, he was VP of Universal Pictures and at various times was associated with Skouras theater chain and United Artists Corp. in executive capacities.

News


Keith Jackson, former sports and special events director at KOMO-AM-TV Seattle, joins ABC Radio in Hollywood as news and sports reporter.

Sam Stringfellow, for past nine years news director of KMYT Marshall, Tex., resigns to become assistant city editor of Shreveport (La.) Times.


Bill Smith, formerly of WECT-TV Wilmington, N. C., joins news staff of wjjs-AM-FM-TV Winston-Salem, N. C.

Roy Davis, formerly with WLIB New York, joins news department of wjlx, that city.

George Burlbaugh, with news staff of wiic(TV) Pittsburgh for past five years, promoted to managing editor of news department. Matt Matthews assumes duties of night news editor, and Fred Silhol named chief cameraman.

FANFARE

Booker McClay named PR director in charge of publicity, promotion and advertising for Selmur Productions, program producing subsidiary of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theaters. Mr. McClay, formerly with Warner Bros. and 20th Century-Fox Television, had handled Selmur publicity-promotion for two years as account of his own firm.

Stan Bloom, copy director at WLBW-TV Miami, appointed promotion director. Joe Jones named copy director.

Mike Laurence has resigned as PR director of Trans-Lux Corp., New York. Future plans have not been disclosed.

International


Frank Nowaczek, director of research for National Community Television Association, Washington, elected associate of Society of Relay Engineers (SRE), England, and becomes one of only eight SRE members outside Great Britain.

Hugh Eccles named station manager at Carlisle for Border Television Ltd.

Douglas Neal, formerly of Compton Advertising, joins Bangkok, Thailand, office of Grant Advertising as account executive.

Professor Asa Briggs, dean of School of Social Studies of University of Sussex, joins board of Southern Television Ltd., London. Henry Tupper also elected director of Southern Television Ltd.

Equipment & Engineering

William J. Jones appointed chief engineer of wtop-TV Washington, in charge of all technical matters and personnel as well as technical operations of wtop-AM-FM. Mr. Jones has been with wtop since 1942 in various capacities in engineering department, including engineer-in-charge of general engineering for wtop-AM-FM-TV. His most recent assignment was assistant to Clyde Hunt, VP in charge of engineering for Post-Newsweek Stations (wtop-AM-FM-TV and wjxt[TV] Jacksonville, Fla.).

Joseph R. Stifel joins Society of Mo-
tion Picture and Television Engineers, New York, as assistant staff engineer. He was formerly in thin film solid state electronics program at General Telephone and Electronics Laboratories, Bayside, N. Y.

Huntley P. Briggs, formerly VP in charge of West Coast office of Rosenbloom/Elias & Associates, Chicago, named assistant general manager of commercial and educational branch of Technicolor Corp., producer-marketer of 8 mm Instant Movie Projector. Mr. Briggs will make his headquarters in Burbank, Calif.


Heinz Blum, head of engineering and research-development departments of Entron Inc., Silver Spring, Md., since 1953, elected VP.

Robert S. Houston joins weam Arlington, Va., as chief engineer.

Dorman D. Israel, vice chairman of board of directors of Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., elected chairman of Joint Technical Advisory Committee, sponsored by Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers. He succeeds James D. O'Connell, who resigned last month to become special assistant to President for telecommunications and director of telecommunications management in Office of Emergency Planning (Broadcasting, May 18).

Nelson M. Smith, engineer in charge of technical operations for CBS Radio, retires after 35 years with network.

DEATHS

Sterling Beeson, 82, board chairman of Beeson-Reichert, Toledo, Ohio, advertising agency, died May 23.

Douglas Parkhirt, 50, president of Veterans Hospital Radio and Television Guild, died May 20 at Lenox Hill hospital, New York, after brief illness. He also worked as actor and TV writer.

FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, May 27 through June 3, and based on filings authorizations and other actions of the FCC during that period.

Abbreviations: DA—directional antenna. CP—construction permit. ERP—effective radiated power. HIF—high frequency. UHF—ultra high frequency. Ant.—antenna. q—quarter. kw—kilowatts. w—watts. mc—megacycles. D—day. N—night. Lx—local. r—radio. mod.—modulation. trans.—transmitter. unl.—unlimited. hours. km—kilometers. SCA—subauditory communications authorization. STA—special temporary authorization. SH—specified hours. educational.—announced.

New TV station

APPLICATION

Port Clinton, Ohio—Ohio Radio Inc. UHF channel 22 (572-578 mc): ERP 2851 kw v.s. 661 kw ant. Ant. height above average terrain 356 feet, above ground 397 feet. P.O. address c/o Robert W. Reeder, 114 East Fifth Street, Port Clinton. Estimated construction cost $325,060; first year operating cost $250,000; revenue $220,000. Studio and trans. locations on Ohio Geographic Society land on Lake Erie. Proposed antenna height 178 feet, 318 feet, above average terrain 336 feet, above ground 379 feet.

KDKO Broadcasting Co. (Red Kymco) Portland, Ore. Estimated construction cost $1,100,000; first year operating cost $600,000; revenue $600,000. Value of land and building $425,000. P.O. address c/o Robert C. Kymko, 891 SE 15th Ave., Portland. Proposed antenna height 285 feet. Estimated construction cost $110,000; first year operating cost $60,000; revenue $60,000. P.O. address c/o Robert C. Kymko, 915 SE 15th Ave., Portland. Proposed antenna height 315 feet.

New FM stations

APPLICATIONS BY FCC

Frangy, Ky.—Ken Thomas Inc. Granted CP for new FM on 105.5 mc, channel 97.3 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 219 feet. P.O. address Route No. 1, Box 135A, Florence, Ky. Estimated construction cost $3,018. First year operating cost $30,000; revenue $30,000. Principals: Kenneth E. Thomas (90%), and Anne F. Thomas (10%).

New AM stations

APPLICATIONS BY FCC

Wilmingon, Ohio—Ohio Communications of Ohio Inc. Granted CP for new AM on 1090 kc. P.O. address c/o D. P. O. address c/o Frank J. Sheaffer, 1080 Grover Street, Wilmington. Estimated construction cost $19,000; first year operating cost $5,000; revenue $5,000. Principals: Francis J. Stratman (52.5%), Gene F. Sheaffer (38%), and others.

Burlington, Ill.—Alfred Beauchamp Diaz. Granted CP for new AM on 1680 kc. 1 kw. ant. P.O. address c/o Alfred Beauchamp Diaz, Box 307, Burlington. Estimated construction cost $1,000; first year operating cost $500; revenue $500. Principals: Alfred Beauchamp Diaz, and others.

APPLICATIONS

Manistique, Mich.—Manistique Broadcasting Co. Granted CP for new FM on 1490 kc. 1 kw. P.O. address c/o David M. Kelly, 204 E. Fort Street, Lincoln Park, Mich. Estimated construction cost $43,107; first year operating cost $46,500; revenue $50,000. Principals: Clay D. Lockett (18%) and others. Mr. Lockett is chief engineer of KWIR Colorado Springs, Action May 27.

Washington, Pa.—Washington Broadcasting Co. Granted CP for new FM on 95.3 mc, channel 23A. ERP 1.5 kw, unl. Ant. height above average terrain 396 feet. P.O. address George Washington Hotel, 60 South Main Street. Estimated construction cost $24,300; first year operating cost $2,500; revenue None. Applicant is licensee of WJFA Washington. Action May 27.

Tampa, Tex.—Fidelity Communications Inc. Granted CP for new FM on 104.9 mc, channel 280. Ant. height above average terrain 355 feet. P.O. address Box 7928, Tampa. Estimated construction cost $12,945; first year operating cost $3,300; revenue $45,000. Principals: Max Leach, Jr. (51%), George H. Cook (25%), and Jarrard Redd (24%). Thomas C. Matts and Artie L. Sinclair (both 5%). Messrs. Leach, Cook and Sinclair are local businessmen; Mr. Matts is employee of KYUL Dallas-Highland Park. Mr. Sinclair is employee of WFBA Dallas, Action May 27.

Salt Lake City—Seagull Broadcasting Co. Granted CP for new FM on 104.3 mc, channel 982, 25 kw. Ant. height above average terrain minus 185 feet. P.O. address c/o M. Henry Hilton, Box 10506, South Salt Lake, Utah. Estimated construction cost $28,700; first year operating cost $12,500; revenue $18,500. Applicant is licensee of KSOP Salt Lake City. Action May 27.

Sauk City, Wis.—Sauk Prairie Radio Inc. Granted CP for new FM on 96.7 mc, channel 244A, 3 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 151 feet. P.O. address c/o Mrs. James E. Kirchstein, 132 Water Street, Sauk City. Estimated construction cost $10,500; first year operating cost $3,500; revenue $6,500. Applicant is licensee of K21W Sauk City. Action May 27.
C. Hall, Franz Wytttenbach, and James E. Kirchstern (each 11%). Mr. Ploets is at
location is president of Cuca Record Corp, South City; others are local businesses. Action May 27.

APPLICAT I ONS

Redding, Calif.—Charles J. and Elma A. Reed, 929 mc, channel 25; 25 kw. Ant.
height above average terrain 533 feet. P.O. address c/o Alvin D. Wood, Box 100, Redding.
Estimated construction $29,000; revenue $6,000. Principals: Charles J. and Elma A. Reed (each 50%).
Ann. May 27.

KFMP Redding, Calif.—Grant application of license from Eugene L. Warner and Wellington Morse (each 50%).

E TV fund grants

Following grants for educational television have been announced by Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

San Angelo, Tex.—KFMP, $8,000; to improve facilities of KDPS(TV), Channel 17; total project cost $50,074.

WTAM-TV, San Antonio, Tex.—Grant of license from Eugene L. Warner and Wellington Morse (each 50%).

Kirchstern (each 50%) to the Air Inc., owned by Joseph F. Smiley, deceased, to Roundsville of Cincinnati, Ohio, to embankment of WVOL Berry Hill, Tenn.; Roundsville of WETM, Inc., to WMUP, license of WETM, Inc., to WATM-TV, Louisville, Ky.; and WATL-TV, Atlanta, Ga.

WEST TV, Atlanta, Ga.—Seeks transfer of negative control of license from Smith-Moore & Associates Inc., controlled by Joseph F. Smiley, deceased, to Roundsville of Cincinnati, Ohio, to embankment of WVOL Berry Hill, Tenn.; Roundsville of WETM, Inc., to WMUP, license of WETM, Inc., to WATM-TV, Louisville, Ky.; and WATL-TV, Atlanta, Ga.

WHITE TV, Atlanta, Ga.—Seeks transfer of negative control of license from Smith-Moore & Associates Inc., controlled by Joseph F. Smiley, deceased, to Roundsville of Cincinnati, Ohio, to embankment of WVOL Berry Hill, Tenn.; Roundsville of WETM, Inc., to WMUP, license of WETM, Inc., to WATM-TV, Louisville, Ky.; and WATL-TV, Atlanta, Ga.

WHIT Orlando, Fla.—Seeks acquisition of positive control of license from Orlando Radio & Television Broadcasting Co., Inc., by Aaron J. Katz, individually (100%) (100% after) through purchase of stock from Melvin Feldman (50% before). Consideration $7,625. Ann. May 27.

WDAM-AM-FM Tupelo, Miss.—Seeks assignment of license from Smith-Moore & Associates Inc., controlled by Joseph F. Smiley, deceased, to Roundsville of Cincinnati, Ohio, to embankment of WVOL Berry Hill, Tenn.; Roundsville of WETM, Inc., to WMUP, license of WETM, Inc., to WATM-TV, Louisville, Ky.; and WATL-TV, Atlanta, Ga.

WIESL Jackson, Miss.—Seeks assignment of license from Norman Young andJames S. Carter (each 50%), db/a Wilkes County Broadcasting Co., to KDJIA, license of KDJIA, as company of same name. No financial consideration involved. Action June 2.

WDLR, Delaware, Ohio.—Grant assignment of license from Delaware Broadcast-
AUTHORIZED TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by Broadcasting, June 3

VHF  UHF  TV
Commercial 513  136  160  1793  1251  764
Noncommercial 49  49  106

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC, April 30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lic. CP's</td>
<td>3,895</td>
<td>1,136</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's not on air (new stations)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1,171</td>
<td>1,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total authorized stations</td>
<td>4,047</td>
<td>1,341</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (not in hearing)</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (in hearing)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for new stations</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (not in hearing)</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (in hearing)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for major changes</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licenses deleted</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Does not include seven licensed stations off air.
* Includes three noncommercial stations operating on commercial channels.

R. L. Stuart and family, to KODY Radio Inc., owned by H. P. Lan Co. (92%), J. diNatalle (4%), and James H. Ellis (4%). Considered $250,000. H. P. Lan is in Lincoln, Neb. grocery firm. Mr. diNatalle is announce and manager of KODY and Mr. Ellis is 61% owner of Ellis Holyoke & Co. investments. Ann. May 27.


WKPA and WYDOD(FM) New Kensington, Pa.—Seeks assignment of license from Allegheny-Kiski Broadcasting Co., owned by C. Burnett (45.6%), J. C. Hanley (11.2%), Donald L. Hanley (11.2%), Paul G. Boyle (23.5%), and David G. Allen (3.5%) to station owned by Elmo L. Goldberg (25%), Burston Co. pension trust (20%), Jerry D. Silverman (15%), Irwin S. Terner (16%) and others. Consideration $52,000. Mr. Goldberg is general manager of assignee. Messrs. Terner and Silverman are physicians. Ann. May 27.

WXCN Providence, R. I.—Seeks assign-ment of license from William C. Hillman and Calvert C. Gretton, owners of, to Charles River Broadcasting Co., owned by Theodore Jones (50.56%), and Frank C. Jones (49.44%). Richard L. Kaye (4.6%), Consideration $100,000 and assumption of $2,500 liabilities. Mr. Jones is president of Charles River Civic Television Inc. Charles River is li-sense of WCHR-AM, WCHR-FM, and WCHR-TV. Ann. June 1.

KCHO Amatillo, Tex.—Seeks assign-ment of license from U. C. Sterquell et al., a subsidiary of WCMO-Amatillo, Tex. cost $12,792. Mr. Walton is owner of KVKM-AM-TV Monahans, KVY7-TV Amatillo and has interest in KPNF-FM Big Spring, Texas. Ann. May 27.

KSWA Graham, Tex.—Seeks assign-ment of license from Burney B. Jones and Neil J. Gillilan d/b/a Jones & Gillilan to KSWA Inc., owned by J. D. Roberts (45%), Lon H. White (20%), and Carl A. Muehlstein (15%). Consideration $77,500. Mr. Roberts is Okmul-gie businessman. Mr. White is employed at KTRN Wichita Falls, Kan.

and Mr. Fischbein is partner of public ac-countant firm of Sartain, Fischbein, Eberhart & Brown. Ann. June 1.

KLGN Logan, Utah—Seeks assignment of license from KLGN Radio Inc., owned by Richard H. Ziser (25%), Melba Ziser (25%), F. Gary Ziser (15%), Paul Reynolds (12.5%), and Jeanette Ziser (12.5%) to station owned by William Wallentine (100%). Consideration $57,500. Mr. Wallentine has 48.4% interest in Utah Broadcasting & Television Inc., licensee of KVEL(TV) Vernal, Utah and KERV Radio Sods Springs, Idaho. Ann. May 27.


KPOW Powell, Wyo.—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, KPOW Inc., from M. J. Hedin (33.3%) to N. A. Trask and Frank Roger Westwood (66.7%) for consideration $24,105. Ann. May 27.

Hearing cases

INITIAL DECISIONS

- Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther issued initial decision looking toward grant-ing application by Mid-Ocean Broadcasting Corp. for AM in San Juan, P. R., on 1190 kc, 10 kw power, unl., with different directions toward day and night, subject to no pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities pending decision in Docket 14419. To be done at 10 a.m. Jordan looked toward denying application by Abacoa Radio Corp. for channel change of WRAI, Rio Piedras S. J., from 1520 kc, 250 w, non-DA, unl., to 1550 kc, 500 w, with differ-ent directional ant. for day and night. Ac-tion June 3.

- Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClennen issued initial decision looking toward grant-ing application by Muncie Broadcasting Corp., for new AM on 990 kc, 250 w, D. DA, in Muncie, Ind.; conditions include; pre-sunrise operation with daytime facilities pending final decision in Docket 14419. Action June 1.

DESIGNATED FOR HEARING

New Horizon Studios, Eugene, Ore.—Des-ignated for hearing after renewal application for new TV station KTVX in San Juan, P. R.; issues are qualifications, reasonableness of applicant’s esti-mate of first-year revenues, approaches, efforts made to ascertain programing needs of community, staffing, and main studio loca-tion. Denials of motion to reconsider and issued statement. Commissioner Lee dissented; Commissioner Loe-vinger dissented and issued statement in which Commission Hyde concurred. Ac-tion June 2.

OTHER ACTIONS

KPLI-FM Riverside, Calif.—By Order, denial of petition by Dr. Leonard S. Speckman, resi-dent, for reconsideration of Jan. 29 action which dismissed for lack of prosecution applic-ant for renewal of call Letters. Licensee provided no convincing support for reversal of Dec. 29 decision to dismiss application.

By order, commission, on motion, (1) vacated April 29 order which failed to issue confirming affirmative rulings, which were made, but were not correctly issued as most motion by B. E. C. Inc. (KCBN), Reno, to strike application for review. Ac-tion May 27.

By order in proceeding on application of Bigbee Broadcasting Co. for new AM in Demopolis, Ala.; commission denied petition by respondent Demopolis Broadcasting Inc. (KXAL), Demopolis, to shift burden of proof as to certain issues from latter to applicant; in alternative, requested to produce information concerning its fi-nancial qualifications. Action May 27.

Commission reconsidered and set aside May 20 action which (1) waived AM freeze order issued for Clear Channel Broadcasting Inc. (KHAI), Inc., Moving petition by Royal Broadcasting Inc. (KHAI), applicant for renewal on same fac-tories, and Commissioner Cox dissented. Action May 27.

By order in proceeding on application of Verne M. Miller for new AM in Crystal Bay, Nev., commission denied Miller’s ap-plication for review of Board’s April 7 memorandum opinion and order which, on own motion, charged issues to determine whether Miller’s proposal would serve primarily particular elty, town, poli-tical subdivision, or community as com-mentary to Sept. 17 hearing, which was decided as most motion by B. B. C. Inc. (KCBN), Reno, to strike application for review. Ac-tion May 27.

By order in proceeding on application of Bigbee Broadcasting Co. for new AM in Demopolis, Ala.; commission denied petition by respondent Demopolis Broadcasting Inc. (KXAL), Demopolis, to shift burden of proof as to certain issues from latter to applicant; in alternative, requested to produce information concerning its fi-nancial qualifications. Action May 27.

Commission revised statement of program service for AM and FM com-mission rejected broadcasting application filed by respondent Demopolis Broadcasting Inc. (KXAL), Demopolis, to shift burden of proof as to certain issues from latter to applicant; in alternative, requested to produce information concerning its financial qualifications. Action May 27.

Commission revised statement of program service for AM and FM com-mission rejected broadcasting application filed by respondent Demopolis Broadcasting Inc. (KXAL), Demopolis, to shift burden of proof as to certain issues from latter to applicant; in alternative, requested to produce information concerning its financial qualifications. Action May 27.

WTPM Tampa, Fla.—By letter, commis-sion denied petition for waiver of Sec. 1.509 of rules concerning action on applica-tions on channels adjacent to class I-A clear channels, and held in abeyance until fur-fher notice application to change facilities on 1150 kc from 5 kw, D. DA, to 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N. DA-2, and move station to Temple Terrace. Chairman Henry and Commissioner Lee abstained from voting. Action May 27.

By report and order, commission amend-ed Docket #11997 (applicants to broadcast on channel 73 at KTG, Jacksonville, Fla.; overlap between commonly owned commercial facilities of each broadcast license (AM, FM, and TV), to become effective July 8, 1964, in the Jacksonville-Brunswick area, and issued joint statement. Action May 28.

Routine roundup

- ACTIONS BY REVIEW BOARD
  - Granted petition by Central Broadcast- ing Co. for AM in Minneapolis which had been held in abeyance over time to July 10 to file exceptions to the action on AM application. Action June 3.
  - In proceeding on FM applications of Contemporary Radio of New York City and Hubbard Broadcasting Inc. both Minneapolis, granted WYAL petition to extend time to June 18 to file exceptions to the action on AM application. Action June 3.
tion to enlarge issues. Action June 3.

Scheduled oral argument for July 7 in following proceeding: AM applications of KAYE Puyallup, Wash., and Al-Or Broadcast- ing, N. C. Action June 2.

Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to extend time to June 8 to file prehearing conference to Central Coast Television (KCOY-TV), Santa Maria, Calif., to enlargement of issues in proceeding on applications of Lompoc Valley Cable TV and Lompoc Valley Cable, Inc. in Business Radio Service. Action June 1.

Members Berkemeyer, Nelson, and Pou- cock adopted decision denying, for engi- neering reasons, application of John's Al- lanta Broadcasting Co. for new AM on 660 kc. A appeal for a hearing was denied and the action was for nighttime operation. Action May 28.

Members Berkemeyer, Sine and Nel- son adopted decision denying application of 1900 Broadcasting, Inc., to change operation of WEWD Baltimore, on 1560 kc. 5 kw, DA, from daytime to 304 pm, time with 1 kw, 774 718. Applicant failed to meet requirements of section 73 28 concerning community cov- erage, and "percentage rule." Member Nel- son, dissented and issued statement. Oct. 9, 1963 initial decision looked toward action. Action May 28.

Members Berkemeyer, Sine and Nel- son adopted decision denying application of 1900 Broadcasting, Inc., to change operation of WEWD Baltimore, on 1560 kc. 5 kw, DA, from daytime to 304 pm, time with 1 kw, 774 718. Applicant failed to meet requirements of section 73 28 concerning community cov- erage, and "percentage rule." Member Nel- son, dissented and issued statement. Oct. 9, 1963 initial decision looked toward action. Action May 28.

By memorandum opinion and order de- ciding applications of Miami Coast Television (KCOY-TV), Santa Maria, Calif., to enlarge issues in proceeding on applications of Lompoc Valley Cable TV and Lompoc Valley Cable in Business Radio Service. Action May 28.

Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to extend time to June 4 to file responses to WCRB Inc. motion to enlarge issues in proceeding on WCRB application for new AM in Springfield and that of Central Broadcast- ing Corp., Ware, both Massachusetts. Action May 30.

Granted petition by WWDH Inc. to ex- tend time to June 8 to file oppositions to Broadcast Bureau Inc. petition to enlarge issues in Boston, TV channel 5 pro- ceedings. Member Nelson not participating. Action May 28.

By memorandum opinion and order on granting application of Widd Inc. applications of Southern Radio and Television Co., Le- high Acres, and Robert Heiker (WAKJ), Fort Myers, both Florida, in Dockets 16096- 1, 1 granted motion by Broadcast Bureau to reopen issues and enlarge issues and (2) remedied proceeding for hearing exam- inee for supplemental initial decision to determine following issues as to Southern—(a) representations of part or failure to reveal information called for in application; (b) requisites of qualifications; (c) availability of trans. and studio site; (d) financial qualifications and (e) real par- tis in interest. Member Nelson not par- ticipating. Action May 26.

Granted petition by Denver Area Broad- casters (KDAR), Artvada, Colo., to extend time to June 19 to file exceptions to initial decision of June 29 for replies pre- ceeding on AM application. Action May 28.

ACtIONS oN MoNTIONs

By Chief Hearing Examiner casting, James D. Cunningham

Vacated chief hearing examiner's May 5 order which designated presiding officer and set dates for June 6. This eliminat- ed, as dates for hearing conference and compliance, those for proceeding in FM applications of Contemporary Radio Inc. (WBRUB), Redmond (Washington), Minnesota, in Dockets 15560-1, and, pursu- ant to commissioner's June 2 order of hearing, granted motion by Broadcast Bureau to extend time to June 30, 1964, for prehearing conference June 30 and hearing for July 23. Action June 8.

Designated Examiner James D. Cun- ningham to preside at hearing in proceeding on application of KAYE Puyallup, Wash., for new FM in Appleton, Wis.; scheduled pre-
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only) (FINAL DEADLINE—Monday preceding publication date.)

- SITUATIONS WANTED 20c per word—$2.00 minimum
- HELP WANTED 25c per word—$2.00 minimum
- DISPLAY ads 20.00 per inch—STATIONS FOR SALE, WANTED TO BUY STATIONS & EMPLOYMENT AGEN-CIES advertising require display space.
- All other classifications, 30c per word—$4.00 minimum.
- Names for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036.

APPLICANTS: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (forward resistance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos etc., sent to box numbers at sender’s risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

RADIO—Help Wanted

Sales

Baltimore, Experienced top salesman, capable of management. Good salary plus with. Please write fully. Box B-262, BROADCASTING.

Salesman with management potential. Must have successful Top 40 track record. One of country’s best pop music stations located in first line market. On East Coast. Send resume, references and late picture. Box F-56, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: 3rd salesman with 3rd class ticket. 2 station market, intermountain area. Good salary plus comm. Minimum air work. Box F-119, BROADCASTING.

Fast growing southeastern chain looking for fireball sales with eye toward management and announcing in major southeastern market. If you are in smaller market, aggressive, want to go and grow, you will be able to see resume now. Box F-136, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager for central Massachusetts station with opportunity to be part of growing chain. Box F-156, BROADCASTING.


Virginia station seeks sales manager with announcing background and experience. Excellent opportunity for an individual to grow with one of the state’s best known medium sized market stations. Salary plus commission if possible. With photograph: J. B. Neufeld, Manager, WPLS, Fredericksburg, Va.

Immediate opening . . . for a successful, professional radio salesman who wants to sell new, marketed, product. This is a permanent opportunity for an aggressive man with an expansive personality. Modern station in a good competitive situation. Send complete resume with references we can check to: Arnold S. Lerner, General Manager, radio station WLLJ, P. O. Box 1499, Lowell Massachusetts.

Sales manager moving up, need thoroughly experienced, mature salesman capable of earning better than $8,000 annually. Guarantee plus commission. Highly productive account list. Prefer minimum of 4-years radio sales background. No "pitchmen" need apply. Send resume, sales and volume of business. Vice President, WMX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois.

Announcers

Immediate opening for experienced an nouncer in western North Carolina. Send tape with first letter. Box E-228, BROADCASTING.

Need versatile announcer. Strong news, sports. Capable DJ. Northeast. Box E-322, BROADCASTING.

Skilled morning man with good sense of humor, image creator. MC ability. Medium market, good marketing. Send tape, return and salary desired to, Box F-27, BROADCASTING.

Announcers (Cont'd)

Announcer with experience in gathering, writing and handling local news. Send sample tape and resume to Box F-36, BROADCASTING.

Two country-western air salesmen. Only the best apply. Prefer one with first phone, both must have third. Excellent salary. Commission if desire sales. East coast market. Will return. Box F-55, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-copywriter southwest's finest stations—AM & FM—stereo. Beautiful community. Live on couple. New Mexico or Adjoining state write Box F-72, BROADCASTING.


Expanding c&w operation needs production manager, air salesmen, on-air announcers, and first phone. Join now, make money, mid-east metro! Send tape, resume, salary, soon! Box F-105, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Swingin' disc jockey who wants to be a hero in his own market by being the first to "break" the Patty Cakes record of "I Understand Them" (on Tuff). Record is already established in Chicago. Write for copy of record. Box F-112, BROADCASTING.

Disc Jockey needed to play an already proven hit. Be the hit-maker in your market. Send resume, photos, tape. Box 2-122, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Better music air personality with mature, moveable market. Send resume. 50,000—modern facilities—complete fringe benefits and service image. Box 196, BROADCASTING.


Successful New England market station looking for young, but experienced, clever, fast-paced announcer with ad ability, commercial tape production skill, smooth news delivery. Must have 3rd class permit, two to three years proven audience-building record. Excellent opportunities. Box 159, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening. Announcer salesmen or announcer that would like opportunity to learn sales at progressive North Carolina station. Send resume and tape to Box F-141, BROADCASTING.


ANNOUNCERS (Cont'd)

Attention! All hit-conscious disc jockeys. The handiest thing to have on your turntable (next to your 12" is a hit record. If you don't have that you can get "I Understand Them" by the Patty Cakes on Tuff). Send for it now. Box F-156, BROADCASTING.

Salesman—Announcer opening. Send tape and resume to KDAM, Carlington, North Dakota.

Staff announcer for night shift some TV married, at least 3 yrs. experience. Send tape, photo and resume to: Ray Lansing, KFBC, Cheyenne, Wyo.

Quality dj, production man needed immediately. Send tape, resume, and photograph. Box F-72, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Staff announcer with first class FCC license. No maintenance. WAGM, Presque Isle, Maine, 7.1kW, watts. All replies to Mr. Lyons, Box 74, Presque Isle, Maine. Telephone Area Code 207-784-1166.

$125.00 to start . . . no pressure .. easy working conditions . . . station located in the great Mississippi delta needs better than average announcer. Boating . . . fun-in-the-sun . . . drifters please . . . send tape and resume to Tom Collins, WDDY, Greenville, Mississippi.

Expanding southeastern group needs anouncer first class experience, able to do local complete resume, tape first letter. Radio Station WHSY, P. O. Box 1588, Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

Wanted: Announcer, must have commercial radio experience of at least 1 year. Powerful 1000 watt daytimer on 246 Located in beautiful Appalachian Mountain area of Virginia, 56 miles from Bristol, Va., Tenn. . . . 50 miles from Bluefield, W. Va. Flently recreations, skiing and fishing with TVA's Dam project. Hospitalization and other fringe benefits with salary between $75 and $110 per week. Could use a country and gospel specialist or straight staff announcer. No collect telephone calls. Please send tape and resume first letter. All tapes will be handled with complete confidentiality. James Lee, WHC, Richlands, Va.

Capable air salesman must be strong on news—sports—music. Send photo and resume on music show. No top 40, 3rd class ticket necessary. Send tape, to Zeb, Lee, WSKY, Ashevile, N. Carolina.

Announcer with first phone immediate opening daytime AM full time FM contact Frank Haas, 317, North 4-2995, Marion, Indiana.

Immediate opening for 2 announcers (first phone) must have car. Phone 200-4486-4818. Mr. Eyre.

We will pay good money for an experienced announcer. Morning show personality who knows music, middle of the road and moderate top forty as well. Can handle type board and direct people. Complete experience and references along with bank credit references will be required. Also need very good air check to: Stevens Point Broadcasting Company, P. O. Box 247, Stevens Point, Wisconsin.

ANNOUNCERS (Cont'd)


210 C5-0006 DJ's and announcers for all states! Remit tapes to DARDEN ASSOCIATES 303 W. 45 ST. NYC.
Chief engineer/radio. Major market, east coast. Must be experienced chief. Reliable. No poor work or equipment, working conditions. Rare opportunity. Send resume and picture to Box D-295, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for qualified, responsible shop foreman, including commercial sound and background music operation. Experience and knowledge of multiplex equipment, preferably in a market with multiple stations. Apply—full time position. Fine opportunity in mid-Atlantic. All interested, first letter. Box E-223, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer-announcer. Michigan daytimer. Air shift plus maintenance. Send resume to Box E-260, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer for New York radio station and allied broadcasting properties. Must have good experience and education in all phases of radio operation including administrative work. Box F-18, BROADCASTING.

Central Massachusetts station wants engineer $100 to $125 per week. Box F-116, BROADCASTING.

Permanent position for chief engineer at 1 kw station in 2nd fastest growing metropolitan area. Call General Manager at Mid-America 314-774-2721 or write KJJW, Box 518, WABJ, Bloomington, Illinois.

Engineer/announcer or engineer copywriter with first class license for one hundred watt station. Good salary, generous benefits including Medical, Life, Family. Will pay necessary expenses if qualified. Must have worked in market for at least six years. Good opening in Southeast. Solid career opportunity. Send all details and references to Box F-14, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer in this progressive mid-Wisconsin city of 25,000. 5,000 watt AM commercial, FM operation. Complete cartridge tapes, excellent installation. Retirement plan, medical and life plan. Tremendous future for the right man. Write on all all—Box G-1, Green Bay, WIFH, Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin.

Immediate opening for full time and part time qualified first engineer. WJZJ, Burlington, New Jersey.

First class engineer for Atlanta, Ga. area. Some announcing. Send resume, tape, Joell Lawhon, 111 Hillrose Avenue, Greenville, S. C.

Production—Programming, Others

Program-director. Willing to work. Good pay for right man. Middle Atlantic. Box E-252, BROADCASTING.

Experienced, dedicated program director for growing station. Excellent location, station is located just outside major market. Send full details on background, references, and photo. Box F-60, BROADCASTING.

Top-rated, format station in one of New York State’s largest markets seeks newsman with first class voice. Rush tape, resume, and picture to Box F-101, BROADCASTING.

Program director for medium-modern pop beautiful city in Midwest. 5 kw coast station for station located in region. Prefer organizer who will pull short and keep station on top. Full details and references. Write detailing background and experience, including salary requirement to Box F-155, BROADCASTING.

All-around, play-play sportscaster needed, capable handling football, basketball, baseball, hockey. Full sports writing, radio play. Must have pleasant, aggressive personality. Contact Wes Bradley, KRDO, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 1943-1515.

Wanted creative continuity director immediate opening, reference experience necessary. Pleasant surroundings, area’s oldest continuously operated station, large and wide audience. Elliston Broadcasting. Contact station manager, WIBX, P.O. Box 950, Utica, N. Y.

RADIO—Situation Wanted

Management

15 years experience—all phases, including 8 years. General manager—11 years one Wisconsin station industry & community references. Box F-14, BROADCASTING.

Station manager desires change to radio operations. 15 years’ experience including announcing, news, production, management, sales. Age 25. Prefer growing chain organization but others considered if situation offers future. Box F-77, BROADCASTING.

25% increase in local billings in less than three years. Excellent opportunities. Box F-105, BROADCASTING.

Chief transmitter, WABJ, midwest. Major Medical Waynesville, Missouri. Permanent BROADCASTING.

Central Massachusetts station wants engineer /audio. First class engineers preferred. $100, $125. Box F-18, BROADCASTING.

Top jock in top ten market. Great production man—excellent background. Box F-97, BROADCASTING.

Good music announcer. 4 yrs. experience. Three yrs. programing, traffic, copy exp. Excellent opportunity. Box F-6, BROADCASTING.

Country and Gospel announcer. 18 years experience. Married. Top rated. Box F-102, BROADCASTING.

Announcer/photographer. Good commercial and news voice. Quality copy. Starting staff man. Box F-103, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-newswoman pilot 17 yrs. radio all phases. Dependable. Drafted. Ready to go. Box F-107, BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster, Experienced. Top play-play baseball, college football, basketball. First phases. Box F-108, BROADCASTING.

For sales—One slightly used disc jockey, top 40 only. Excellent condition, 1943 model; prime year for jocks. Can move out quickly. Box F-110, BROADCASTING.

Top announcer, first change in 7 yrs. Exp. in TV and radio—want major market east or west. Box F-136, BROADCASTING.

Major market pro’s available. Two jocks currently employed. Available on top 20 markets. Both are PD & production directors; one first ticket. If offer right may consider smaller market positions. Box F-2, BROADCASTING.

Available now for medium market, a self-starting, highly motivated, experienced and newscaster. Experienced B.S. degree in broadcasting. Will locate east or west. Box F-15, BROADCASTING.


Tired of formats, ratings, want security, livable income in major market. Box F-21, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dj, Authoritative newscaster. Personable, dependable. Experience in freshest or prime Donna, Box F-34, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, experienced, seeking staff position with small mid-west station. Immediate. Box F-78, BROADCASTING.

$150.00 weekly gets you started, married dj. Any format. Available July 1st, Box F-79, BROADCASTING.

Announcing opportunity. College graduate, commercial experience, and news reference. Box F-81, BROADCASTING.

Rob the cradle—hire Keith (age 19)—Announcing school graduate. Direct phone 216-271-1166 or write Box F-82, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—(Cont’d)

Top C & W man—7 years experience available July 1st. Live in midwestern, Box F-84, BROADCASTING.

First phone announcer. Some maintenance. Strong on announcing and news. $125 moves me anywhere in Southeast. Box F-87, BROADCASTING.

Seven years experience, jock and newscaster. Very bright, first phone. Box F-99, BROADCASTING.

Mature young lady wishes announcing or production position in radio or television. Several years with weather show. Trained in all phases. Now employed in AM operation. Interested in radio station management. Radio-TV technical institute graduate. Photo in BROADCASTING Audition by return mail. Box F-33, BROADCASTING.

Wanted—radio or TV station interested in paying for good man and keeping him. Dedicated 8 year pro. 28, hooper dj success, photographer, local news, $2000 monthly sales want west or east coast. Box F-94, BROADCASTING.

Top jock in top ten market. Great production man—excellent background. Box F-97, BROADCASTING.

Good music announcer. 4 yrs. experience. Three yrs. programing, traffic, copy exp. Excellent opportunity. Box F-6, BROADCASTING.

Country and Gospel announcer. 18 years experience. Married. Top rated. Box F-102, BROADCASTING.

Announcer/photographer. Good commercial and news voice. Quality copy. Starting staff man. Box F-103, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-newswoman pilot 17 yrs. radio all phases. Dependable. Drafted. Ready to go. Box F-107, BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster, Experienced. Top play-play baseball, college football, basketball. First phases. Box F-108, BROADCASTING.

For sales—One slightly used disc jockey, top 40 only. Excellent condition, 1943 model; prime year for jocks. Can move out quickly. Box F-110, BROADCASTING.

Top announcer, first change in 7 yrs. Exp. in TV and radio—want major market east or west. Box F-136, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—(Cont’d)

Young dj, light board, good news, commercial delivery, willing worker. Box F-126, BROADCASTING.

1st phone announcer seeking Nevada, will consider other locations. Mature, light experience, New Yorker. Box F-130, BROADCASTING.

Top 40 talent—third ticket, married, college, available now. Box F-132, BROADCASTING.

Professional broadcaster, 5 years experience, college graduate; married, mature, dependable. Knows large and small market AM, FM, TV. If you want a man you can depend on day in and day out, one who will take responsibility, who can work well with people and is no prima donna, I would very much like to discuss working with you. Currently employed in large metropolitan bright future. Write Box F-137, BROADCASTING.

Bright personality, family man. Not a floater or prima donna type. Dependable dj. Box F-149, BROADCASTING.

Station managers give me a break; Dublin born announcer. Terrific personality. Emphasis news—spots. List of references. Box F-146, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer on the way up. Also good production techniques and commercial delivery. Box F-148, BROADCASTING.

Dj announcer—strong dj with tight board—looking for start. Will travel. Box F-151, BROADCASTING.
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Announcers—(Cont'd)

Announcer-Negro, 2 years experience in both radio and television, desirable position in either. Willing to relocate. Box F-152, BROADCASTING.

High caliber first phone disc jockey. No maintenance. Experienced Jock. Box F-159, BROADCASTING.

First phone showman—personality plus morning man, 6 years major markets, pd. md. available immediately, $175 minimum. Box F-160, BROADCASTING.

High calibre first phone disc jockey. No maintenance. Experienced Jock. Box F-159, BROADCASTING.

First phone showman—personality plus morning man, 6 years major markets, pd. md. available immediately, $175 minimum. Box F-160, BROADCASTING.

Negro dj-announcer-news real pro. 12 years tight production, 8 years top forty—3rd phone. Married, Military. Call 202-384-9774 or 313-233-4178 immed.


Have first class. Good voice. Some announcing experience. Any market. Duties. Eddie James, 4017 Parkside Dr., Dallas, Tex.


1st phone, 4 years experience, no mainte- nance, can type, ad lib and do personality shots. Tom. Stanton. 313-844-3555. WTHM, Lapeer, Michigan.

First phone! Experience! Johnny Bowles, 4612 Imperial Terrace, Louisville, Ky.


Female 31, 1st phone, no experience. Dying to do top 40, like to learn engineering. Cali. only. Cathi Moore, 848-485-8065.


DJ—top forty, wild or mild, 3rd class, $125 wk. min., call Joe Lucky, 313-275-3646.

First license, experienced desires weekends 101 rule radius Washington. Wolford, 263- DI 7-0858.

Femme fatale—Sydney Winslow—6296 B-3 Ganter, Dallas, Texas. Soft, well modulated authoritative voice (a hard to find phrase, references, type, operate all equipment, 29 or so. Prefer Dallas-Fort Worth, Okla.). Consider any market west of Mississippi. Call immediately, if interested.


Morning personality & top few man voice personality wide experience—best references—family man. Call 404-307-3064 or write Frank. The North Crest Drive, Winder, Ga.

Good adult man at fair price hard to find? If you're sincere too, call collect: 313-272-2541.

Technical

First phone, seeking position as "inside man" with stable operation. Can handle copydeck, authorization, accounts, office, an- nouncer, maintenance. Now in Florida, but will move if not too far. Box F-111, BROADCASTING.

First phone, light experience studio, trans- mission, maintenance. Desires position, mar- ried. Box F-128, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer, 5 yrs. broadcasting, desires position in maintenance. AM-FM. Box F-136, BROADCASTING.

1st phone technician. Available soon, will relocate for good offer, all replies answered. Box F-142, BROADCASTING.

Broadcast technician 1st phone, available immediately, will relocate. Tech and sales background. Box F-144, BROADCASTING.

Professional

Production—Programming, Others

Jitted copywriter seek spot with major market set—long term, good pay immediately. Box F-58, BROADCASTING.

experienced sports director. Creative sports personalities, experienced play-by-play. Excellent sales record. Versatile, good PR man. OSU grad. Will build money-making sports program for major market. Box F-58, BROADCASTING.

Somewhere there is a combination radio/ TV station, or network, which is dynamic, capable management, which needs a pro sportscaster or director of integrity. Who by competitive production background as play and coach and who by having broad- casted major events throughout the country is tops in his field and holds the loyalty of his audience and sponsors. If you are this organization, try me. I am proven by writing Box F-83, BROADCASTING.

Big sound, authoritative newscast, tight board. Familiar with all. No prima donna. Box F-68, BROADCASTING.

Program director/personality seeks combined duties in top 25 market only. Currently New York City. Will consider best five figure offer. Box F-96, BROADCASTING.

Music director, record librarian, profession-al vocalist, pianist, organist. Host for top rated area shows. Musical network appearances. Twelve year television experience. Box F-89, BROADCASTING.

Are you interested in a public relations man with a radio-TV background? Presently employed with government. Send replies. Box F-91, BROADCASTING.

Director—three years experience all phases commercial and FM radio, production—desires position with advancing opportunity. Box F-98, BROADCASTING.

Program director, for medium market. Proven record—excellent background—top reference. Production. F-88, BROADCASTING.

Terribly tasty good music/jazz dj/program- mer. Imaginative. Employed. Experienced. Box F-102, BROADCASTING.

Captiveing Comedx Characters, Clyde & Margo can unleash added talent to present many customized seven-spot package $50, Demo tape and leasing immedi- ately & M Creations, Box F-115, BROADCASTING.

East coast radio and television! $125 weekly brings you one-half of an AP award-win- ning news staff. Currently working both radio and television. Experienced film, stills, beeper, etc. B.S. degree in broadcast jour- nalism. Box F-153, BROADCASTING.

Public relations executive with top level background in all areas of mass communica-tions now in New York City. Recently resigned as head of PR for major conglomerate. Box F-154, BROADCASTING.

Program director—15 years radio & TV experience. Good music only. Now employed. Air world brings you exciting new offer. Box F-161, BROADCASTING.

Newman—young, talented, radio TV experience. Server, sales, production, married, now directing five-man team. Ready for major market air-cast. Box F-162, BROADCASTING.

Newscasting, writing, editorializing, etc., B.A. & M.A. radio TV, 26, married, will relocate, attraction, experience. Box F-163, BROADCASTING.

Any duties. Eddie James, 21, ready to share his talents with you... the right station. Box F-164, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

TELEVISION—Help Wanted

Sales managers: Our redevelopment program has more than tripled monthly sales since December. We're only getting started. We offer opportunity for sales-manager who can prove ability, and not cost us a fortune doing it. Low salary. High commission. That "top" sales-executive you envy, probably started by tackling a problem like this? Darryl Phillips, 313-370-3596.

Wanted: Account Executive who wants to grow with a top southeastern NBC affiliate in North Carolina’s finest living area. A home owned station, you'll work with an experienced personnel, and become part of a television family that believes in the fu-ture of this area. Salary plus commission. Car and expenses to the right man. Send resume to G. Earl Stewart, Vice President-Sales, WTN-TV, 301-Broadcast- ing Plaza, WTEN-TV, Burlington, North Caro-lina.

Technical

Operations manager to direct TV operations, cameraman, lighting, etc. Also appear on camera, sweep studio, etc. Pay is low. We're growing fast. Will be an executive job next year. Box F-117, BROADCASTING.

Opening for transmitter supervisor. Must have adequate experience and desire to keep the equipment provided at transmitter location. Send application with full details to Manager KSWS TV, Roswell, NM. Must be willing to move.

Experienced, capable, and stable studio and EVTR maintenance engineer. Good salary and working conditions. Reply in confidence to Chief engineer, WEAR TV, Pensacola, Florida.

Experienced studio maintenance technician, permanent position, first phone, CBS affili- ate, larger market, now available. Good stable management, well equipped, RCA cameras, Ampex video tape, in house engineering encouragement, initiative and originality recognized, good fringe benefits, salary open. Send qualifications, references, and recent photograph to Chief engineer, WLC-A TV, Nashville, Tennessee.

Television technician for new communica-tions center on campus of dynamic ex-panding Mid-Western college of 9,000-11,000 enrollment. Complete benefit program. Ex- perience in closed circuit and broadcast equipment. Strong background. Must have FCC license required. Salary from $8,000 upward. Must have a valid driver’s license, and be willing to relocate. Personnel Office, Room 8, Administration Building, Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana.

Production—Programming, Others

Need experienced quality director at news-conscious southwestern medium market VHF. Send complete resume with references, picture and all pertinent information. Box F-140, BROADCASTING.

Creative producer-director with ability to write commercials and handle operations. Send photo and resumes to Program director KUTV, Salt Lake City.

Virginia ETV station seeks Creative TV di- rector for instructional programs. Degree required. Send resume to WHRO-TV 5200 Hampton Blvd. Norfolk, Va. 23508.

TELEVISION—Situations Wanted

Management

Want to return to TV, presently in radio building success story. Highly successful in both. Prefer TV in major market, all phases of broadcasting: build sales and profits. I've built them, proud of them, and lost them. I'm not cheap, but you can afford me. Box F-121, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION—Wanted

FOR SALE

Equipment—(Cont'd)

WINCHARGER type tower, dismantled, excellent condition, 215 feet for $23,000 less than $30,000.00. Call Vernon T. Fox, 817-4822. Greer for details.

Tower is heavy duty 18 inches thru, includes guy wires.


Deca weather radar, good operating condition, specifications on request. Sale price $600.00. WAZ-TV, P.O. Box 515, Huntington, W. Va.

ITA 19,000c FM transmitter less than two years old, free catalog. Columbus, Ohio—we are growing, good buy.


Corvan—For remote broadcast work, fully insulated & shielded low ringer sound system. PHA 7-5165—Cheboygan, Mich.

Specialist in Langevin professional audio equipment and controls. Contact Mr. Cook, Shugr Ed, Station WOR, N. W. W., Washington, D. C. 202-965-1300.

Helix cable, latest type Andrews 8B, less than 3 years old, 12,000 feet. On spool ready to ship, cost $2,300.00, will sell for $1,500.00 cash. FOB, San Antonio. Ed Shook, Chief Engineer, K2Z, San Antonio, Tex. 106-C-A 87001.

One kw FM transmitter ready for use. Good condition, makes offer over $1500. Box F-144, BROADCASTING.

MICROINOS

30,000 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical laugh service featuring deejay comment, intros, pre-recorded liners exclusive. Stein Comedy Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.


Deejay manual A collection of deejay station breaks, fillers, bits, gimmicks for clever deejays. $5.00. Show Biz Comedy Service, 2949 Park Ave Court Brooklyn, N. Y. 11235

Audio News—your choice of 25 or 40 daily actualities and information from San Francisco, Washington, New York and other key news centers. Identification on your call letters and exclusive market guarantee. Special delivery eliminates phone cost. Write Box F-75, BROADCASTING.

Hollywood highlights—fifty 15 second voice reports by Lee Gordon, with personal identifications as "KKKK's Hollywood Correspondent" Profitably aired by stations from coast to coast. Box F-00, BROADCASTING.

WANTED TO BUY

Equipment

Turn unwanted broadcast equipment into cash! Send list, description, price. Broadcast Equipment, Box 3141, Bristol, Tennessee.

Transmitters and towers, AM, FM, Bought & Sold. S.O.S. 270 North West Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Approved AFN frequency monitor for regular operation. WMAX, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Wanted Used 230 watt transmitter in working condition, able to be used in 1500 KW. State make, model, condition and price. Box F-127, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE

Equipment

Television/radio transmitters, cameras, microwave, tubes, audio, monitors. Electrodish, 440 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.

XMission Line: Tefton insulated, 14% rigid, 51.5 Ohm, flanged with bullets and all hardware. New—unused, 20 foot length for $40.00. Quantity discounts. Stock list available. Sierra-Western Electric, 1401 Middle Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California. Temple 9-2927.


Everything in used broadcast equipment. Check Equipment wanted. Equipment, Box 3141, Bristol, Tennessee.

GEL FMC FM Multiplex system, including main and subchannel exciters, regulated power condition. Make offer. Eastside Broadcasting 114 Lakeside, Seattle, Washington.

Everything in used broadcast equipment. Check Equipment wanted. Equipment, Box 3141, Bristol, Tennessee.

PRODUCTION—Promoting, Others

TV writer-producer: Extensive creative experience, also reporting, commentary and diffusion production station promotion Long, practi- cal experience. Box F-124, BROADCASTING.

East coast radio and television: $125 wkd brings you one-half of an AP award-winning newscaster and former working beat radio and television. Experienced film, stills, beepers, etc. BS degree in broadcast jou- rnalism. Box F-134, BROADCASTING.

Graduate student of television wants сум- mary of production/direction work. Box F-146, BROADCASTING.

Director-announcer-writer able. Creative, believable 8 years experience $125 minimum. Dave Davis, 411-8224.

INSTRUCTIONS—(Cont'd)


Elkins Radio License School of Chicago—Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory methods and theory. First Class License. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, Illinois.

Announcing, programming, on-the-job operation Twelve weeks intensive practical training. Most modern equipment available. Approved. Request Free brochure, Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas 35, Texas.


Since 1946. Original course for FCC first phone operator license in six weeks. Over 430 hours instruction and over 260 hours guided discussion on subjects required. Enrolling now for classes starting June 20, and September 3, for free reservations, write William B. Ogden Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive Ave, Burbank, Cali- fornia.


Special accelerated first phone preparation available at Los Angeles Division of Grantamah Schools. New classes begin July 20 and September 3, for free reservations write or call Radio Engineering In- stitute, 1328 Main St., Sarasota, Florida.


America's pioneer, 1st in announcing since 1894. National Academy of Broadcasting, 841 H. St. NW, Washington 1, D. C.

Pittsburgh, FCC first class "success-proven" accelerated course now in progress day or evening. Free placement. For brochure, write: Dept. 4-B, Grantanamah Schools, 501 W. Northern Ave, Hollywood, Calif. 90027.

FCC license in six weeks. Not a Q and A course. Get your license and a working knowledge of electronics. This is space City's Texas-sized opportunity. Next classes June 29th. Houston Institute of Electronics, 504 M and M Blvd., Houston, Texas.

Is Broadcasting the career for you? Let's discuss it—write Broadcasting Institute of America, 1836 Toleda St., New Orleans, Louisiana.

Help Wanted

PRODUCTION MANAGER

Top Chicago Program Agency has grown 1000% in five years and is now ready to enter other Major Markets. We're hiring a creative Production-Traffic Manager, heavy on announcing with intelligent, adver- tisement experience. Job is in licensed TV station. First Class License helpful, but not essential. Starting salary open, with some help. please send tape and full information.

Metropolitan Broadcasting Service Div. of Miller & Krauss, Inc. 5875 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago 45, Ill.
TELEVISION—Help Wanted

Announcers

Wanted Yesterday

KID PERSONALITY
to take over established daily program in top 50 market. Good salary plus talent. Some booth work. VTR or recent KID will be required. Send resume, pin, proof of performance and honest salary requirement.

Box F-114, BROADCASTING

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

MOVE TO THE ROCKIES!!!

We are the only agency in the seven-state Rocky Mountain area specializing in radio and TV personnel. Immediate openings for Managers, Salesmen, Engineers, Traffic, Copy, and other categories. Send inquiry and resume to:

RADIO AND TV DIVISION
COLORADO BUSINESS INSTITUTE
SUITE 641 EQUITABLE BLDG.
DENVER, COLORADO 80202

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED

RADIO and TELEVISION stations with access time for a guaranteed money making offer. C. S., Canadian & Latin stations included. Confidential.

Box E-206, BROADCASTING

STATES FOR SALE

1. SOUTHWEST. Exclusive. Daytime. $20,000. 29% down.
2. FAR WEST. Metro. Daytime. $150,000. 29% down.
3. FAR WEST. Medium market. Gross over $90,000. Terms.
4. PACIFIC NORTHWEST. Medium. Owner anxious. $25,000 down.

JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, California

FOR SALE

Stations (Cont'd)

JACKSON, MISS.
METRO POP. 225,000
5KW/1KW fulltime facility in this rapid growth—stable radio market. Ideal for Top-40 or Country, Western-Religious format. Priced for quick cash sale. Call John McLendon—601-916-1617 Jackson, Miss.—P. O. Box 197.

GUNZENDORFER

HAWAI'I. Fulltimer $97,500 with $46,750 down, exclusive.
WASHINGTON. Daytimer $15,000 down. Asking $20,000.
OREGON. Fulltimer 100% of Corp. stock for $30,000.
WILL GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Brokers Phone 2-8800
864 So. Robertson, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

GUNZENDORFER

To buy or sell Radio and/or TV properties contact:

PATT MCDONALD CO.
P. O. BOX 9266 - GL 3-8080
AUSTIN 56, TEXAS

For Best Results IF YOU NEED HELP OR A JOB IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO BUY OR SELL You Can't Top A CLASSIFIED AD in

Broadcasting
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Mayaguez, P. R. Action June 2.

Continued without date July 8 hearing in proceeding on AM application of Mid-Atlantic Broadcasting Co. (KEYV), Provo, Utah, that same date, pending and June 28, as scheduled, exhibits to be exchanged by all parties to enable court to re-continue procedure, and to correct at time hearing.

In proceeding on applications of Marine Broadcasting Co., Port Angeles, Wash., for FMs at Olympias and Hoods, Wa. and deleting type of permit, June 3, as scheduled, exhibit of June 22 date for exchange of exhibits and June 1 hearing. Action May 28.

By Hearing Examiner Sol Schildhaus

Issued order setting forth general plan for proceeding on AM application of Mid-Utah Broadcasting Co. (KEYY), Provo, Utah, for FMs at Idaho Falls, Idaho; rescheduled dates for status on proceedings. June 23, as scheduled, exhibits to be exchanged by all parties to enable court to re-plan to present any oral testimony in said proceeding, and will furnish other parties names of witnesses and scope of evidence; additionally, by June 22 parties will demand witnesses for cross-examination and identify witnesses to be produced for rebuttal purposes. Action May 28.

In proceeding on applications of Marine Broadcasting Co., Port Angeles, Wash., for FMs at Olympias and Hoods, Wa. and deleting type of permit, June 3, as scheduled, exhibit of June 22 date for exchange of exhibits and June 1 hearing. Action May 28.

Pursuant to ruling announced at May 26 proceeding, for prehearing conference and for commencement of July 8 proceeding, granting motion upon rulemaking petition to add second assignment to Jackson, Tenn., as proposed in petition by Central Coast Television (KCOY-TV), Santa Maria, Calif., for reconsideration of May 15 order which denied a request for proceeding on applications of Lompoc Valley Cable TV Co., for FM translator in Lompoc, Calif., for Business Radio Service. Action May 27.

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharman

Scheduled prehearing conference for June 5 in remand proceeding on AM application of Mid-Utah Broadcasting Co. (KEYY), Provo, Utah, that same date, pending May 28.

By order dated June 1, granted petition by Central Coast Television (KCOY-TV), Santa Maria, Calif., for reconsideration of May 15 order which denied a request for proceeding on applications of Lompoc Valley Cable TV Co., for FM translator in Lompoc, Calif., for Business Radio Service. Action May 27.

By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith

Pursuant to order announced at May 26 proceeding, for further prehearing conference, scheduled hearing for June 28 in proceeding on application for new FM translator in New Haven, Conn., for WMHz-AM translator in Asheville, N. C. Action May 28.

By office of Opinions and Review

In Ohio, channel 79 proceeding to change willful and by D. H. Overmyer for further extension of time to June 28, to file all petitions for reconsideration. Action June 2.

In Grand Rapids, Mich., channel 13 proceeding to change willful and new UHF translator, pending petition by Michigan Telecasters Inc., for extension of time to June 8 to file opposition to petitions for reconsideration. Action June 2.

In proceeding on applications of Kent, K. John C. Ford, and W. J. Nash to proceed with erection of tower for new UHF translator, June 2, to reply to Broadcast Bureau's comments regarding opposition to applications for approval of agreements. Action May 25.

BROADCAST ACTIONS by Bureau

WMAL-FM Panama City, Fla.-Waived section 72.210(a) (3) of rules and granted permit to extend time to June 1 to reply to Broadcast Bureau's comments regarding opposition to applications for approval of agreements. Action May 25.

KPRM Park Rapids, Minn.-Granted license covering CP to change transmitter. Action June 1.


WSCC Charlotte, N. C.-Granted mod. of CP to change height, distance, type and change ant. and change location, June 28, as scheduled, exhibits to be exchanged by all parties to enable court to re-plan to present any oral testimony in said proceeding, and will furnish other parties names of witnesses and scope of evidence; additionally, by June 22 parties will demand witnesses for cross-examination and identify witnesses to be produced for rebuttal purposes. Action May 28.

Actions of May 25


By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request for renewal of interim license granted for Licensee, Tammesla, Inc., to operate its television station with an ERP of 12,000 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.

By Broadcast Bureau

Request granted to the Newport Beach, Calif., Petitioners to change the broadcast facilities from an ERP of 12,000 kw and reduced power down to an ERP of 4,050 kw, to be located at Newport Beach, Calif., as specified in the petition.
Will they be working with you tomorrow?

This is a seminar of broadcasting and advertising students earnestly at work learning the intricacies of audience measurement, firsthand. It's an important part of their education as they prepare for the transition from campus to career. And, because it is important, ARB is helping to insure their firsthand knowledge and career preparedness by regularly providing actual television audience reports and related research information for classroom use.

Through ARB's University Program more than 175 advertising and broadcasting departments of leading universities are currently being served. University educators in 44 states, the District of Columbia and Canada are active participants in the program.

For you and for them, the program is dedicated to bringing students a knowledgeable, intimate and more realistic appreciation of audience research today.

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
DIVISION OF C-E-I-R INC.
Crusaders can't be fair on free passes

ever dare speak in committee," Mr. Brines notes. "We sell our public service shows here too," he explains, "and we sell them every place. Always some company will benefit even if they are controversial."

Although Mr. Brines is a member of the Elkhart Better Business Bureau, the area's chambers of commerce and the Mayor's Committee in South Bend to attract new business there, he does not consider himself to be a "joiner" for a very particular reason. "My theory," he says, "is that to run the best broadcast properties you can, you should be independent in your judgment. The less you are obligated to others the better."

Mr. Brines points out that a station manager gets invited to join "everything in town" but he feels he can be more fair if he doesn't. "And I accept no free passes to anything," he adds.

Direct Approach. This same sense of pride and fitness about things goes for the advertising side too in Mr. Brines's book. "We believe in selling in a man's office or on his premises," he says, "and not over cocktails or on the golf course."

The Elkhart-South Bend stations do their own creative production work on many local and regional accounts, Mr. Brines says. "Advertisers here talk programming," he explains, "but they understand it and its effectiveness. We don't have to wait for ratings. The cash register is the rating book. If an advertiser has a good show or a bad show he knows it the very next day by his store traffic."

Mr. Brines's role as builder and developer of the broadcast properties has covered the technical side too. When he first joined the Truth Publishing interests in 1955, his first goal was to move the WJSV transmitter site up on a hill in the same area as the other two TV outlets and obtain a lower channel.

Now the set owner anywhere in the market can get all three of the UHF outlets on his internal antenna or single "bow tie" whereas he needed two before because of the previous difference in signal orientation, Mr. Brines explains.

The business of broadcasting has been exciting as long as Mr. Brines can recall—way back to the days when he sold Crosley battery sets by the hundreds to farmers to earn his money for college. Now he shares the youthful excitement of his children in their discoveries and accomplishments in the field.

Both youngsters are at DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind., and both are active with the campus radio station, WRE(FM), a low-power operation. Son Craig is a sportscaster and daughter Barbara is women's news director.

They have good imaginations like their father, but they doubt if poetry is the proper accomplishment for a wrestling program. Dad tried it once as an experiment in the young days at WGN-Chicago and nobody liked it—and for once the sports fans and poetry lovers found a common ground in protest.
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Sarnoff's timely thesis

W
E happen to agree with practically everything Bob Sarnoff, chairman of the NBC board, said last week in defense of the principle of group ownership of broadcasting stations. It is a historical fact that the trend toward consolidations in station ownership— with rare exceptions— has strengthened the broadcasting system in this country. And this may be the very reason that some government regulators are itching now to arrest the trend or perhaps to reverse it.

It is largely from the groups that the primary resistance to government encroachments has come. That fact can hardly have escaped the attention of the strong-handed bureaucrats who wish to impose their will on radio and television.

As a general rule it can be said that docility in the acceptance of government controls diminishes in proportion to the increase of the licensee's financial resources. The single-station owner who gets a letter hinting that the FCC would like to see a change in his programing is more apt to take the hint— again with notable exceptions— than is the group owner. It takes money not usually available to the single owner to engage in an extended struggle with the government.

On issues involving fundamental freedoms it has been the groups that have in large measure provided the means and the leadership to fight the FCC on its own grounds and in the courts. The coalition of broadcasters that two weeks ago elected to test the constitutionality of the whole system of FCC program controls (Broadcasting, June 1) was dominated by group owners. Again because of their resources the group owners were in the position to bear the brunt of arguments last week in opposition to the FCC's proposed television license renewal forms (see story this issue).

While recognizing the potency of group owners, the basic entity in broadcasting is and always should be the independent owner. He does the grass roots job. He is most effective in taking a problem to his congressional delegation.

Current limitations (seven in each class of facility) on the number of outlets that can be commonly owned preclude unlimited expansion by group owners. If anything, the trend is in the other direction.

It is for these reasons that we think Mr. Sarnoff's speech before the NBC affiliates convention in Los Angeles was timely. To regulators who are frustrated in their schemes it becomes a tactical necessity to attack the cause of their frustration. Mr. Sarnoff has wisely foreseen the coming of all kinds of attempts to weaken group owners and thereby torpedo their resistance.

Mock-up mockery

F
O
R better or worse, the Supreme Court has agreed to review the hard-line policy of the Federal Trade Commission in the sandpaper and other advertising cases involving mock-ups used extensively in television commercials.

The FTC had contended that the use of a simulated sandpaper shave by Colgate deceived the public. The First Circuit Court of Appeals in Boston twice had held that the Colgate test did not warrant a policy against all future "misrepresentations of any kind by demonstration any more than the fact that a misrepresentation made in print would justify an order against all future misrepresentations of any kind by printing."

It concluded the ruling in the Colgate case was too broad. Some products, when photographed, just don't look anything like they do in their natural state. The same goes for people, pumpkins, politicians and kings.

Hence actors use makeup. Politicians and members of the Federal Trade Commission are known to have resorted to pancake makeup and artificial lighting to make them telegenic. Is the public thereby deceived?

No one knows what the Supreme Court will decide. But there is consolation in the thought that even this highest of tribunals traditionally has used something akin to make-up— the black robes of the judicial calling.

Long memory department

O
NCE upon a time a food company in Pittsburgh with 57 varieties decided it would use neither radio nor television advertising. So newspapers throughout the land proclaimed to all and sundry that Heinz knew what it was doing in buying newspaper space exclusively.

But there came to pass a change. Within the fortnight a report listing the top 100 newspaper spenders disclosed that the Heinz company in 1963 spent $1,886,308 in newspaper space. During the same year it spent $4,762,990 for television time alone. (Television Bureau of Advertising averaged this ratio was about par for the course, since about 75% of the $1.15 billion spent in the two media by the newspapers' top 100 went into television time.)

* * *

Several years after the Heinz Company saw the light, another advertiser known as Shell, decided to play the marketing game without television, by swinging its entire advertising budget into newspapers. But a mere two years had elapsed when Shell and its agency, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, concluded, forsooth, that it could not do without television. There was no trumpeting or fanfare, as there had been when television had been abandoned for newspapers.*

*The TVB analysis of the newspapers' top 100 advertisers in 1963 showed that Shell spent $1,457,285 in newspapers and $6,355,760 in TV.

"We're trying out a husband and wife news team. He gives the news and she picks it to pieces!"

Broadcasting, June 8, 1964
Pâté costs more than liverwurst. Bisque costs more than soup. Stroganoff costs more than stew. KPRC costs more than other Houston TV. Life is short.
McClatchy Broadcasting Company is doing something new with marketing facts concerning

Food and beverages • household items • toiletries • appliances • automotive • tobacco products • apparel •
• travel • household characteristics • characteristics of heads of households • retail shopping habits • store preferences • and many other important categories in

The Sacramento Market Measure

The Modesto Market Measure

The Fresno Market Measure

The Reno Market Measure

Continuing home surveys — scientifically planned and impartially conducted — are now being made in the total Sacramento, Modesto and Fresno markets as well as in metropolitan Reno to provide up-to-date marketing information on the families in the markets served by Bee-line radio stations. These data will be available to you in a series of quarterly reports. For information regarding them, call or write —

KFBK, Sacramento • KBEE, Modesto • KMJ, Fresno • KOH, Reno
or McClatchy Broadcasting Company, Sacramento, California

Paul H. Raymer Co., National Representative